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Abstract
In the past decades, the progress in tunnelling and underground developments has been
increased rapidly. In this context high-resolution exploration of the geology in the vicinity
of the construction site can lead to a minimisation of the construction period, to a reduction
of the investment costs and can improve the reliability and safety of the construction phase.
We performed a 2D elastic full-waveform inversion (FWI) in a crystalline rock environment
below ground in the GFZ-Underground Laboratory in which the geological situation is quite
well known. The source and receiver positions are in transmission geometry and surround a
Freiberger grey gneiss block. We used a high frequency magnetostrictive vibrator source to
excite a sweep signal from 300 - 3000 Hz. The data preprocessing prior to the FWI consists
of a rotation of receiver orientation, a spreading transformation and a time-windowing of
the first arrival P-wave.
The influence of the different preprocessing parameters, the resolution potential and strategies
for a better convergence of the FWI are investigated in synthetic studies by using the same
geometry and the same source wavelet as in the field survey with a random distributed
velocity model which represents crystalline rock. The studies give information about the
range of the parameters we could use in the field data inversion.
A semblance analysis which is sensitive to differences in the waveforms showed that the
field data is less influenced by ghost reflections at the gallery walls than the 2D synthetic
data. Thus, we invert the field data with a gallery-free model, i. e., without the rock-air
interface which fits the behaviour of the field data best.
In the field data inversion we used a multi-scale inversion by starting at 400 Hz and by
increasing the frequency in steps of 100 Hz until we reached 900 Hz. The source time
function is recomputed at each frequency range. The general velocity distribution of the
P-wave velocity model is consistent for all frequency ranges. We could achieve a small-scale
velocity distribution of the gneiss which is in agreement with the former known geological
characteristics.
The work presents a first successful application of the FWI to field data in a hard rock regime.
The resolution of the inverted velocity structures could be increased by using the FWI in
contrast to a classical travel time tomography. Nevertheless, further work has to be done to
be able to invert later arriving phases, like the S-wave, too.
Although the FWI is a complex multi-parameter problem, we recommend its application
in hard rock regimes, e. g., for seismic imaging around a tunnel to identify rock changes
during the construction period or to monitor the rock conditions between two tunnels to
obtain a high resolution image.
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1 Introduction
In the past decades, a rapid progress in tunnelling and underground developments can
be noticed all over the world. Large-scale projects are currently planned or realised, such
as the Gotthard Base Tunnel through the Alps with a length of 57 km. Many of these
projects are often located in complex geological environments. Such projects as well as
smaller underground developments in urban areas require technologies for a high-resolution
exploration of the geology in the vicinity of the construction site. This can be realised by
seismic tomography. The knowledge of the geological conditions leads to a minimisation of
the construction period, reduction of the investment costs and can improve for the reliability
and safety during as well as after the construction phase.
In this thesis, we focus on a seismic survey in a hard rock regime under laboratory conditions.
We record real data, investigate preprocessing steps, the influence of various parameters
and finally apply a full-waveform inversion (FWI) to determine the geological structures
of the hard rock. The major developments in hard rock regimes are tunnel constructions
(Kolymbas, 1998). In the past, mainly travel-time based methods were applied to determine
the geology, such as structural changes in the host rock (Dickmann and Sanders, 1996; Kneib
et al., 2000; Giese et al., 2005; Lüth et al., 2006; Jetschny, 2010). The resulting resolution were
limited because of two reasons: First, the measurement conditions are very challenging in
the underground and second, the travel-time based methods have a lack in terms of the
resolution. Latter can be significantly improved with the use of the FWI which has the
potential for high-resolution images.
In the 1980s, the FWI approach was suggested by Tarantola (1984) and Mora (1987). Due
to the high computational costs, the benefit of the method could not be exploited until the
last decade. Many field applications in seismology (Fichtner et al., 2009), in marine seismics
(Boonyasiriwat et al., 2010) and for onshore wide-aperture surveys (Bleibinhaus et al., 2009)
are published in the last years.
In our survey we use a transmission geometry which is rather similar to a crosshole geometry. In the following, some crosshole seismic data examples recorded with hydrophones
which are mostly processed with the acoustic approximation are mentioned. Although the
application purpose may differ, we are focusing on some interesting facts, such as the data
preprocessing for the FWI. Zhou et al. (1997) performed an elastic wave equation travel-time
and waveform inversion (WTW) and could invert the P- and the S-wave velocity model
in synthetic tests as well as for field data. However, they need high-quality direct P- and
S-wave arrivals for an appropriate starting model and a well estimated source wavelet. In a
publication of Pratt (1999), first the necessary preprocessing steps, e. g., time windowing or
the source signature estimation are introduced with synthetic examples and measurements
on a physical scale model. Subsequently, Pratt and Shipp (1999) carried out a viscoacoustic
FWI with a static anisotropy. The FWI provides a significantly improved image of the
velocity structures when comparing with the original travel-time tomography results. Bauer
et al. (2005) and Pratt et al. (2005) acquired data with a vibrator source for a crosswell seismic
experiment with a time-lapse approach. Again, a preprocessing workflow for the data was
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applied including tube-wave suppression, low-pass frequency filtering and time windowing
of the data. They gained detailed information on the distribution of the P-wave velocity and
attenuation properties at the survey area for one data set. Recently, a time-lapse inversion
was performed by Zhang et al. (2012) who use almost the same preprocessing as suggested
by Pratt and Shipp (1999).
In contrast to our survey, most of the former publications use hydrophones as receivers.
Nevertheless, the mentioned preprocessing steps are applicable to both, acoustic and elastic
measurements. Manukyan (2011) used, besides of hydrophones, also multi-component
geophones within a clay formation as host rock in the Mont Terri Rock Laboratory, Switzerland. The aim is to monitor high-level radioactive waste disposals regarding the water
saturation with an elastic full-waveform inversion. Amongst other things, they figured out
that the coupling effects of the hydrophones overwhelm possible long-term changes in the
repository. In contrast to the hydrophones, grouted geophones yield coherent recordings
over time. This is of interest for our work as we use geophones mounted with anchors in
the host rock. Further elastic crosshole inversion results including anisotropy are published
by Barnes et al. (2008).
We want to perform a 2D elastic full-waveform inversion in a crystalline rock environment
below ground under laboratory conditions. As a test site, we chose GFZ-UndergroundLaboratory (GFZ U-Lab) operated by the German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ)
in the research and education mine Reiche Zeche of the Freiberg University of Mining and
Technology (TU BAF). This facility provides the necessary equipment for performing elastic
seismic measurements and has stable environmental conditions which gives the possibility
for repeating-measurements (Krauss et al., 2014). The measurement area is already well
characterised by travel-time based methods (Richter, 2010; Krauss, 2013) and by a geological
mapping (Kopf et al., 2008). With the FWI, we expect a higher resolution of the velocity
distribution in contrast to the travel-time tomography.
A block of crystalline rock (Freiberger Greygneiss) almost 50 m wide and 80 m long, is surrounded by three galleries in a depth of approximately 150 m. The geological mapping provides
no material changes in the host rock, except of two major fault zones where hydrothermal
mineralisation occur. Depending on the characteristics of the faults, seismic measurement
are sensitive to the fault zones in the host rock and can be identified as heterogeneities
within the rock. These changes in the elastic properties are assumed to be visible in the
inverted image in order to locate fault zones.
The source and receiver positions are in transmission geometry and are located in an almost
ideally horizontal plane. Mostly, in underground measurements an impulsive pneumatic
hammer or the signal of the cutting wheel of a tunnel boring machine act as seismic sources
(Petronio et al., 2007). However, the disadvantage of both is that the sources are poorly
reproducible and the frequency content is not clearly defined. Therefore, we use a highly
regulated magnetostrictive double vibrator which can excite sweep signals, in our case
from 300 Hz to 3000 Hz (Borm and Giese, 2003). The source wavelet is well-defined and
reproducible (Borm et al., 2008b). Apart from the actual rock conditions, also long-term
changes in the host rock are measurable by repeating-measurements.
As receivers, we used 30 three-component (3C) geophone anchors which are horizontally
drilled into the hard rock. The depth of the boreholes varies between 1 m and 2 m. The
varying depth is an important fact for the further analysis because first, the behaviour of
the reflections from the rock-air interface differs for the different depths. And second, since
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we use a 2D inversion code, the characteristic of the modelled reflections differs to the
field observations. Due to the extremely expensive computational effort of an elastic 3D
inversion (Butzer et al., 2013) and the intention to study the influence of various parameters
in synthetic tests, we have to find a compromise between the measurement in 3D and an
inversion in 2D. Anyhow, the galleries act like a 3D object which cannot be approximated
by a 2D model. The discrepancy is investigated within the scope of this thesis.
The overall aim of the thesis is to invert the acquired field data with the full-waveform inversion approach by solving several issues concerning the measurement and the implemented
algorithms. The thesis first leads to a future application of the elastic FWI in hard rock
conditions to be able to characterise the geology by proposing solutions for the acquisition
geometry and equipment, the data preprocessing and the inversion strategy. And second,
we want to characterise the elastic properties of the gneiss block within the U-Lab more
explicitly, e. g., to be able to validate the properties of newly developed seismic sources and
receivers for underground applications more precisely.
The thesis is written within the framework of the project Seismic Observations for UNderground Development (SOUND, Appendix F).
In the following, the content of the chapters is briefly introduced.
In Chapter 2 - Methodology, we explain the basics of the elastic wave equation which is
solved by a finite-difference scheme (Virieux, 1986; Levander, 1988; Bohlen, 2002). The
theory of the full-waveform inversion, in particular, the adjoint approach, which was first
formulated in time domain by Tarantola (1984) and Mora (1987) is introduced.
In Chapter 3 - Field Survey in Freiberg, the focus lies on the performed seismic measurement in hard rock conditions at the GFZ-Underground-Laboratory in the research and
education mine Reiche Zeche of the TU BAF. The already known facts about the survey area
are described as well as the measurement equipment, such as the characteristics of the
source and receivers, is specified.
In Chapter 4 - Model Geometry and Data Characteristics, the specifics of the source wavelet is evaluated and the acquired data is characterised regarding, e. g., the first-arrival times
and by applying a 3D/2D transformation. In addition, we analyse the data in terms of the
frequency content, possible anisotropy effects and the similarity of waveforms for neighbouring sources and receivers.
In Chapter 5 - Synthetic Case Studies, we illustrate the application of the full-waveform
inversion with synthetic data by adopting the geometry of the field data. We use a random distributed seismic velocity model which should represent the crystalline rock and a
checkerboard model. The influence of different preconditioning parameters, the resolution
potential and strategies for a better convergence of the FWI are tested.
In Chapter 6 - Application to Field Data, the FWI is applied to the field data introduced in
Chapter 3. We first perform a travel-time tomography of the first-arrival times to obtain an
appropriate starting model and subsequent estimate the source wavelet. The FWI is applied
to the preprocessed field data using a multi-scale approach.
In Chapter 7 - Summary and Conclusion, the content of the thesis is summarised and the
conclusion is drawn.

6

2 Methodology
In this chapter we explain and describe the theory behind the methods which are used in
the thesis. At first, the general elastic wave equation is derived from the equation of motion
and Hooke’s law (Section 2.1). An approach to solve the wave equation for complex media
is the finite-difference scheme (FD scheme) which is briefly introduced in Section 2.2. As we
use an already available code, we concentrate on the further implementations which are
necessary for our purpose. In the next section, the general approach of the full-waveform
inversion (FWI) is introduced (Section 2.3). The theoretical background of the adjoint
approach - a conjugate gradient method - which is the basis of the FWI is explained in
detail as well as the gradient for different parametrisations are shown. Further, for different
misfit definitions the adjoint sources are explicitly formulated. Additional steps, such as the
preconditioning and the scaling of the gradient, are explained. The overall workflow of the
FWI algorithm which is implemented in a code called DENISE is afterwards presented with
emphasising the most important steps. Also, we apply strategies, such as frequency filtering,
to increase the convergence of the gradient method. In addition, the source time function
has to be determined to use it as the source wavelet in the inversion (Section 2.4). At last,
we performed a travel-time tomography to obtain a sufficient starting model (Section 2.5).

2.1 Elastic Wave Equation
In this section, we follow the work of Lay and Wallace (1995) which explain very clearly the
necessary steps to obtain the elastic wave equation.
The most fundamental equation in seismic is the equation of motion. It describes the relation
between forces in a medium to the measurable displacements or how a wave propagates
through a continuum:
∂σij
∂2 u
ρ 2i =
+ fi
(2.1)
∂x j
∂t
This is a system of three second order partial differential equations in the so-called stressdisplacement formulation for the equation of motion in a three-dimensional medium, where
the vector x is the position vector in space, ρ denotes the density, ui the ith-component of
the particle displacement vector, σij the stress tensor and f i are external body forces.
We now introduce the relation between stress and strain (Hooke’s law). If steady and small
stresses are applied to a medium for a long time, almost all materials act ductile. That means
they are deformed permanently. We are interested in short and small stresses as this is
typical for seismic or seismology. For measurements under laboratory conditions a linear
relation between stress and strain could be found. The principles for the relation are that
they are linear and elastic. Elastic means “that reducing the small stress restores the medium
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2.1. Elastic Wave Equation

to its original state” (Lay and Wallace, 1995, p. 48). The relation can be expressed by
σij = Cijkl ekl .

(2.2)

The constants of proportionality Cijkl are the so-called elastic moduli. Cijkl is a tensor with
81 components which describes the properties of the medium and connects the stress tensor
σij and the strain tensor ekl , both with nine components. Due to symmetrical reasons,
the number of independent components is reduced to 36. Because the elastic energy for
deformation is a state function, the tensor can further be reduced to 21 components. If we
consider isotropic media, that means, the properties of the media do not depend on the
direction, only the two Lamé parameters λ and µ remain. We can rewrite Cijkl to
Cijkl = λδij δkl + µ(δik δjl + δil δjk )
with

(
δij =

1 if i = j
0 if i , j

.

(2.3)

(2.4)

δij is called the Kronecker delta. Equation (2.2) can be rewritten to
σij = λθδij + 2µeij

(2.5)

θ = e11 + e22 + e33 .

(2.6)

with
The Equations (2.1) and (2.5) and the strain relationship
eij =

1 ∂ui ∂u j 
+
2 ∂x j
∂xi

(2.7)

are a system of second order partial differential equations in the so-called stress-displacement
formulation. By taking the time derivative of the stress-strain relationship and the strain
tensor and by using vi = ∂ui/∂t, we can rewrite the equations to
∂σij
∂vi
= fi +
,
∂2
∂x j
∂σij
∂eij
∂θ
= λ δij + 2µ
and
∂t
∂t
∂t
∂eij
∂v j 
1 ∂vi
.
=
+
∂t
2 ∂x j ∂xi
ρ

(2.8)

This is the so-called stress-velocity formulation. To solve the equations, we use the finitedifference scheme explained in the following section.
The relation between the Lamé parameters and the density to the seismic velocities for P-
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and S-wave (vP and vS ) are following (Lay and Wallace, 1995):
s
λ + 2µ
vP =
,
ρ
r
µ
vS =
.
ρ

(2.9)

2.2 Forward Modelling
The used FWI code is based on a 2D P-SV finite-difference time-domain implementation
originally developed by Bohlen (2002). The extensive theory for elastic and viscoelastic
media is described in Bohlen (1998). The corresponding forward modelling codes SOFI2D
and SOFI3D (Seismic mOdelling with Finite-dIfferences) are available from
http://www.gpi.kit.edu/Software.php under the terms of the GNU General Public License.
In this work we want to give a brief introduction to finite-difference modelling. We focus on
the explanation of necessary features required for a general understanding within the scope
of the FWI. Later, the inversion code DENISE is presented, where the 2D forward modelling
code is included.

2.2.1 Finite-Difference Scheme
For modelling seismic waves in an elastic and isotropic medium, that is, in order to solve
Equation (2.8), we have to discretise the space on a regular and rectangular grid as well as
the time in regular time steps. At every grid point the elastic parameters λ and µ as well
as the particle displacement u and the stresses σij are assigned. The grid spacing dh is the
spatial distance between two adjacent grid points and dt is the increment of discrete time
steps. The indexes m and n indicate the discrete local dependence in space with x = m · dh
and y = n · dh and the index p indicates the discrete time step with t = p · dt. Now, the
partial derivatives are replaced by finite-differences. For the spatial derivatives only second
order Taylor operators are used due to the expected strong discontinuities at the rock-air
interface (Cunha, 1993). For the time derivatives only second order operators are used, too.
The finite-difference operators for a function u( x, t) can be written as

and

∂u( x )
u(m + dh) − u(m)
=
∂x
dh

(2.10)

∂u(t)
u( p + dt) − u( p)
=
,
∂t
dt

(2.11)

respectively.
Furthermore, we have to introduce the standard staggered grid (SSG) proposed by Virieux
(1986) and Levander (1988). It ensures that the partial derivatives are calculated at the
correct positions in space and time. The corresponding illustration of the distribution of
the wavefield variables and material properties can be seen in Köhn (2011, Figure 2.5).
Due to the staggered grid, the Lamé parameter µ and the density ρ have to be averaged
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harmonically and arithmetically, respectively.
A source time function which represents the source wavelet is applied at one grid point.
Afterwards the elastic fields of the wave propagation are updated for each grid point after
each time step. By saving the wavefield variables, such as the particle velocity field at one
grid point, we obtain a seismogram which is sampled with dt.

2.2.2 Required Accuracy of the FD-Parameters
On the one hand, the computational costs strongly depend on the number of both, grid
points and time steps and thus, on the discretisations dh and dt, respectively. On the
other hand, a stable finite-difference scheme and seismograms without numerical artefacts
are requested. With Equation (2.12) and (2.13) we can calculate the necessary spatial and
temporal sampling. For second order Taylor operators we need at least 12 grid points per
minimum wavelength to avoid numerical artefacts caused by grid dispersion (Köhn, 2011,
Table 2.2). This leads to
dh ≤

λmin
n

with

λmin =

cmin ( f max )
f max

(2.12)

where n is the number of grid points per minimum wavelength, λmin is the smallest occurring wavelength which depends on the minimum velocity cmin in the model and the
maximum frequency f max of the source. The minimum velocity cmin is usually determined
with the vS model.
The second crucial parameter is the temporal sampling dt. The so-called Courant-FriedrichsLewy criterion ensures the stability of the simulation and is given by
dt ≤ √

dh
Dcmax

(2.13)

with D ∈ {1, 2, 3} the dimension of the FD scheme for a second order Taylor operator
(Courant et al., 1928; Courant et al., 1967). cmax is the maximum occurring velocity usually
determined by the vP model.
In Section 5.2, the two described parameters are defined for our purpose so that both criteria
are satisfied.

2.2.3 Additional Features
We shortly introduce the new implementations in the finite-difference code which are
necessary due to the performed survey (Chapter 3).
Rotated Sources

As we will see in Chapter 3, the direction of the sources in the field measurement has an
arbitrary angel with respect to the x- and y-axis of the coordinate system. To model the
effect of the radiation pattern of the source correctly, we have to split the force density on
the x- and y-direction, respectively. This is done with the sine and cosine functions and
the corresponding angle β (Figure 2.1a). For a detailed description how the force density is
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implemented in the FD-scheme, we refer to (Groos, 2013, Section 3.3).
For testing the implementation, we used a homogeneous velocity model with vP = 3500 m/s,
vS = 2000 m/s and a density of ρ = 2000 kg/m3 and a grid size of NX = NY = 800 grid
points. The source wavelet has a sin3 (t) shape with a centre frequency of 5 Hz. To satisfy
the required accuracy of FD-modelling we set DH = 12.5 m and DT = 0.001 s (Section 2.2.2).
The source was located in the middle of the grid. In Figure 2.1b, the P- and S-wave can be
seen, respectively, for two different points in time (T1 and T2) and for four different angles β.
In all figures, for a better visualisation, the pure P- and S-wave contribution to the wavefield
and not the particle velocity or displacement is shown. How to separate the wave types,
we refer to (Bohlen, 1998, Section 3.3.4). The clip of the colour scales are equal for T1 and
T2 to illustrate the effect of geometrical spreading which leads to an amplitude decay but
differs for the P- and S-wave. In T1 and in T2, for β = 0 ◦ , the leading phase of the P-wave
has in terms of the compression (black colour) its highest amplitude in the direction of the
positive y-axis and in terms of dilatation (white colour) its lowest amplitude in the direction
of the negative y-axis. In x-direction, the P-wave excites no energy, as the radiation pattern
is symmetrical. The radiation pattern of the S-wave is rotated by 90 ◦ . In the direction of the
x-axis, the highest and lowest amplitudes occur, whereas at the y-direction, the amplitude
is zero. For β = 30 ◦ (Figure 2.1a), the axis of the maximal amplitude is also rotated with
the desired angle for the P- and S-wave, respectively. For β = 90 ◦ and β = 270 ◦ we can
observe a reversed polarity of both wave types which we expected. Please note that we
are directly looking at the compression and dilatation of the P- and S-wave and not at the
particle velocities on the x- and y-component in used coordinate system. Comparing the
P-wave of β = 90 ◦ and β = 270 ◦ , both have the same polarity in the direction of the force
because in both, the material is compressed first. In terms of the polarity regarding particle
velocity, we would observe a change in the polarity because the particle movement for
β = 90 ◦ is along the positive x-axis and for β = 270 ◦ along the negative x-axis.
CPML Boundaries

A numerical problem in modelling seismic waves using a finite grid are waves that are reflected at the edge of the grid back into the model. This leads to artefacts in the seismograms
which makes them usually hard to interpret. By extending the grid the reflections would
occur at a later time after the wanted main phases, but this also increases the computational
cost and the memory requirements. In the used FWI code the convolutionary perfectly
matched layers (CPMLs) are implemented which damp the waves near the boundaries very
effectively. For more details, we refer to Komatitsch and Martin (2007). All synthetic tests as
well as the field data results in this thesis are calculated with the CPMLs.

2.3 Full-Waveform Inversion
The full-waveform inversion (FWI) uses the entire wavefield and, thus, the full information
content of the seismic waves, to be able to reconstruct the model with a sub-wavelength
resolution. A very good overview over the full-waveform inversion is given by Virieux and
Operto (2009) and Fichtner (2011). In this section we will only introduce the approaches
which are requires in this thesis.
The used FWI code DENISE is developed by Köhn (2011) and is an acronym for subwavelength DEtail resolving Nonlinear Iterative SEismic inversion. It is a 2D time-domain
code which is based on the adjoint method (Tarantola, 1984; Mora, 1987). For forward
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Figure 2.1: Scheme for the rotated sources. a) β denotes the angle between the y- and x-axis.
For β = 0 ◦ the force is in accordance with a force in y-direction and for β = 90 ◦
with a force in x-direction, respectively. b) Snapshots of the P- and S-wave for a
homogeneous velocity model for different points in time (T1 and T2) and for different
values of β. The wavefield is separated into the appearing wave types (Bohlen, 1998,
Section 3.3.4). We do not look directly at the spatial displacement or velocity. The
colour scale for P- and S-waves differs.
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modelling of the source wavefield and back-propagation of the data residuals, a finitedifferences stress-velocity scheme is applied (Section 2.2). With the adjoint approach, a
gradient of a predefined misfit function can be calculated numerical efficiently. Further, the
conjugate gradient method is used to improve the convergence of the iterative algorithm. In
the following, the theory of the adjoint approach and important implemented features are
explained. For more details of DENISE, we refer to Köhn (2011) and Groos (2013). The code
is available from http://www.gpi.kit.edu/Software.php under the terms of the GNU
General Public License.

2.3.1 The FWI with the Adjoint Approach
In general, the FWI as an inverse method wants to find a model which explains the observed
data. In the case of the FWI this is not only related to first-arrival times or amplitudes of
specific phases, but also to the whole waveform which should be explained. In seismic, the
shape of the waveform depends on the used source wavelet and on the elastic properties.
In latter we are interested in. The relation between the unknown elastic parameters of the
model and the behaviour of the seismic waves are strongly non-linear.
At a first step, the properties of the model have to be parametrised. In the case of seismic or
seismology the typical parameters are the seismic velocities or the Lamé parameters and
the density. The next step is to describe the physics as good as possible with appropriate
equations which are then used to calculate synthetic data dsynth (m) based on the model
parameters m. This can be written as
dsynth (m) = f (m)

(2.14)

with f as a non-linear forward operator.
In the last step, the observed data dobs are taken into account. The model parameters m are
updated until the predicted synthetic data dsynth fits to the observed data dobs . Usually, this
is not done in one step. Basically, the FWI is an iterative method.
Model Optimisation

The inversion wants to find a model which fits the predicted synthetic data dsynth (m) best
to the observed data dobs . As a measure how good the model parameters m can explain the
observed data, the data residual or misfit δd is introduced:
δd = dsynth − dobs = f (m) − dobs .

(2.15)

A widely-used criterion to measure the residual is the squared L2-norm:
E(m) =

1 T
δd δd
2

(2.16)

where E(m) is the objective function or misfit function, respectively, and the superscript T
is the transpose operator. In general, the residuals are summed up over the number of
components, the number of source-receivers pairs and the number of time samples. At once,
it has a special physical meaning: It is the elastic energy E(m) which is not adapted to the
model. So, the aim is to minimise the energy, or in other words, to fit the synthetic data to
the observed data.
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By assuming only low non-linearities between the data and the model, one solution to
linearise a problem is called the Born approximation. We would like to find an updated
model m which fits the data best in the vicinity of the starting model m0 with a small
perturbation δm:
m = m0 + δm.
(2.17)
We expand the residual energy of Equation (2.16) in a Taylor series and neglect higher-order
terms such that


∂E(m0 )
E(m) = E(m0 + δm) = E(m0 ) + δm
+ O(m2 ).
(2.18)
∂m
To find the minimum of Equation (2.18), we calculate the derivative with respect to the
model parameters and set the equation zero:
∂E(m)
∂E(m0 )
=
+ δm
∂m
∂m
which leads to

δm = −

∂2 E ( m 0 )
∂m2

The second factor of the objective function −
objective function and can be written as
∂E(m0 )
=
∂m

∂dsynth (m0 )
∂m



∂2 E ( m 0 )
∂m2

 −1



= 0,

∂E(m0 )
.
∂m

∂E(m0 )
∂m

(2.19)

(2.20)

denotes the steepest descent of the

!T

(dsynth (m0 ) − dobs ) = J0T δd.

(2.21)

J denotes the Jacobian matrix. J T is also called Fréchet derivative matrix:
Jij =

∂dsynthi
∂m j

(i = 1, 2, . . . , K ), ( j = 1, 2, . . . , L)

(2.22)

where K is the length of the vector dsynth and L the length of the model vector m.
The first factor of the objective function, H−1 , is called the inverse Hessian matrix. It
represents the curvature of the objective function and has the dimension L × L.
∂2 E ( m 0 )
= H0 = J0T J0 +
∂m2



∂J0
∂m

T
δd.

(2.23)

The calculation of H−1 is very time-consuming. Often, the Hessian is approximated by a
preconditioning operator P. As there is no general rule how to choose the preconditioning,
we designed our own preconditioning operators P with respect to the survey and experience
we made (Section 2.3.3).
Equation (2.20) can now be rewritten as
δm = −H0−1 J0T δd

(2.24)
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or
δm ≈ −P J0T δd = −P

∂E
.
∂m

(2.25)

Finally, the model is updated iteratively with the conjugate gradient method. The model is
updated in the opposite direction of the gradient of the objective function by a multiplication
with an appropriate step length κ (Section 2.3.4). At iteration n we get:


∂E
.
(2.26)
m n +1 = m n − κ n P n
∂m n
The step length κ has to be recalculated after each iteration step (Section 2.3.4).

The Adjoint Approach

In the previous section, Equation (2.21) can be described as follows: A small change in
the data space is related to a change in the model space and vice versa. As we intend to
minimise the misfit between synthetic and observed data, we have to perturb the parameters
of the model. The calculation of the Fréchet derivative matrix J explicitly would require L
forward modellings because every single model parameter has to be changed separately.
The full-waveform inversion uses the adjoint approach proposed by Tarantola (1984) and
Mora (1987) which calculates the direction of the gradient by a cross-correlation of the
forward modelled synthetic data with the back-propagated residual data. That means, for
every source only two modellings are required. Below, we follow the work of Mora (1987)
closely, although for more details the reader is refer to Tromp et al. (2005) and Bozdağ et al.
(2011).
We start with Equation (2.14) and add a perturbation δm to the background model m0 :
dsynth (m) = f (m) = f (m0 + δm).

(2.27)

The initial non-linear operator f is approximated with the Taylor series expansion similar to
Equation (2.18), again neglecting higher-order terms:
f (m0 + δm) = f (m0 ) +

∂ f ( m0 )
δm + O(m2 ).
∂m

(2.28)

To express a small perturbation in the model space δm which results in perturbation of the
data space δd, we use
δd = f (m0 + δm) − f (m0 ).
(2.29)
With Equation (2.28), Equation (2.29) leads to
δd = f (m0 ) +

∂ f ( m0 )
∂ f ( m0 )
δm − f (m0 ) =
δm,
∂m
∂m

(2.30)

thus, that the deviation can be identified to
δd = J0 δm,

(2.31)

where δd are the data residuals between synthetic and observed data (Equation (2.16)). The
equation states that the data residuals δd act linearly to a perturbation in the model space
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δm. After Mora (1987), we can rewrite Equation (2.31) in a continuous form:
δd( D ) =

Z
M

∂d( D )
δm( M) dM,
∂m

(2.32)

where M indicates the model space and D the data space, respectively. By integrating over
the model space M, that means a small perturbation in the model parameter ∂m multiplied
with the Fréchet derivative matrix, the resulting perturbations in the data space δd can be
calculated.
Finally, also the gradient of the objective function in Equation (2.25) can be addressed in a
continuous form:

Z 
∂d( D ) ∗
δm̂( M) =
δd( D ) dD,
(2.33)
∂m
D

where the superscript ∗ denotes the adjoint. The circumflex is used to make clear that δm̂
and δm are not the same.
The displacement u for a given model m, a source location xs and a receiver location xr at
time t can be defined as ui (xr , xs , t) = f (m) = u(xr , t; xs ). With Equation (2.32) and (2.33),
this leads to
Z
∂di (xr , xs , t)
δm(x) dV (x),
(2.34)
δdi (xr , xs , t) =
∂m(x)
V

and
δm̂(x) =

Z

∑ ∑
r

s

∂di (xr , xs , t)
δdi (xr , xs , t) dt,
∂m(x)

(2.35)

where the second equation denotes the adjoint problem and represents the integral over
the data space of the Fréchet derivative matrix multiplied with the data residuals. In
addition, we have to sum up over all sources and receivers. To obtain the adjoint operation
in Equation (2.35), we only need the integral expression of Equation (2.34) for the forward
problem which gives the perturbation of the displacement δdi . This corresponds to some
perturbations in the model parameters δm. A linearised approximation of Equation (2.8)
regarding the Green‘s functions supplies afterwards the desired integral as we will see later
on. This is a proper way to to solve a linear differential equation.
For the full derivation of the adjoint method in the elastic case, we again refer to Mora (1987).
The gradients for the Lamé parameters λ and µ and for the density ρ in the 2D case as we
use it in this thesis can be written as:
!

Z 
†
∂u x ∂uy
∂u†x ∂uy
δλ = − ∑
+
+
dt,
(2.36)
∂x
∂y
∂x
∂y
s
t

δµ = − ∑
s

Z 
t

†
∂u†x ∂uy
+
∂y
∂x

!

†
∂u x ∂u†x ∂uy ∂uy
+2
+
∂x ∂x
∂y ∂y
!

Z 
∂uy ∂u†y
∂u x ∂u†x
δρ = ∑
+
dt
∂t ∂t
∂t ∂t
s

∂u x ∂uy
+
∂y
∂x



!
dt,

(2.37)

(2.38)

t

where the wavefield variable u denotes the displacement wavefield which was excited
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by a source s(x, t; xs ) in the current model and u† denotes the back-propagated residual
wavefield. Please note that both u and u† depend on the source location xs . The gradient
of the objective function can be calculated by a zero-lag cross-correlation of the forward
propagated wavefield u and the adjoint wavefield u† with
u(x, t; xs ) =

Z

G (x, t; xs , 0) ∗ s(x, t; xs ) dV

(2.39)

V

and

u† (x, t; xs ) =

∑ G(x, −t; xr , 0) ∗ δdi (xr , xs , t)

(2.40)

r

where the ∗ denotes a convolution and G denotes the Green’s function associated with
Equation (2.8).
u† is calculated by back-propagating the residual wavefield in reverse time direction. The
residuals are applied in the FD scheme at every receiver point that corresponds to the
original source. The residual wavefield is interpreted as the missing diffracted energy of
the current model compared to the “true” model. The gradient of the objective function
can be calculated by a zero-lag cross-correlation of the forward modelled wavefield and the
back-propagated residuals or adjoint wavefield, respectively. To obtain the final gradient,
all individual gradients for all sources are summed up.
With DENISE it is possible to choose whether the gradient is parametrised by the density
and the Lamé parameters or the density and the seismic velocities for the P- and S-wave.
Köhn et al. (2012) investigated the reconstruction potential with synthetic tests by using
different parametrisation on reflection geometry. They concluded that the reconstructed
model for the density and the P- and S-waves are more accurate than for the density and
the Lamé parameters. As the scope of this thesis is to characterise the velocity distribution
within an area of interest, for all synthetic tests as well as for the field data we use the
density and the seismic velocities as the parametrisation. The relation between the Lamé
parameters and the density to the seismic velocities for P- and S-waves (vP and vS ) are stated
in Equation (2.9). With
ρ0 = ρ,
λ = ρ0 (v2P − 2v2S )
µ=

and

(2.41)

ρ0 v2S

the gradients could be rewritten by using the chain rule (Mora, 1987) to

and
respectively.

δvP = 2ρ0 vP δλ,

(2.42)

δvS = −4ρ0 vS δλ + 2ρ0 vS δµ

(2.43)

δρ0 = (v2P − 2v2S )δλ + v2S δµ + δρ,

(2.44)
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2.3.2 Misfit Definition - Objective Function
In this thesis two different objective functions are used to define the misfit which are
explained in the following.
In general, the objective function influences the shape of the gradient or the derivative of
the objective function with respect to the model parameters, respectively. By using the chain
rule, we obtain
∂E(m)
∂E
( f (m))
∂E
( f (m)) ∂ f (m)
= misfit
= misfit
= JT r
∂m
∂m
∂ f (m)
∂m

(2.45)

where Emisfit is the used objective function in the inversion, J denotes the Jacobian matrix
and r represent the residual seismograms. The Jacobian matrix does not depend on the
used objective function, in contrast to the residual seismograms r which are defined as
∂Emisfit ( f (m))/∂ f (m). The residual wavefield is calculated by back-propagating the residual
seismograms back in time from the corresponding receiver positions (Section 2.3).
Least-Squares Norm

A common objective function is the L2 norm or least-squares norm which is defined as
E = ||δd||22 = ||dsynth − dobs ||22 = ( f (m) − dobs )2 .

(2.46)

E is summed up over all time samples, source-receiver combinations and components.
The residual seismograms or adjoint sources, respectively, for the least-squares norm are
r = 2 δd.

(2.47)

Global Correlation Norm

The global correlation norm was suggested by Choi and Alkhalifah (2012). The objective
function is defined with wavefields which are normalised trace by trace with its RMS value.
The advantage of the misfit definition is being not sensitive to the geometrical spreading
and, thus, having no offset dependency. Furthermore, the definition can handle differences
in the energy levels between the observed wavefield and the synthetic wavefield.
In DENISE the misfit calculation is slightly different implemented as suggested by Choi and
Alkhalifah (2012). In addition, the misfit value is normalised with respect to the energy of
the normalised observed seismograms (Groos, 2013, p. 26):

E=

fˆ(m) − d̂obs

|d̂obs |2

2

(2.48)

with fˆ(m) = f (m)/| f (m)| and d̂obs = dobs /|dobs | which are the RMS normalised displacement seismograms of the synthetic and observed data. Because of the normalisation to
the energy of the normalised observed seismograms, the misfit value is meaningful. For
example, E = 1.5 means that the energy of the adjoint sources have 1.5 times the energy as
the normalised observed seismograms, i. e., 150% of the energy of the observed seismograms
are not yet fitted. We will use the misfit values in the field data inversion (Chapter 6) to state
how much the misfit has been decreased in the inversion.
With Equation (2.45), the adjoint sources can be calculated which coincide with Choi and
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Alkhalifah (2012, Equation (8)):
r=

i

h

1
fˆ(m) fˆ(m) · d̂obs − d̂obs .
| f (m)|

(2.49)

For the back-propagation, the time has to reversed additionally.

2.3.3 Preconditioning of the Gradient
In Equation (2.26), with the operator P, we can precondition the gradient for our purposes.
We use two possibilities. On the one hand, the preconditioning can be applied before the
summation of the individual gradients for every single source. On the other hand, the
preconditioning can be applied to the summed up gradient.
In the vicinity of the source positions, the gradient has very high values. The reason for this
is simple: The amplitude of the propagating wavefield is decreasing with distance because
of the geometrical spreading. Around the source positions the amplitude is very high. The
cross-correlation of the forward modelled and back-propagated wavefields leads to very
high values of the gradient at the source positions (Causse et al., 1999). The velocity model
is, thus, only updated around the source positions and no update would occur in other areas
of the model, respectively. Therefore, a preconditioning of the individual gradients for each
source is applied before the summation over all sources. This ensures that the entire model
receives a significant update. As a taper function, the shape of a Gauss error function is used.
At the source position, the taper equals zero. The taper coefficients increase continuously
until a predefined radius around the source is reached (Groos, 2013, Figure 2.4).
In addition, we used a second taper function after the summation of the gradient. This is
common practise in the marine FWI where an update within the water layer is forbidden
(Kurzmann, 2012). We used this technique to allow only an update within our measurement
area (Chapter 3). The summed up gradient is multiplied with a matrix which consists of
ones within the measurement area and zeros for all other grid points.

2.3.4 Scaling of the Gradient
Before updating the model, the gradient has to be scaled with the step length κ (Equation
(2.26)). The parameters of the model are the density, the P- and S-wave velocity. In DENISE,
each gradient for the three parameters (δvP , δvS and δρ) is scaled independently without any
cross constrains. Let vP , vS and ρ be vectors which contain density, P- and S-wave velocities
of the current model. Each gradient, which could be also addressed as a vector, is scaled by
the maximum of the gradient to the maximum of the current model (Köhn, 2011):
max[vP ]
,
max[δvP ]
max[vS ]
κS = e
,
max[δvS ]
max[ρ]
κρ = e
max[δρ]

κP = e

(2.50)
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where e is a scalar factor. That means, that the maximum update in each model parameter
~vP , ~vS and ~ρ is e times the maximum value of this parameter in the current model (Groos,
2013). The step length κ is a function of the scalar factor e and must be determined before
the model can be updated. In the FWI, after Kurzmann et al. (2009), the misfit can be locally
approximated by a parabola. For the general theory behind such a line search method, we
refer to Nocedal and Wright (1999). For three different test step lengths the corresponding
misfit can be calculated and a parabola could be fitted. The minimum of the parabola is the
optimal step length. In DENISE an enhanced approach is implemented. For details of the
implementation in DENISE, we refer to Köhn et al. (2013).
In order to save computational time, not all sources have to be used for determining the test
step length. We only take three test sources in the synthetic tests (Chapter 5) and every fifth
source for the field data (Chapter 6) into account. Finally, the model is updated by scaling
the gradient with the optimal step length which was found for the current iteration.

2.3.5 Workflow in DENISE
In the following, the workflow of DENISE is presented step by step.
As the input parameters, we first need the observed data and the corresponding acquisition
geometry. With the observed data e. g., by picking the first arrivals, we have to calculate
an initial model which fits the phases at least within half a wavelength (Section 2.3.6).
Otherwise, due to the high non-linearity of the problem, the inversion could not reconstruct
the structures of the “true” model. Afterwards, for each source, the forward problem is
solved with a loop over all sources and all timesteps. The wavefields for the stresses and
particle velocities are saved in the memory. The residual seismograms or the adjoint sources,
respectively, are calculated using the synthetic forward modelled data and the observed
data (Section 2.3.2). The residual seismograms are then back-propagated from the receiver
positions. In practise, this corresponds to a forward modelling where the adjoint sources
are reversed in time and act like sources at the receiver positions. The gradient of the misfit
function can be calculated by a zero-lag cross-correlation of the forward modelled wavefield
and the back-propagated wavefield on the fly during the back-propagation. The next step
is to precondition the gradient with an adequate operator (Section 2.3.3) and to calculate
the conjugate gradient. With at least three different test step length the optimal step lengths
by fitting a parabola to the misfit values can be determined (Section 2.3.4). At last, the
model parameters are updated by scaling the gradients with the determined step length. For
the next iteration step, the updated model is used as the new initial model. The inversion
converged to a minimum if the misfit could not be further reduced.

2.3.6 Non-Linearities of the FWI
The full-waveform inversion is a highly non-linear problem. In consequence, the shape of
the misfit function is not linear with one global minimum, rather a complex structure with
lots of local minima. To avoid to get stuck in a local minimum, it is important to start with a
proper starting model where no cycle-skipping occurs and to apply a multi-scale approach
with frequency filtering.
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The whole process is realized in one binary program. Therefore, the wavefields remain in memory for one shot.
Corresponds to a forward modelling with time reversed adjoint sources which act as sources at the receiver positions.

Figure 2.2: Workflow of DENISE for a single iteration step (Groos, 2013, Figure 2.3).
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Cycle-skipping

The starting model must be as good as possible, at least it must explain the data within half
the wavelength, otherwise cycle-skipping occurs (Virieux and Operto, 2009). The inversion
cannot decide which phase of the synthetic data corresponds to the observed data. Therefore,
we have to ensure that the phases have a maximum phase shift of half the wavelength. If
this is not the case, the inversion fits cycles from synthetic and observed data which actually
do not correspond to each other and the FWI ends up in a local minimum.
Multi-Scale Approach with Frequency Filtering

To reduce the non-linearity of the inverse problem and to avoid cycle-skipping, we have
to reduce the ambiguities of the misfit function. This is usually done with the so called
multi-scale inversion approach (Bunks et al., 1995). The inversion starts with low frequencies
of the observed data. This leads to a more linear behaviour of the misfit function and it is
easier to avoid cycle-skipping because of the longer wavelength. Higher frequencies are
continuously added after the inversion converged for one frequency range. This approach
can lead the inversion to the global minimum (Sirgue and Pratt, 2004). In DENISE, the multiscale approach is implemented by applying a Butterworth low-pass filter to the observed
data with a user-defined minimum and maximum corner frequency for the filter as well as
a user-defined increment of the corner frequency.

2.4 Source Time Function Inversion
In the synthetic analysis, we always assume to know the source properties and the shape of
the source wavelet. For the field data inversion this is not the case. Pratt (1999) suggested
an iterative, linear least-squares optimisation inversion which is based on a deconvolution
of the observed data with the synthetic data to estimate the source wavelet:
s(ω ) =

T
dsynth
· d∗obs
T
dsynth
· d∗synth

(2.51)

where the vector dsynth denotes the synthetic data and the vector dobs the observed data. The
superscript T is the transpose operator and the superscript ∗ means the complex conjugated
(Pratt, 1999, Equation 17). As the inverse problem is formulated in the frequency domain,
we have to minimise the least-squares misfit for each frequency ω. For more details how
the approach is implemented with a stabilised deconvolution in DENISE, we refer to Groos
(2013) and Groos et al. (2014).
The method needs an initial source wavelet as well as an initial velocity model to perform the
forward modelling to compute the synthetic data which is compared to the field data. The
initial velocity model is the crucial point in the linear inversion. As we use a transmission
geometry (Chapter 3), the waveforms are influenced by the velocity structure of the “true”
velocity model. If the initial model is not accurate enough, the difference between initial
and true velocity model are projected into the wavelet.
To avoid this problem, we repeat the source time function inversion after each frequency
range of the multi-scale approach with the updated velocity model and, thus, determine an
updated source wavelet (Section 2.3.6). This can serve as a quality check of the inversion, too.
If the source wavelet is mostly coherent in its appearance for the different frequency ranges,
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this indicates an accurate reconstruction of the velocity model (Brenders, 2011; personal
communication: Jean Virieux).

2.5 Travel-Time Tomograhy
As described in the previous section, due to the high non-linearity of the inversion problem
and in order to gain robustness, the FWI can only succeed with a sufficiently and accurate
starting model. Thus, cycle-skipping is avoided. Pratt and Goulty (1991) showed that
starting models obtained from a travel-time tomography are a reasonable choice.
For the performed travel-time tomographies in this thesis we use the software GeoTomCG1
(Tweeton, 2011). This is a commercial software for both 2D and 3D travel-time tomographies.
The hand-picked first-arrival times are inverted using the simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT, e. g., Peterson et al., 1985; Lytle and Lawrence Livermore Laboratory,
1978). The SIRT method was former used for medical tomographies but is nowadays also
used for seismic tomographies. The advantage of the method lies on the one hand in its
computational low costs (Trampert and Leveque, 1990) and on the other hand it is also very
suitable for field data by obtaining the most stable results because in the case of noisy data,
the noise does not critically deteriorate the reconstructed model (Lehmann, 2007).
The method is an iterative method which repeats the common steps: Perform a forward
modelling of the travel times, calculate the residual values for the modelled and picked
travel times and update the velocity model in the direction to reduce the residual values.
For the starting model, a homogeneous velocity model is used, adopted from the mean and
the slowest straight-line velocity (Tweeton, 2011). In addition, the software also provides an
initial suggested block size and grid points, respectively, to gain a robust and stable velocity
model. After the inversion, the still remaining travel-time residuals for each source-receiver
pair as well as the ray density for each block are available. The ray density for each block
is used in order to assess the validity of the inversion results (Section 5.1.2 and 6.1). The
remaining residuals could be used to determine possible anisotropies in the measurement
area (Section 4.4.2).

1 http://dev.geotom.net/

25.03.2014
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3 Field Survey in Freiberg
After the theory, in this chapter the focus lies on the field survey in Freiberg (Saxony). In
an old silver mine, we used the existing infrastructure to perform a seismic survey in hard
rock conditions. Such a facility and seismic equipment is almost unique in the world and
encouraged us even more in our project.
In the following the formation and the geology of the Ore Mountains are described (Section
3.1). The mining history (Section 3.2) and, as the most important part, the field survey are
presented in detail in the Sections 3.3 and 3.4.

3.1 Geology of the Ore Mountains
The geology of the Ore Mountain is very complex, probably one of the most complicated
geological structure in the world (Sebastian, 2013). In this section, the formation of this
geological structure is described briefly.
In the Paleozoic era, around 540 million to 250 million years ago, the Variscan orogeny
was caused by the collision of Gondwana and Laurasia (Gradstein et al., 2012). This time
period forms, e. g., gneiss, mica schist, and phyllite. After the intrusion of magma from
the earth’s interior the solidification of the magma leads to granite which is related to ore
deposits. Over the course of millions of years the Variscan mountains were eroded and only
undulating hills were left (Figure 3.1a).
In the Tertiary (65 to 30 million years ago) the remaining mountains faced a strong lateral
pressure by the North drift of the North American plate (Alpidic orogeny). The massif of the
Ore Mountains as they exist today was partially lifted up as one block: on the German side
the mountains rise slowly, on the Czech side the mountains have very steep slopes (Figure
3.1b).
Starting from the Cenozoic era, erosion took place. The plateaus were severely eroded,
except of the valleys, because basalt is a highly weather resistant stone. This process is
known as relief inversion. In the Quaternary the present valleys were formed (Figure 3.1c).

3.2 Mining History of Freiberg
The university and mining town Freiberg in the Free State of Saxony, Germany, is very
famous for its mining history. The city is situated in the eastern part of the Ore Mountains,
in German Erzgebirge (Figure 3.2a). An overview of the geological situation can be found in
Figure 3.2b. In 1168 the first silver deposits were found (Bayer, 1999). In the 16th century,
the Ore Mountains also received its current name because of its rich ore findings.
After decades of successful operation of the Himmelfahrt Fundgrube, with the beginning of
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Figure 3.1: a) Denudation in the Cretaceous and Tertiary. b) Uplift in the Upper Tertiary. c)
Erosion from the Upper Tertiary to the present (modified from Wagenbreth and
Steiner, 1985, p. 135).
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1880 the mining in Freiberg was no more cost effective due to the overproduction of silver
and other minerals all over the world. As a consequence, mine operations were shut down
in 1913. At that time, both the shaft Reiche Zeche and the Alte Elisabeth were already used
for scientific research and education purposes. Again, within a short period of economic
use, especially in the 1980s, since then, the mine’s infrastructure has been continuously
upgraded to improve the research facilities and abilities. The Freiberg University of Mining
and Technology (Technische Universität (TU) Bergakadamie Freiberg - TU BAF) is the only
university in Germany which has got an own mine for research and education purposes
(Bayer, 1999). Since 1992, the Reiche Zeche (Figure 3.2c, black circle) is also open to the public
who is interested in natural mineral deposit and mining history2 .

Figure 3.2: a) The location of the Ore Mountains in Germany and the division into its three parts3 .
b) Geological map of the Ore Mountains. Freiberg, in the northeastern part of the Ore
Mountains, is located in an area of gneiss (modified from Sebastian, 2013, p. 5). c)
Map of Freiberg and its surrounding with the mining fields of 1870 and the entrance
to the research and education mine Reiche Zeche (encircled shaft).

3.3 GFZ-Underground-Laboratory in Freiberg
3.3.1 Description and Infrastructure
The German Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ) in Potsdam, Germany, operates the
GFZ-Underground-Laboratory (GFZ U-Lab) in the research and education mine Reiche
Zeche in Freiberg. The geophysical Institute of the TU BAF has been using this facility for
geophysical practical courses, especially for seismics in the underground, for many years.
Around the year 2008, the GFZ established the U-Lab. It has been gradually upgraded with
additional infrastructures and facilities. It is a unique location to test geophysical instruments, their applications as well as evaluation methods in a very defined and well-known
geological environment. Especially for the FWI an accurate and reproducible measurement
2 http://www.besucherbergwerk-freiberg.de/informatives.htm

17.10.2013
17.10.2013

3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FileErzgebirge_Naturraum_map_de.png

Author: Alexander Karnstedt
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is essential. The necessary infrastructure to perform seismic measurements below ground
such as power supplies, Internet connection and electric light are available. Also, heavy
equipment can be moved with rail cars on tracks.
With the shaft Reiche Zeche one have access to the first floor level at a depth of about 150 m
below the surface (Figure 3.3a, red galleries). A block of gneiss, more specifically addressed
as Freiberger Greygneiss (Hofmann, 1965), almost 50 m wide and 80 m long, is surrounded
by three galleries (Figure 3.3b). Please note that the north arrow is turned upside down.
The gneiss block will always be shown like this. The cross in the centre of Figure 3.3b is
discussed in more detail in Section 4.1.
The western gallery (Richtstrecke) and the eastern gallery (Wilhelm Stehender Süd) are connected by the Quergang in the north. The gneiss block has been geologically mapped carefully
(Section 3.3.2). From the mapping the gneiss block can be treated as mostly homogeneous
with no expected changes in the host rock. However, there are breaks, fractures and hydrothermal mineralisation in the host rock which can be addressed as material changes
and have an impact on seismic measurements. In addition, crystalline rocks are usually
anisotropic. From the investigation in Section 4.4.2, we conclude that there is no evidence
for anisotropy in the considered gneiss block.
All receivers are situated along the three galleries in almost a single plane (Section 4.1).
Anchors can be screwed by a screw thread in a cased borehole. The boreholes are, as far as
possible, perpendicular to the gallery walls. At the far end of the anchor, which is in the
rock, three geophones are mounted and displaced by 90 ◦ in space to each other. Hereby, the
ground velocities can be recorded in all the three spatial directions. Each anchor can only be
inserted to a certain degree, allowing for a constant and well defined spatial orientation of
the geophones. The three components are named EW, NS and Z and are specific for each
anchor. The design of the anchors has been patented (Borm et al., 2003; Borm et al., 2008b).
The anchors are either one or two m long. The receivers are mounted into the rock to avoid
the influence of the excavation damage zone (EDZ) which exist around an excavated gallery
(Giese et al., 2005). The seismic sources can be applied to the gallery walls around the block
in an arbitrary positions, the shot spacing can thus be irregular. The word source and shot is
used as a synonym in this work.
For the sake of completeness, the two additional boreholes which are not relevant for this
study are mentioned. Two horizontal 8 1/2” boreholes of 20 m and 30 m length were drilled
into the test site. The boreholes are open and completely cored. The boreholes can be used
to test different kinds of sources and receivers on borehole tools4 .

3.3.2 Known Facts about the Survey Area
In former publications, the average velocity for P-waves, vP , of the grey-gneiss has be
determined to be 5430 m/s with a minimum velocity of 4010 m/s and a maximum velocity
of 6070 m/s due to the anisotropy of the gneiss (Hurtig, 1967). The possible influence of the
anisotropy is analysed in detail in Section 4.4.2.
The Freiberger gneiss block has been also a test object for seismic measurements for students
of the TU BAF as well as a subject in several theses and projects. A geological mapping of
the gneiss block was performed in 2008. Both sources of information are presented in the
4 http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/scientific-services/labore/gfz-underground-lab-freiberg/
5 http://www.besucherbergwerk-freiberg.de/grubenrisse/grubenriss.htm

28.11.2013

28.11.2013
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Figure 3.3: a) Part of a mine map: The red galleries on the first floor level are accessible from
the Reiche Zeche shaft.5 . b) Section of an old underground map from the year 1962
showing the survey area. Please note that the north arrow is turned downwards. The
block is surrounded by three galleries in a depth of 150 m (Wilhelm Stehender Süd,
Richtstrecke and Quergang). The red dashes and numbers indicate faults which were
mapped from Kopf et al. (2008). The black dashed lines are assumed faults in the
gneiss block (modified from Koop, 1962).

following.

3.3.2.1 Geological Mapping

Within the project Seismic Prediction While Drilling (SPWD) a geological mapping has been
performed along the three galleries. The aim was to map breaks and faults and evaluate
afterwards if a fault system strikes through the whole gneiss block. These faults systems
could be possible seismic reflectors or areas with changing seismic velocities. Kopf et al.
(2008) mapped beginning at 0 - 62 m along the Richtstrecke and from 70 - 162 m along the
Quergang and Wilhelm Stehender Süd. The corner between 62 - 70 m could not be included due
to a man-made concrete wall (Figure 3.3b). A total number of 130 structures were recorded
and numbered. Most of them are mainly small cracks with a dimension from mm to cm.
Also six joints faults could be mapped (Table 3.1). Structures 24, 34 and 112 are broad zones
of alteration which usually have fractures or faults in the order of cm to several dm. The
altered areas show a yellowish-brownish colour indicating that Fe3+ precipitates (Figure
3.4, fault 24). These areas are usually water ways, at least in the past. The density of the
Freiberger Greygneiss gneiss was determined to 2.5 - 2.6 kg/m3 (Kopf et al., 2008).
In the next section prior studies are presented which investigated the gneiss block in terms
of velocity and attenuation. Afterwards the results are linked with the geological mapping.

3.3.2.2 Former Travel-Time Tomographies

Since the establishment of the U-Lab many students and thesis have been dealt with the
gneiss block. Relevant results for this work are presented below and afterwards compared
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Table 3.1: The most prominent joints of the geological mapping of Kopf et al. (2008). The
joint number and the corresponding faults are shown in Figure 3.3b with a possible
geologically interpretation.

Joint number
24
34
101
109
112
127

Position
Between R 3 and R 4
Between R 7 and R 8
At R 26
Between R 26 and R 27
At R 27
Between R 29 and R 30

Corresponding fault
1
2
Maybe 2
Probably 2
2
1

Figure 3.4: Pictures of the geological mapping of Kopf et al. (2008). From 18 - 22 m a large joint
occurs which can be distinguished by a yellowish-brownish colour (joint number
24. The scale of the two pictures is almost the same, but only roughly estimated
from the 1 m indicators (white dashes) in the pictures. Due to the slightly different
perspectives, the images cannot be directly put together.
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and evaluated.
Over several years, in the practical courses of the TU BAF, within a transmission geometry
between the two almost parallel excavations Wilhelm Stehender Süd and the Richtstrecke
many seismic measurements have been performed. Usually, the evaluation was done by
the students with travel-time based methods. An example of a travel-time tomography of
the P-wave with 25 shot positions and 23 receivers is shown in Figure 3.5a (modified from
Bayer, 1999, p. 66). Please note that at the time of the tomography, no boreholes had been
drilled.
The following two examples are based on the data discussed in this thesis. The data is
presented in detail in Section 3.4. Within the framework of a diploma thesis, a traveltime tomography was performed (Richter, 2010). With a checkerboard test, the resolution
limit was determined. Afterwards a tomography of the first-arrival P-wave was carried
out (Figure 3.5b). In another thesis (Krauss, 2013) a quality factor model Q p has been be
calculated with focus on the P-wave. Krauss (2013) uses, amongst others, the logarithmic
spectral ratio (LSR) method which operates in the frequency domain. For the calculation
of the dimensionless value Q p , a vP model is necessary. Now, we can directly compare the
three travel-time tomography models. Please note that both the geometry and the colour
scale differs for the three examples.
In Figure 3.5a, in general, the vP value varies from 4800 - 5200 m/s. At the rock-air interface
very strong velocity contrasts are visible which correlates with the source and receiver
positions. Therefore these areas are treated as artefacts. A zone with little increasing velocity
extends almost parallel to the Richtstrecke. In Figure 3.5b, please notice the broader range
of the colour scale. In the northern part, the mean velocity from y = 0 m to y = 40 m is
estimated to 5500 - 6000 m/s. In the southern part, the velocity may vary very locally. In
Richter (2010), a low velocity layer from west to east at about y = 50 m was identified. In
the southernmost area of the vP model, the velocities are higher than 8000 m/s. But this area
is not taken into account or interpreted, first because of very poor ray coverage, and second,
this velocity is, even for hard rock, not physically meaningful. In Figure 3.5c, the average
velocity is approximately 6000 m/s with two significant low-velocity areas. On the one hand,
an area strikes from east to west (Figure 3.5b). On the other hand, a second area is again
almost parallel to the Wilhelm Stehender Süd, however, much more pronounced compared to
Figure 3.5a and a low instead of a high velocity zone.
In summary, a low velocity layer in the southern area can be assumed as a result the
geological mapping and the travel-time tomography. The velocity is decreased by 500 1000 m/s compared to the northern part. At the southernmost part the interpretation of
the travel-time tomography are difficult, since the ray coverage is quite low and since the
tomography are in conflict with each other. In the northern area no faults are detected
both in the geological mapping and by the travel-time tomography. We can expect a fairly
homogeneous rock.
In this work, we performed an additional travel-time tomography. A discussion including
picking of travel-times can be found in Section 4.3.2 and 6.1. The obtained velocity model is
very crucial because it serves as a starting model for the FWI.
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Figure 3.5: Three travel-time tomography results for the first arrivals of the P-wave. b) and c)
are based on the same data set as we used in this work. Please note the different used
geometries and the different range of the colour scales ( a) modified from Bayer, 1999,
p. 66, b) Richter, 2010, c) Krauss, 2013).

3.4 Survey
In December 2009, a seismic survey in the GFZ U-Lab was performed. The measurement
was done by employees of the GFZ in Potsdam in the frame of the SPWD project. We discuss
the used measurement equipment and specifications in the following. The advantage of a
transmission geometry and the location in an almost ideal plane, thus, that the data can be
compared to crosswell data, have been shown in Zhou et al. (1997).
30 three-component (3-C) geophones have been used as seismic receivers for the measurement (Figure 3.6, R1 to R30). 76 shot positions spaced almost equidistantly (spacing about
2 m) around the block, were recorded (Figure 3.6, S1 to S76). The source was a vibrator
which generated a pilot sweep signal from 300 - 3000 Hz (Borm and Giese, 2003). The length
of the sweep was 2.9 s, tapered at both ends with the half of a 0.1 s Hanning window to
minimise side lobes. As far as possible, we have took care that the orientation of the source
is always perpendicular to the wall.
The recording time was 3.008 s with a sampling interval of 0.0625 s respectively 16 kHz.
Thus, the listening time was 0.108 s. The stacking varied between three and five shots per
shot point. The recording unit consists of a SUMMIT system from the German Montan
Technologie (DMT).
The source was a magnetostrictive double vibrator with a distance of 28 cm between the
two heads (Figure 3.7a). The motion is generated by the magnetisation of ferromagnetic
materials which causes them to change their shape. The frequency of the oscillation is
gradually changed over a certain time interval, typically in the range of seconds. In our
case, a linear pilot sweep was used, i. e., the frequency increases linearly with time. Seismic
waves with different wavelengths propagate through the material under investigation.
During the measurement, the vibrators were clamped between two walls in the galleries
and pressed with compressed air against the wall. An unregulated sweep excitation leads
to unwanted feedback effects (resonances) between the vibrator and the medium, e. g., the
tunnel wall, at certain frequencies. Moreover, the maximum amplitude of the excitation
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Figure 3.6: Measurement geometry of the survey in Freiberg. The 30 three-component (3-C)
receivers are marked with black triangles (R1 to R30), the 76 source positions with
red stars (S1 to S30). How the geometry of the block got digitised will be described in
Section 4.1. The brownish colour indicates the area under investigation.
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(a) Magnetostrictive double vibrator

(b) Heads of vibrator

(c) 1 and 2 m long geophone anchors

(d) Parts of the measurement equipment

Figure 3.7: Pictures taken at the survey in the U-Lab in Freiberg. a) Magnetostrictive double
vibrator with an air compressors: The source is oriented perpendicular between the
two walls of the Richtstrecke. b) Close up of the heads of the vibrator: The blue cables
leading out directly from the heads are connected to the piezoelectric devices. c)
Two different geophone anchors with 1 m length (black) and 2 m length (white): At
the one end which is inserted into the borehole, three orthogonal geophones are
attached (white circles). At both ends a screw thread is cut in so that the geophones
are oriented well-defined. d) Parts of the measuring equipment: The equipment for
controlling the source and for the data recording was moved with a rail car on tracks
on the ground (Picture a), b) and c) from Stefan Jetschny, d) from Aissa Rechlin).
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must be adapted on the resonance amplitudes, which leads to very low signal amplitudes
outside the resonance frequencies. Therefore, we use a real-time electronic control, which
measures the resultant acceleration signal at the head of the vibrator with a piezoelectric
device during the sweep (head signal, Figure 3.7b). At once the excitation amplitude could
be reduced when approaching a resonance. This allows a uniform amplitude distribution
over a wide frequency range6 . The two vibrators can be controlled individually. This leads
to a very similar amplitude and phase response of both over the entire frequency band.
The two vibrators interfere constructively in the selected frequency band and can, thus, be
considered as one source. The sources are patented at the German Patent and Trademark
Office (Borm et al., 2008a).
As receivers, we used 30 3-C geophone anchors. The receiver spacing is approximately
4 - 9 m to each other (Figure 3.6, R1 to R30). Between Receiver 21 and Receiver 26 a small
array is installed with six receivers which are very close to each other. The depth of the
boreholes along the Richtstrecke is alternating from 1 - 2 m in the host rock. This varying
depth is an important fact for the further analysis. In Figure 3.7c two different long anchors
can be seen with the screw thread at both ends.
In the next chapter the characteristics of the field data will be investigated.

6 http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/forschung/ueberblick/wissenschaftliche-infrastrukturen/wissenschaftliches-

bohren/projekte/ingenieurgeophysik/isis/seismische-quellen/ (only in German) 14.01.2014
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4 Model Geometry and Data
Characteristics
In the previous chapter, the overall geology of the Ore Mountains, the measurement area and
the survey at the GFZ U-Lab were presented. In this chapter, we focus on the characteristics
and quality of the field data and on the necessary preprocessing steps before applying the
full-waveform inversion (FWI).
First, the interface of the gneiss block, respectively measuring area have to be digitised and
discretised based on two different approaches (Section 4.1). Afterwards, the specifics of a
vibroseis source is explained (Section 4.2). The raw data has to be cross-correlated with the
excited sweep signal before the further processing. The source wavelet (Klauder wavelet)
and its characteristics will be illustrated in more detail. Before applying the FWI, the data
have to be preprocessed. The important steps, such as rotating the receiver components, trace
muting, time windowing and a 3D/2D transformation of the seismograms are discussed in
Section 4.3. After the preprocessing, we investigate the frequency content of the data as it is
an important parameter for the inversion strategy (Section 4.4). Also, the data is analysed in
terms of a potential predominant anisotropy. Receiver side effects due to the geometry and
different coupling issues are discussed at the end of the chapter.

4.1 Interface of the Gneiss
Before working with the field data, we have to discretise the interface of the three galleries.
We compare two different approaches to get the most satisfying result. First, we obtained the
three dimensional coordinate for the sources and receivers from the GFZ in Potsdam. The
x- and y-coordinate denotes the two horizontal and the z-coordinate the vertical direction.
The horizontal extension of the coordinates was reduced to have as little as possible grid
points in the FD-Scheme later on. This reduces the run-time of the inversion. The x- and ycoordinate of the sources can be seen in Figure 4.1a, red stars. Second, the edge of the
gneiss from the underground map as displayed in Figure 3.3b were manually and repeatable
picked (Pick 1 and Pick 2). To convert the pixel values in a metrical dimension, two different
ways of determine the scaling factor were used. A cross is drawn in the map every 100 m.
As in Figure 3.3b only a small sketch of the whole map is shown, we were able to pick
four times four crosses in horizontal and vertical direction. Afterwards, the mean value for
converting the pixel value into meter was calculated (crosses). Also, a scale on the map was
picked to get a second scaling factor (scale).
Pick 1 and Pick 2 were converted with the two different scaling factors (crosses and scale)
and were plotted in Figure 4.1a. The edges of all four possibilities were aligned along the
Richtstrecke to the coordinate of the sources. In general, the edges from the underground map
are not distinguishable for Pick 1 and Pick 2 and two different scaling factors. Comparing
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Figure 4.1: Discretised interface around the gneiss. a) The red stars mark the x- and y-coordinate
of the sources which we received from the GFZ in Potsdam. The four lines are the
picked interface from Figure 3.3b for Pick 1 and Pick 2 and two different scaling
factors. b) The deviation of the mean value of ∆z for the z-coordinate of sources and
receivers as a function of the y-coordinate.
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the layout of the lines along the Wilhelm Stehender Süd and the Quergang, the picked interface
differs from the coordinate of the sources at some areas up to 2 m. Unfortunately, we do
not know which approach is more accurate. On the one hand, the measuring of the source
coordinate was done with a simple metering rule. So, we cannot state the exact error for
the coordinate. On the other hand, the map is quite old and hand drawn. We also cannot
estimate the accuracy of the drawn interface and the scale. Later on, in Section 5.4.4, we
investigate the influence of wrong coordinates regarding the potential resolution potential
of the FWI.
We finally decided to take the coordinate of the sources as the interface along the gneiss. We
do not want to rely on the accuracy of the map. In addition, because of a lack of information,
in the southern direction, the gallery walls along the Richtstrecke and the Wilhelm Stehender
Süd were extended vertically. At the intersection of the Richtstrecke and the Quergang between
S28 and S29, no source could be placed. The rounded corner was inserted manually with
two additional points.
Figure 4.1b shows the deviation of the mean value ∆z of the z-coordinate of the sources and
receivers as a function of their y-coordinate. The maximum deviation is 0.25 m. The overall
range covers 0.45 m. Depending on the grid spacing in the FD-scheme, this corresponds to
only a few grid points. Our assumption, that the source and receiver positions are in an
almost ideal plane is justified and comprehensible and will influence the inversion result
only very little (Section 5.4.4).
After the edge of the model is determined, we will now evaluate the characteristics of the
field data. The description of the vibroseis source, the preprocessing steps and the analysis
of the field data are described in logical order.

4.2 Vibroseis Data
4.2.1 Correlation
As we used a frequency-modulated sweep as a source signal (Section 3.4), the total recording
time and hence, the raw seismograms are quite long in time (Kirk, 1981). After recording,
the sweep signal and the raw seismograms have to be cross-correlated (Yilmaz, 2001). We
can describe this process as a sliding of the sweep signal along the recorded data. If the pilot
sweep “sees” a similar version of itself, the correlation is high which leads to a high value
of the correlation coefficient (Costain and Coruh, 2004). The length of the correlograms
depends on the listening time, the difference in time between the sweep length and the total
recording time. In Figure 4.2a, a small part of the sweep signal is shown. The actual length
of the sweep was 2.9 s. In the shown window, the frequency is increasing from 600 - 630 Hz.
The amplitude spectra of the Fourier transformed for the entire sweep can be seen in Figure
4.2b. The dashed lines indicate the corner frequency of the sweep signal at 300 Hz and
3000 Hz. As expected, the frequency spectra reproduced the excited range and have a flat
amplitude spectra, except from the corner frequencies. This is because the sweep is tapered
at both ends with the half of a 0.1 s Hanning window to minimise side lobes. The overshoot
on the spectra at odd-numbered multiples of 50 Hz which is the electrical power frequency
in Germany, are artefacts produced by the sweep-generator unit. In the autocorrelation of
the sweep signal, the Klauder wavelet (Section 4.2.2), the artefacts disappear because of
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the averaging over all sweeps. In Figure 4.2c and Figure 4.2d, the NS component of Shot 1
for all 30 receivers are shown. As can be seen in Figure 4.2c, nothing can be seen. The
raw data, respectively the uncorrelated traces are not interpretable without the correlation
with the sweep signal. In Figure 4.2d, the correlated seismograms are shown. In the thesis,
seismogram is a synonym for correlogram. Note the shortened time axis. The now visible
different wave types are explained in detail in Section 4.3.3. In Appendix A, seismograms
for five shots (S1, S20, S40, S60 and S76) for all three components (NW, EW and Z) can be
found. This gives an impression of how the wavefield behaves if the source position moves
around the gneiss (Figure 3.6).

Figure 4.2: a) Short window of the original sweep signal from 600 - 630 Hz. The amplitude is
normalised. b) Frequency spectrum of the entire sweep signal. The dashed lines
indicate the corner frequencies of the sweep signal at 300 Hz and 3000 Hz. c) Raw
common shot gather (NS) of Shot 1 for all 30 receivers. d) The correlated seismograms
with shortened time axis.
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4.2.2 Klauder Wavelet
For the FWI it is necessary to know the shape of the source wavelets as we intend to explain
the entire waveforms.
For a vibroseis, the source wavelet is the autocorrelation of the pilot sweep (Sheriff, 2002).
With the linear pilot sweep signal from 300 to 3000 Hz (Section 3.4), we auto-correlate the
sweep to obtain to obtain the so called Klauder wavelet (Geyer, 1989). It is a symmetrical
and zero-phase wavelet which has its global maximum at time zero. Because our used Finite
Differences code cannot model with a negative time, the time-axis was shifted by 0.015 s.
After this time period, the amplitude of the Klauder wavelet is practically zero. For this
reason, the same time shift of 0.015 s was added to the field data the, i. e., the seismograms
were padded with zeros before time zero. In Figure 4.3a, the Klauder wavelet extracted
from the field data and additionally, an analytical calculated Klauder wavelet after Costain
and Coruh (2004) is plotted. In Figure 4.3b, the corresponding Fourier transform are shown.
The frequency content is equal to the original sweep. In both figures, the amplitudes are
normalised individually. The equation for one part of the analytical Klauder wavelet can be
found in Appendix B. The wavelets match quite nicely, even though the analytical wavelet
has more side lobes. This can also be seen in the Fourier domain. The amplitude spectrum
is not as stable as for the Klauder wavelet of the field data.
As for synthetic tests and for the field data inversion it is very unusual to use the whole
frequency content at once because of the high non-linearity of the inversion scheme, we used
different zero-phase Butterworth low-pass filter to neglect high frequencies. In Figure 4.3c
three additional wavelets are computed by low-pass filtering. In Figure 4.3d the corresponding amplitude spectra are shown. The amplitude in both the time and frequency domain,
are normalised to the original Klauder wavelet. As we used a zero-phase filter, the global
maximum remains at the same position. With lower frequencies, the complexity of the
wavelet is reduced. Even if the frequency content is strongly truncated at high frequencies,
the spectra still begins at 300 Hz as wanted.
If not stated otherwise, the Klauder wavelet is always used as the source signal. Nevertheless, we have to keep in mind that the induced source wavelet also depends on the coupling
of the heads of the vibrator to the rock, how precise the source is clamped between the walls
and additional influences.

4.2.3 Zero-Phase Investigation
In theory, after the cross-correlation of the raw data with the sweep signal, also the correlograms should be zero-phase (Yilmaz, 2001). That means, e. g., for picking of the first-arrival
travel time of the P-wave, the maximum of the correlogram marks the arrival time. With
a synthetic study, we want to investigate the characteristics of the correlograms and if yes
how the used velocity model influences the waveforms. At best, with the known distance
between source and receiver, the known velocity of the model and the known Klauder wavelet, we should be able to predict the time of the maximum amplitude in the seismogram.
With this test, we want prove first, if it is equal to use a sweep signal as the source wavelet
and correlate the seismograms and the sweep afterwards or to model seismograms with
the Klauder wavelet directly. And second, we want to study the shape of the obtained
seismograms to gain experiences for picking the first-arrival times of the field data. Accurate
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of different Klauder wavelets and its corresponding frequency content.
a) The Klauder wavelet extracted from the field data compared to an analytical
Klauder wavelet from the equation in Appendix B. b) The corresponding amplitude
spectra. The dashed lines indicate the corner frequencies at 300 Hz and 3000 Hz. c)
The original Klauder wavelet and filtered versions of the wavelet. We used a zerophase Butterworth low-pass filter with different corner frequencies. The amplitude is
normalised to the original Klauder wavelet. d) The spectral amplitude of the different
wavelets normalised to the amplitude of the Klauder wavelet.
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travel-time picks will lead to a sufficient starting model for the FWI.
With a FD-modelling (Section 2.2), the principles of a sweep signal respectively a Klauder
wavelet as source signals are studied. We used two different velocity models, first a hovP
mogeneous model with vP = 6000 m/s, vS = √
and ρ = 2550 kg/m3 . In addition, the
3
second model is a random distributed velocity model which is described in more detail
in Section 5.1.1. As a source, a single force in y-direction is used. We recorded one single
seismogram in a distance of 45 m along the y-direction. This offset represents a typical
distance in the field survey. As the source wavelets, we tested both, the sweep signal which
we extracted from the field data and its autocorrelation, the Klauder wavelet (Figure 4.3).
Both wavelets had the same length of 3.008 s and a frequency content of 300 - 3000 Hz
(Section 3.4). The different model setup are summarised in Table 4.1.
In Figure 4.4 the important part of the seismograms with the first-arrival picks is shown.
The grey dashed seismogram was modelled with the sweep signal and was cross-correlated
with the mentioned sweep signal (S_homo) afterwards, the red seismogram was directly
modelled with the Klauder wavelet from the field measurement (K_homo), both with the
homogeneous model. The green seismogram was modelled again with the Klauder wavelet
but in this case with the random velocity model (K_rand). In all seismograms the typical
shape of the Klauder wavelet is recognisable. However, the maximum is no longer the point
of symmetry. As expected, the two seismograms for S_homo and K_homo are identical. The
red dotted line indicates the theoretical arrival time of the P-wave. The maximum and the
arrival time correspond very well. The maximum of the green seismogram (K_rand) has a
slight time shift. If we calculate the mean P-wave velocity directly between the source and
receiver, again the theoretical arrival time matches with the maximum (green dotted line).
So, the maximum is exactly at the predicted arrival time of the P-wave and thus, zero-phase.
Looking at the flanks of the seismograms, the amplitude of the second peaks differs. Especially after the global maximum, the amplitude of the seismogram for the random velocity
model is larger. This effect could be based on the scattering points in the random distributed
model. Due to interference of the waves, the amplitudes become larger. Later on, this effect
can also be observed in the field data, e. g., Figure 4.7. Before the first-arrival time, the
amplitude of the maximum is increasing. After the first-arrival time, the amplitudes of the
secondary maximum are less decreasing. Nevertheless, we could be very confident, that we
have to pick the first-arrival time at the maximum value due to the zero-phase characteristics
of the seismograms.

Table 4.1: The three different model setup and the corresponding lines style in Figure 4.4.

Name
S_homo
K_homo
K_rand

Model
Wavelet
homogeneous Sweep
homogeneous Klauder
random
Klauder

Line style
grey dashed
red solid
green solid
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Figure 4.4: Investigation of the zero-phase characteristics. In grey dashed and red solid the
modelling for the homogeneous model with the original sweep signal from the
field data and the corresponding Klauder wavelet is shown. As expected, both
seismograms are almost identical. The calculated arrival time of the P-wave is plotted
as a red dotted vertical line and coincident very well with the global maximum. The
green seismogram is modelled with the random distributed velocity model. The
theoretical calculated arrival time matches very well, too.

4.3 Data Preprocessing
4.3.1 Rotation
Since we use a 2D modelling code, we need to ensure that the individual receiver components of the field data and the synthetic data are uniform and comparable to each other. The
modelling code has a global coordinate system in contrast to the field data. Every receiver
has its own local coordinate system relative to the gallery wall. So, we have to rotate the
field data into the coordinate system of the modelling code.
The GFZ in Potsdam provided the necessary information for the construction, orientation
and polarity of the three one component geophones in one anchor. The notation NS, EW
and Z for the three components is not related to its orientation. We must assume that the
receivers were drilled perpendicular to the gallery wall, but we suppose an error of up to
± 5 ◦ . The EW- and Z-component are the horizontal components. The modelling will take
place in this plane. The NS-component is vertical polarised for all receivers and is, thus, not
needed in the used 2D-scheme. The Z-component has its orientation always perpendicular
to the gallery walls with an equal polarity in the direction of the borehole for the anchor.
This can be shown with a simple test. The principle of reciprocity states that it is legal to
exchange any source and receiver and still the same seismogram should be recorded. So, we
will take two seismograms which travelled straight along the x-axis from the Richtstrecke to
the Wilhelm Stehender Süd and vice versa. The direct raypath differs with less than 2 ◦ and
the offset deviation is less than 1 m. In Figure 4.5, three examples with the corresponding
source and receiver number at the top are plotted. The seismograms are low-pass filtered.
The black seismograms travelled from the Wilhelm Stehender Süd to the Richtstrecke and the
red seismograms the other way round. The orientation of the source for the red and black
seismograms is in the opposite direction. However, the signals are very coherent and have
almost no phase shifts. That means, the Z-component is oppositely polarised (Figure 4.6).
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In the FD scheme, the orientation of the receivers are uniform, i. e., we must rotate the 30
receivers in a uniform coordinate system.
In Figure 4.6, for few receivers, the orientation of the EW- and Z-component is shown with

Figure 4.5: Comparison of three examples for the Z-component which nearly have the same
raypath. The black seismograms travelled from the Richtstrecke to the Wilhelm
Stehender Süd and the red seismograms vice versa. Above, the source and receiver
number is shown. The waves have the same polarity for all examples with only a
minor phase shift.

their corresponding rotation angle. All angles can be found in the Appendix C. By equation
d = Ra u
with


Ra =

cos α sin α
− sin α cos α

(4.1)

(4.2)

where u are the original seismogram vectors (EW- and Z-component), d are the rotated
seismogram vectors (x- and y-component) and α is the rotation angle, we can rotate the EWand Z-component clockwise. Finally, the EW-component corresponds to the x-coordinate
and the Z-component corresponds to the y-coordinate (Figure 4.6, workflow). To make the
polarity equal, the Z-component must be multiplied with −1. Also, for R25, we have to
reverse the polarity of the x-component (personnel communication: Rüdiger Giese).

4.3.2 First-Arrival Picking
The first-arrival travel times of the P-wave for the present field data have already been
picked by Richter (2010) for a travel-time tomography (Section 3.3.2.2).
Based on the zero-phase investigation made in Section 4.2.3, the first-arrival times of the
P-wave were picked again. As is it not easy to pick in the unfiltered seismograms because
of prevalent noise and other high frequency disturbances, therefore, the data is filtered
with a zero-phase low-pass filter with a corner frequency of 400 Hz. Thereby, in a common
receiver gather (CRG) the coherency is more apparent after low pass filtering since high
frequency “disturbances” are removed. In Figure 4.7, as examples, both, the original and
filtered data for Receiver 8 along the Richtstrecke and Receiver 24 along the Wilhem Stehender
Süd are shown. Additionally, as green dots, the picked travel times of Richter (2010) and in
red triangles, the new picks made for this thesis are marked. For both receivers, only the
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Figure 4.6: The orientation of the EW- and Z-component and the corresponding rotation angle
for some exemplary receivers. On the right side the workflow for the rotation in the
xy-coordinate system is shown.
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parts where we could pick travel times are shown. The new picks were set for the filtered
data but also correspond well with the unfiltered. In the seismograms the characteristics of
Klauder wavelet is recognizable very nice for many shots, similar to the previous synthetic
test in Section 4.2.3. For our chosen coordinate system, the maximum of the correlation for
Receiver 8 is positive and for Receiver 24 negative. The picks of Richter (2010) and the new
picks differs systematically in the travel time. In our opinion, Richter (2010) estimates rather
the first-arrival time than the maximum. Thus, our estimated velocities are approximately
up to 500 m/s smaller than the velocities of Richter (2010).
Based on the new picks, a travel-time tomography is performed in Section 6.1 and the
resulting velocity model is compared to the already known. For now, the picks are used for
another purpose as described in the following section.

Figure 4.7: Common receiver gather (CRG) with its corresponding picked first-arrival times. a)
CRG for Receiver 8 along the Wilhem Stehender Süd. The black/grey seismogram in
the background are low-pass filtered with a corner frequency of 400 Hz, the blue
seismograms are raw data for comparison. The green dots mark the picks from
Richter (2010), the red triangles are the new picks for this thesis. b) the same as in a)
but for Receiver 24 along the Richtstrecke.

4.3.3 Trace Muting and Time Windowing
The previous section provides the first-arrival travel time of the direct P-wave. We will
make use of these picks in the following.
By the use of a 2D code and in contrast to the 3D geometry of the galleries, we cannot
model some wave types physically correct which are included in the field data. The Pand S-waves propagate similar through the entire hard rock in both the modelling and
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the field measurement and are modelled with a sufficient accuracy. The waves which are
propagating along the rock-air interface are tunnel surface waves (Lüth et al., 2005). Jetschny
(2010) investigated the characteristics of surface waves propagating along the galleries
by introducing a factor for the ratio of the wavelength to the tunnel diameter. The mean
frequency of the tunnel surface wave f TS is approximately√
1000 Hz (Section 4.4.1). The
average vS value is derived from the typical vP to vS ratio of 3 and with vP = 5500 ms :
5500 ms
vP
m
vS = √ = √
= 3175 .
s
3
3

(4.3)

3175 m

s
This results in a wavelength λ TS = fvS = 1000 Hz
= 3.175 m. Although the galleries in the
TS
U-Lab have no rounded shape like tunnels but are rather rectangular, from Figure 3.7(a)
the extend dG is estimated to 4 m. The ratio of wavelength to tunnel diameter is, thus,
m
= 0.794. In the range of 0.6 < ω < 1.2 the tunnel surface waves are
ω = λdTS = 3.175
4m
G
composed of classical Rayleigh waves and S-waves. Also, the ratio is indicating that we are
at the edge to have Rayleigh waves, we have to assume a mixture of both wave types.
In a 2D FD-scheme, the gallery walls are infinitely extended in the third dimension and act
like a planar surface. In Figure 4.8, the different basic physics of a 2D and 3D modelling
schemes are illustrated. To conclude, the waves travelling along the gallery walls in the
field data can only be modelled accurately with a 3D but not with a 2D scheme. Since

Figure 4.8: Sketch for a 2D and 3D modelling scheme. a) For a 2D modelling code, the third
dimension (z-dimension) is expanded infinitely. The boundary in the xy-plane acts
like a plane layer. b) In 3D, the tunnel can be modelled realistically (modified from
Jetschny, 2010, p. 30).

we are lacking a physically correct modelling of the tunnel surface wave, we also cannot
invert for them. We, therefore, have to neglect seismograms where the tunnel surface wave
and the P-wave are not separated in time (Heider et al., 2012). In practise, we will use the
sources and receivers in the transmission geometry and do not use the traces with a short
shot-receiver-distance. We demonstrate the procedure on the basis of a CRG from Receiver 2
in Figure 4.10.
The seismograms of the x- and y-component are shown in Figure 4.10a. All traces are
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normalised to their maximum. The P-waves are highlighted by red colour. Especially on
the x-component the arrival of the direct P-wave can be easily seen, in particular for Shot
30 - 63. Since the tunnel surface waves, highlighted in green, have a significantly higher
amplitude than body waves, P-wave arrivals are not visible in the shot position range from
Shot 1 - 28. Because of the different polarisation, the S-wave arrivals are more clearly visible
on the y-component after the P-wave, highlighted in blue. Also, due to their polarisation,
the tunnel surface wave has only low energy on the y-component. The red stars mark the
picked first-arrival time of the P-wave. In Figure 4.9, an overview of the used and muted
traces are plotted. The matrix contains both, muted traces because of the used 2D code and
muted traces where no pick for the first arrival could be set. Altogether, we use 703 of 2280
possible source-receiver combinations.

Figure 4.9: Overview of the used and muted traces. Altogether, we use 703 of 2280 possible
source-receiver combinations.

From evaluating the seismogram contributions after the P-wave arrival, we cannot observe
other phases clearly (Appendix A). The S-wave is often influenced by the P-wave coda.
Thus, we decided to only invert for the first-arrival P-wave and cut off all other phases. This
reduces the non-linearities of the inversion and is common practise in the FWI (Pratt and
Worthington, 1988; Sheng et al., 2006). We call the approach time windowing. We use an
exponential function to calculate taper coefficients (Brossier et al., 2009). The slope of the
flanks of the taper function can be controlled by the parameter γ. Additionally, we define
two time periods before and after the first-arrival pick where the taper coefficients are equal
one. The seismograms are then multiplied with the taper function.
In Figure 4.10b, the preprocessed data is shown after trace muting and time windowing.
As an example, the taper function for time windowing for Shot 76 is shown in Figure
4.11. Depending on the used frequency, the length of the time window should be chosen
adequately, so that one to a few periods of the P-wave are included (Sheng et al., 2006).
As we have zero-phase data, the time window has the same length of (±0.0015s) before
and after the first arrival. For the flanks, we have chosen a damping value of γ = 1000000,
which should also be selected in dependence of the frequency. In addition, the near offset
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seismograms have been muted, where tunnel surface waves and P-waves are not clearly
separated in the time or where corrupt seismograms occur. This is then the actual data we
want to invert.

Figure 4.10: CRG of Receiver 2. a) The x- and y-component with the first-arrival times are
shown. Different wave types are highlighted with different colours. All traces are
normalised to their maximum amplitude separately. b) The preprocessed data of a)
is shown. This is the actual data which is used as input for the FWI.

4.3.4 3D/2D Transformation
As we use a 2D code, some problems occur due to the different physical behaviour of the
reduced dimensions (Auer et al., 2013), which we will discuss in this section.
In the field measurement, the seismic energy has been induced with a vibrator source at a
certain point. This is called point source, as almost all types of artificial sources are point
sources. With the given three spatial coordinates, a point source can only be simulated
adequately with a 3D code. However, as we use a 2D code by only specifying two spatial
coordinates, the third dimension is infinitely extended (Section 4.3.3). That means, that an
infinite number of sources are simulated simultaneously along a line in the direction of the
not defined coordinate. This is called a line source (Forbriger et al., 2014).
For body waves, as we use them in this work, the difference in phase due to the different
source types, can be corrected by a convolution with √1 (Pica et al., 1990). However, possible
t
3D effects of the velocity structures cannot be corrected. Thus, we tested the correction for
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Figure 4.11: Typical taper function. A time window around the first-arrival time can be chosen,
for this example ±0.0015s with a damping value of γ = 1000000.

a 2.5D media. That means the model is extended into the third spatial direction, but the
material parameters do not change along this direction. The different decay of the amplitude
in 2D (synthetic) and 3D (field data) is not transformed as suggested by Pica et al. (1990)
since, as discussed later, the amplitudes for the inversion are normalised trace by trace
(Section 5.3) and only one wave type is taking into account (Section 4.3.3).
The transformation of the phase has been tested synthetically for a 2D and 2.5D random
velocity model, which is described in detail in Section 5.1.1. The model also includes the
interfaces of the gneiss (Section 4.1). The seismograms for the 2.5D media model were
computed with a 3D code. The seismograms for Shot 60 at the Wilhelm standing Süd (S60) are
preprocessed as described in the previous sections (Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). Afterwards, the
seismograms of the 2.5D model were convolved with √1 . Figure 4.12 shows the comparison
t
for the receiver along the Richstrecke to the seismograms before (Figure 4.12a) and after the
transformation (Figure 4.12b). Each trace is normalised. The phase correction works very
well for the given scenario. The noticeable different waveforms for neighbouring receivers
are discussed in Section 4.4.3. With the used geometry and the recorded data, the assumption
that the velocity distribution within the gneiss is also 2D, cannot be verified. Nevertheless,
in Section 3.3.2.1, the geological mapping illustrated that the main strike directions of the
fault zones are perpendicular to the investigated horizontal xy-plane. Assuming that the
strike direction does not change abruptly, the presumed seismic anomalies, respectively the
fault zones resemble a 2.5D model. Butzer et al. (2013) showed with synthetic tests, that a
2D cross-section of 2.5D or 3D structures can also be inverted with a 2D geometry and a 2D
code, under the loss of resolution. In her work, also a random distributed media is used,
which is based on crystalline rock. So, if in my case 3D velocity variations are present, it
should still be possible to resolve the structures as a 2D structure.

4.4 Data Evaluation
After the necessary preprocessing of the field data, in the following, we are now concentrating on the evaluation regarding the frequency content, check if a possible anisotropy
is present and compare the waveforms with a semblance analysis. These information are
important for the performed FWI later on.
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Figure 4.12: a) Synthetic CSG for Shot 60 for a 2D (blue) and 2.5D media (red dashed). The phase
shift of both seismograms are due to the different sources in 2D (line source) and 3D
(point source). b) Comparison of the seismograms after the 3D/2D transformation.

4.4.1 Frequency Content
First, the frequency content of the data has to be determined. The frequency content is a
crucial parameter in later inversion steps because it has a huge influence on the complexity
of the misfit function. Also, some parameters in the FD-scheme such as grid spacing and the
time step increment, depends on the maximum occurring frequency.
With the excitation of a linear sweep from 300 - 3000 Hz, we expect almost the same frequency
range in field data. By a conventional Fourier transformation, the seismograms in the timedomain are transformed to the frequency domain. To obtain a reasonable analysis, we
proceeded as follows. In Figure 4.13a, the frequency content of the unprocessed data
with true amplitudes of Shot 1 is shown for the x-component. Along the direction of this
component, mainly the tunnel surface wave and the P-wave are polarised. The legend
shows only four of the 30 receivers which are represented by black (Receiver 1) to light grey
(Receiver 30) lines. In all four Figures 4.13a - 4.13d, the amplitude is each time normalised
to the global maximum. Due to the very large amplitudes of the tunnel surface wave in
the near vicinity of the source, the first three to four receivers have a dominant spectral
amplitude which exceeded all other receivers. To remove the effect of different amplitudes,
the data from Shot 1 were normalised to an RMS value of one for each seismogram in the
time-domain. The corresponding frequency spectrum is shown in Figure 4.13b. Here, a
mixture of the frequency content of tunnel surface waves and body waves can be seen.
The highest spectral amplitudes are between 400 - 1250 Hz. No single peak occurs. Above
1250 Hz, the spectral amplitude decreases abruptly and stay at a very low level until 3000 Hz.
In general, it is not possible to distinguish between tunnel surface waves and body waves.
In order to evaluate all shots, the average of all receivers for each shot was calculated. This
is shown in Figure 4.13c. The colour gradations are again from black (Shot 1) to light grey
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(Shot 76). In general, the frequency content of the different shots is comparable to each other.
The largest spectral amplitude are between 400 - 800 Hz with another smaller peak at about
1250 Hz. From 1250 Hz, the amplitude decreases steadily and faints out at 3000 Hz.
In Figure 4.13a - 4.13c the unprocessed data are shown. As we are interested only in the
spectra of the P-wave, in Figure 4.13d the preprocessing was applied which is explained
in the previous sections. Due to the trace muting, every shot was normalised with the
number of used receivers. The general picture is the same as in 4.13c. By only considering
the first-arrival phase of the P-wave without noisy parts, the spectrum is much smoother.
The main spectral amplitude for all shots is in the range from 400 - 700 Hz with the main
peak at 500 Hz. The spectral amplitude differs almost systematically for shots with a low
(blackish) and high number (greyish). For shots at the Richtstrecke (blackish), the receivers in
the transmission geometry which are mainly used, have a uniform depth of 2 m. These leads
to receiver ghost reflections at the gallery walls and a doubling of the amplitude of certain
frequencies, respectively a cancelling out of other frequencies (Ikelle and Amundsen, 2005).
For these shots, two peaks are observable, the main peak at 500 Hz another at about 1200 Hz.
For shots along the Wilhelm Stehender Süd (greyish), the receivers are in an alternating depth
of 1 m and 2 m. So, the ghost effect around the main frequency at 500 Hz only occurs at
every second receiver and is, thus, not as good observable as for shots along the Wilhelm
Stehender Süd. The receiver ghost effect can also be seen in synthetic data, e. g., Figure 4.12b,
and is also subject in the Section 4.4.3. Nevertheless, the P-wave contains almost no energy
in the range of 1500 - 3000 Hz. Comparing 4.13c and d, the frequency range of the tunnel
surface wave could be determined not exactly to one frequency, but in general over the
whole frequency range from 400 - 1500 Hz. Without considering the tunnel surface waves,
the broadness of the spectra does not change extremely.
Despite an excited frequency band of 300 - 3000 Hz, the largest amplitudes are between
400 - 800 Hz with a peak at 500 Hz. We expected a drop of the spectral amplitude at higher
frequencies due to a possible attenuation. But, in general, a more constant frequency content
and not one dominant peak within a small frequency band was expected.
Later, in the Section 6.3.1, this study provides suitable frequency parameters for the FWI.

4.4.2 Anisotropy
Gneiss often has an anisotropic characteristic because the structure of the crystalline rock
is often aligned parallel (Murawski and Meyer, 2010). Anisotropic means that a crystal
structure of the minerals does not behave physically the same in all spatial directions. In
our case the propagation velocity depends on the path the wave propagates through the
media. In the following, we will investigate whether the anisotropy need to be considered
for the FWI. Hurtig (1967) investigated velocity changes due to the anisotropy of the gneiss
of ±100 m/s.
For further analysis, the new first-arrival travel-time picks are used (Section 4.3.2). Since the
sources and receivers are located an almost ideal plane (Section 4.1), the analysis can only
investigate the anisotropy in the horizontal xy-plane. Of course, the rock could have further
anisotropy with other orientations, however, we cannot investigate those.
At the beginning, a ray angle from each receiver to each source must be calculated. The range
of the values is -90 ◦ or 90 ◦ . Assume a coordinate system with its origin in the coordinate of
each receiver: If the ray path is parallel to the x-axis, the ray angle is 0 ◦ and consequently, if
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Figure 4.13: Frequency content of the field data. In all four plots, the amplitude is each time
normalised to the global maximum. a) The frequency content of Shot 1 for unprocessed field data with true amplitudes for the x-component. The 30 receiver are
colour coded from black (Receiver 1) to light grey (Receiver 30). Only the spectra
of the receivers in the near vicinity of the source positions can be seen due to their
high spectral amplitude. b) The same as in a) but with normalised wavefields due
to their RMS value in the time-domain. The tunnel surface wave and the P-wave
are threatened equally. c) Mean of all receivers for each shot again with wavefields
normalised to their RMS value. The colour range is from black (Shot 1) to light grey
(Shot 76). d) Same as c) but with preprocessed data. Only the P-wave is taken into
account for the spectral amplitude. The red curve shows the mean value for all
shots.
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the ray path is perpendicular to the x-axis, the ray angle is -90 ◦ and 90 ◦ ,respectively. The I
quadrant and III quadrant include the negative angle, the II and IV quadrants the positive
angle. This ensures that ray paths with the same direction also have the same angle value.

Figure 4.14: The straight velocity overt the ray angle. 0 ◦ means the ray path is parallel to the xaxis and -90 ◦ and 90 ◦ , respectively, means the ray angle is parallel to the y-axis. The
stars represent the source-receiver combinations. Short offsets are not considered.
The pattern of the data points is not symmetric to the y-axis which is the requirement
for an anisotropic media in this analysis

.
In Figure 4.14, the straight velocity, that means the linear ray path divided by the first-arrival
travel-time picks, versus the ray angle is plotted (Wang, 2011). Short offset combinations
were neglected. Due to the irregular geometry the data points are not evenly distributed,
mostly appearing between -40 ◦ and 60 ◦ . Most of the values are in the range of 4800 5800 m/s. With a predominant anisotropy the pattern should be symmetrical to the y-axis
with two clear minimum and maximum. However, this is not the case. The data points do
not have a clear pattern.
With this kind of plot, it is assumed, that the anisotropy is constant distributed over the
entire plane. If the ray paths are directly colour-coded plotted with their straight velocity, it
can also be possible to recognise small-scale areas of anisotropy (Wang, 2011). Therefore
the geometry is divided into two parts. We use the sources along the Richtstrecke and the
receiver along the Wilhelm Stehender Süd for Part 1 (R1 - R15 and S46 - S76) and for Part 2
vice versa (R19 - R30 and S1 - S28). This allows a better overview of the ray path. In Figure
4.15a and 4.15b Part 1) and Part 2) are shown individually. Again, there is no recognizable
fast or slow predominant direction. The scattering in Part 1 and Part 2 for different straight
velocity depends on the different sources and receivers rather on the direction. Notable is
the high velocity zone in the upper part for both. After superimposing all possible source
and receiver combinations the impression is confirmed (Figure 4.15c). Also, this figure gives
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us a first impression how the velocity distribution after a travel-time tomography looks like.

Figure 4.15: The straight velocity colour-coded for all source-receivers pair with three different
geometries. In a) only the receivers along the Richtstrecke and the sources along
the Wilhelm Stehender Süd were used (Part 1) and in b) vice versa (Part 2). In both
parts no ray angle is preferred. The straight velocities are more influenced by source
and receiver anomalies and also some clear travel-time pick inaccuracies. In c)
any possible source and receiver combination are shown except with a short offset.
Again, a colourful picture results with no clear preferred direction over the entire
block.

In the previous analysis, the influence of the velocity changes in the host rock was not
considered. In Section 6.1 a travel-time tomography will be calculated with the software
GeoTomCG7 . Although, the inverted velocity model is not introduced at this point, we
would like to make use of the information the software provides to us. GeoTomCG exports
for each source-receiver pair the travel-time residual which could not adapted to the velocity
model. In Figure 4.16a the travel-time residual is plotted versus the ray angle. The data
points vary between -0.4 ms and 0.4 ms. Especially in this case, the pattern of the residual
values should be axis-symmetrical to the y-axis which would indicate an existing anisotropy
because the velocity changes in the host rock are now considered (Rao and Wang, 2011).
However, no clear pattern of the straight velocity over the ray angle is observably. Even
if we plot the travel-time residual for each individual source-receiver combination, the
direction of the residual is almost arbitrary (Figure 4.16b). To sum up, anisotropy could not
be identified in the data. The error by not considering this effect is negligible. However,
that does not mean that no anisotropy exist, but rather the first-arrival P-wave picks are not
accurate enough for the analysis. Also the anisotropy must not be limited to the investigated
horizontal xy-plane.
7 http://dev.geotom.net/
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Figure 4.16: Time residuals after the travel-time tomography. In a) the time residuals which
could not be adapted by the velocity model versus the ray angle are shown. In b) the
travel-time residual for every source-receiver combination is plotted colour-coded.
In both, no clear axis-symmetrical pattern and no preferred direction, respectively,
is recognizable.

4.4.3 Semblance Analysis
As we want to invert not only for the first-arrival travel times but for whole waveforms,
we want to investigate the similarity of waveforms for neighbouring shots and receivers.
As a measure of coherence between seismograms we use the semblance. This technique is
originally used in reflection seismics to identify reflections which are covered by background
noise or interference reflections and, thus, increase the resolution power of the data. We use
a modified technique for our purposes.
In the field data, we already observed differences in the waveforms for neighbouring
receivers or sources. In hard rock regimes this this is often due to a little different coupling
for different receivers or sources (Maurer et al., 2012). We refer to these effects as source and
receiver coupling. In the synthetic examples (Chapter 5) we usually assume a known source
signal and a uniform and perfect coupling of sources and receivers. To explore the relative
contributions of source and receiver effects in the field data, we compare waveforms in the
common shot gather (CSG) and common receiver gather (CRG).
For the field data, we consider the semblance analysis for the preprocessed data, i. e., for
the first-arrival P-wave for different frequency contents (Section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). However,
we do not use the original matrix for the muting (Figure 4.9), because we should be able to
see the corrupt receivers with these analysis anyway. For the semblance analysis the energy
of each trace d is normalised, so that effects of the radiation pattern of the source and the
offset-dependent amplitude decrease is removed. A semblance based cross-correlation is
performed for all possible combinations of sources and receivers. The maximum value of
the correlograms is calculated as follows:
n

∑ r [max(
SEM = n=1
nr

d̂i ⊕d̂j
ns )]n

,

(4.4)
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where SEM is the semblance value for one shot combination and receiver combination, and
is in the range between 0 for no coherence and 1 if the waveforms are exactly the same. nr
is the number of possible combinations, d̂i and d̂j , respectively, are the energy normalised
traces, ns is the number of samples, ⊕ denotes the cross-correlation and i, j = 1, ..., tmax the
number of traces for each CRG or CSG.
In Figure 4.17 the semblance for unfiltered field data in the CSG domain (Figure 4.17a) and
in the CRG domain (Figure 4.17b) is shown. The yellow colour indicates were no semblance
could be calculated due to the muting of the traces (Figure 4.9) or the semblance value is
smaller than 0.35. The value in the title documents the summed up semblance values and
the maximum possible value. The diagonal is equals one because the shots are correlated
with itself. The most interesting area is in the vicinity of the diagonal. These shots are very
close to each other and, thus, their excited seismic waves are travelling through nearly the
same host rock. The apparent crosses in the matrix indicates shots which differs most to
every other shot, e. g., Shot 74. We neglect those sources in the later field data inversion
application. But in general, the overall reproducibility of the vibroseis signal is very high.
For the CRG in Figure 4.17b also coloured crosses are observable like in the CSG, e. g.,
Receiver 7 or 26. We neglect those receivers in the later field data inversion application
(Chapter 6). Another more crucial effect is visible: For the Receiver 1 - 15 in the CRG, the
pattern is like a checkerboard. Only the waveform of every second receiver fits to each other.
This checkerboard pattern corresponds to the depth of two adjacent receivers varying from
1 - 2 m or vice versa. The pattern is - most likely - caused by ghost reflections at the gallery
walls as the distance to the tunnel surface between neighbouring receivers changes by ±1 m.
All other receivers are in the same depth of 2 m, except of Receiver 25. For those receivers,
the coupling effects and the velocity perturbation within the host rock is responsible for
the different waveforms. The semblance values in the right upper and left lower part are
negligible because they are not comparable due to geometrical reasons. The Receivers 15 - 18
are not used, because they are not in transmission geometry (Figure 4.9).
In Figure 4.18 the CRG are again shown with different corner frequencies for a low-pass
filter. The corner frequencies are 1500 Hz, 750 Hz and 400 Hz. For lower frequencies, the
semblance values increases. Especially for Receivers 1 - 15, the checkerboard pattern is
almost no more observable at 400 Hz due to the increasing wavelength (Figure 4.18(c)). The
ghost effect is frequency dependent and more distinct for higher frequencies. Nevertheless,
the corrupt receivers, e. g., Receiver 7, are still visible. So, with lower frequencies, the
similarity increases.
The same effect can be reproduced in the CSG section. With decreasing corner frequencies
of the low-pass filter, the similarity and thus, the semblance is decreasing.

4.5 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter the general characteristics of the field data have been investigated. First, the
interfaces of the measuring area were compared with those of an underground map and
the given source positions from the GFZ. Both match pretty well except of some areas. We
finally interpolated the coordinates of the sources as the edge of the gneiss block. The 3D
expansion of the geometry was merely ±0.25m.
The source for the field measurement was a magnetostrictive double vibrator which excited
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(b) CRG

Figure 4.17: a) Semblance values in the CSG domain for different shot pairs and in b) in the CRG
domain for different receiver pairs for the field data (Equation (4.4)). The colour
scale is clipped at the semblance value of 0.35. For some shot and receiver pairs no
cross-correlation could be calculated (yellow parts) because of muted traces. In the
title the summed up SEM value and the maximum possible value is shown.

(a) CRG 1500 Hz

(b) CRG 750 Hz

(c) CRG 400 Hz

Figure 4.18: Semblance values for the field data in the CRG domain for different frequencies.
From a) to c) the data is low-pass filtered with corner frequencies of 1500 Hz, 750 Hz
and 400 Hz. The colour scale has the same range for all figures. In the title the
summed up SEM value and the maximum possible value is shown.
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a linear sweep from 300 - 3000 Hz. The raw data had to be correlated with the sweep
signal afterwards. The autocorrelation of the sweep signal, the Klauder wavelet, has the
same frequency range and has a zero-phase characteristic, as expected. This wavelet is
further used for the modelling. With a synthetic test, it could be shown that the synthetic
seismograms are equal if we chose either the sweep signal or the Klauder wavelet as the
source wavelet.
In order to ensure comparability with simulated waveforms, the entire wavefield were
rotated into the coordinate system of the FD-scheme. After a comparison of our own picked
travel-times for the first-arrival P-wave and picks from Richter (2010), we decided to use
the own picks in the thesis for further investigations, as these account for the zero-phase
characteristic of the data. Due to the used 2D code, the tunnel surface waves cannot be
included in the inversion because we are not able to model them physically correct. We
muted the near offset traces where the P-wave and the tunnel surface wave are not separated.
Subsequent, we applied a time windowing around the first-arrival time. Also, a 3D/2D
transformation needs to be applied subsequently. The transformation works accurate for
synthetic tests.
The preprocessed field data was then analysed for its frequency content, anisotropy and for
the similarity of the waveforms. The main frequency range of the raw field data including
all wave types lies between 400 - 1250 Hz. After the preprocessing, the maximum frequency
is at 500 Hz. For the used horizontal plane in the inversion, no anisotropy is recognizable by
investigating the angle dependency of the first-arrival times for the P-wave. The semblance
analysis shows a high similarity of the waveforms in the CSG. The shots are reproducible
besides of a few exceptions. In the CRG, the geometry of the receivers R1 - R15 are reflected
in the semblance values. Due to the alternating depth of the receiver a checkerboard pattern
is observable because the reflection at the rock-air interface differs in its effective waveform.
By a low-pass frequency filtering and thereby longer wavelengths in the field data, the effect
of the ghost reflection can be minimised. In general, the data for low frequencies are quite
coherently, for higher frequencies the coherence is strongly decreasing. Also some receivers
in the CRG have significantly differences in the waveforms compared to their neighbours.
Apparently, this is due to an imperfect coupling of or corrupt receivers. Consequently, we
can only use 703 of 2280 possible source-receiver combinations.
In the next chapter, many synthetic tests will light up the influence of some above described
parameters.

5 Synthetic Case Studies
In the previous chapter the field data and their characteristics had been explored and
described. This chapter primarily deals with the extensive developed synthetic studies
based on the experience of the field data. On the one hand, these studies help to investigate
features of the field data in a synthetic scenario and, on the other hand, to test the used FWI
code for its applicability. We apply the FWI on synthetic modelled data which pretend to
be the true, respectively observed data. These synthetic tests can be very helpful to test the
resolution potential of the FWI, since we know the true model and we can directly evaluate
the reconstructed velocity model. The influence of a single parameter or of different true
and starting models, respectively, can be investigated.
For all upcoming inversion tests, we adopted the geometry of field measurement. First
the used synthetic models are presented. Afterwards, we obtain the starting models for
the FWI with a travel-time tomography for one synthetic model (Section 5.1). To get the
inversion running, we need to specify some important parameters first, for the forward
modelling (Section 5.2) and second for the inversion (Section 5.3). In the following sections,
we investigate the influence by varying different parameters on the inversion results. The
reconstruction potential of the FWI is then investigated by using the checkerboard model
with different block sizes and different source frequencies. Also the influence of a wrong vS
and density model is shown. A widely-used approach to improve the convergence of the
inversion is tested (Section 5.4). At the end, similar to the field data, a semblance analysis for
different models with different spatial dimensions and for different frequencies is calculated
(Section 5.5).
Most of the synthetic FWI were performed on high-performance-computing (HPC) systems
like the Institute Cluster 2 (IC2) at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology or on JuRoPA at the
Jülich Research Centre (Appendix E). The used grid was usually distributed on 96 CPUs.
The run-time for one iteration of the FWI was approximately 10 minutes.

5.1 Synthetic Velocity Models
5.1.1 Random Distributed and Checkerboard Velocity Model
Even with the assumption that the bedrock is fairly homogeneous, this is justified up to a
certain extent. Due to water leaks or fault zones, the host rock will be quite complex and
have heterogeneities at all scales from a few mm to several m (Section 3.3.2). We use two
different synthetic velocity models by varying the physical properties, i. e., vP and vS and the
density, in order to investigate a wide range of the influence on the inversion and features
of the field data. Both models have advantages and disadvantages in the evaluation of
different aspects.
First, a random distributed velocity model is used to represent the heterogeneities in the
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gneiss (Kneib, 1995). A typical description of a model with heterogeneity geological structures is given by the Von Kármán correlation function. It describes a self-similar medium
and includes small wavelengths. The full 3D anisotropic function is given by Goff and
Jordan (1988). For the major structures in the random model, a correlation length a and
a Hurst coefficient H (0 < H < 1) must be specified. With a Hurst coefficient of 0.5, the
Von Kármán correlation function can be simplified to an exponential correlation function.
Then, the correlation length a directly defines the size of the dominant structures in the
heterogeneity media. With the standard deviation σ the velocity variations is defined. The
average velocity was adapted to vP = 6000 m/s. Second, a classical checkerboard model is
used based again on a homogeneous model with vP = 6000 m/s (Zhao et al., 1992). Both, the
length of the edges and the positive and negative velocity perturbations of the squares can
be varied. Of course, this model does not represent the gneiss. It is used for determining the
resolution potential of the FWI.
In Figure 5.1a an example of a checkerboard model with an edge length of 4 m, a background
vP value of 6000 m/s with a perturbation of ±5 % is shown. There is no continuous transition
between the squares of the checkerboard. The border of the gneiss has been determined as
described in Section 4.1. The area outside of the gneiss is threaded as air with an vP value
of 300 m/s. In Figure 5.1b the random model is shown. For the Hurst coefficient we used
H = 0.5, i. e., an exponential autocorrelation function in space. The correlation length was
set to a = 10 m and the standard deviation to 5 %. In general, the model consists of each two
low and high velocity zones. Furthermore, starting from the specified correlation length, the
structures are getting smaller and smaller. In Figure 5.1c, the Gaussian distributed seismic
velocities are plotted without the areas filled with air. Due to the ratio of the model size to
the correlation length, the average velocity (Avg) is not exactly 6000 m/s with a standard
deviation (Std) of 299 m/s. Assuming the given average velocity of 6000 m/s within the
specified standard deviation of ±σ (5700 m/s and 6300 m/s) less values than the required
68.27 % can be found (Pro=64.80%).
As we us√an elastic code, we also need a vS and ρ model. For vS we used the typical ration of
vP/vS =
3. The density ρ is chosen homogeneous with 2550 kg/m3 which is the mean value
of the determined density by Kopf et al. (2008).
In the following, the random model is used, e. g., for investigating the influence of various
parameters on the inversion result and the checkerboard pattern to determine the resolution
potential for different source frequencies.

5.1.2 Starting Model
As described in Section 2.3.6, we need an accurate starting model for the FWI. For a high
similarity between starting model and true model, the inversion has the ability to reconstruct
the true model properly.
For the checkerboard model (Figure 5.1a) a homogeneous velocity model of vP = 6000 m/s
is used for all checkerboard tests. This makes the comparison between different inversion
results more easy and reliable, since a variety of different checkerboard patterns is used. The
chosen velocity is exactly in the middle of the positive and negative velocity perturbation.
For the random model (Figure 5.1b) we decided to compute a travel-time tomography for
the first-arrival times of the P-wave. Pratt and Goulty (1991) showed that a starting model
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Figure 5.1: a) Checkerboard model with a background vP value of 6000 m/s, an edge length of
4 m and a positive and negative velocity perturbation of ±5 %. b) Random velocity
model generated with a Hurst coefficient H of 0.5 and a correlation length a of 10 m.
The same background velocity and perturbation was used as in the checkerboard
model. c) The velocity distribution of the random model.
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obtained from a travel-time tomography can be sufficient for FWI. The existing transmission
geometry also supports us in this decision. Therefore, a forward modelling on the true
model with the same geometry as it is used in the field measurement and with the Klauder
wavelet as the source wavelet was calculates to obtain the observed data. The first-arrival
travel times are then picked. Taking the zerophase characteristic of the Klauder wavelet into
account, in our case the first break is the point in time of the maximum amplitude. In the
forward modelling we include the gallery walls in the random model. This leads to a clear
ghost reflection similar to the field data (Section 4.4.3). For some receivers, therefore, it is
hard to pick the maximum amplitude because the reflection creates a second maximum. By
comparing seismograms which are modelled without the walls of the galleries (no ghost
reflections occur), it was possible to identify the first arrival. The picks were set by hand for
seismograms with a clear first arrival.
For the travel-time tomography we use the software GeoTomCG8 . This is a commercial
software for both, 2D and 3D travel-time tomographies based on the simultaneous iterative
reconstruction technique (SIRT) (Section 2.5). As an important parameter for the inversion,
we can specify the spatial size of the grid points, respectively the blocks size between the
grid points. We use five different block sizes to study the influence of the parameter. The
initial block size is specified by the program due to the geometry and the occurring velocities,
so that the inversion is stable. Since also the travel-time tomography requires a starting
model, a homogeneous model with uniform velocity is used, adopted from the mean and
the slowest straight-line velocity (Tweeton, 2011). In addition, with the initial suggested
block size, we calculate a travel-time tomography by neglecting five receivers from the
receiver array R21 - R26 by only using R24 to analyse possible focusing effects and related
fingerprints by the geometry.
In Figure 5.2d the true model and the random distributed velocity model, respectively,
which was described in Section 5.1.1 is shown for a better comparison. In all other plots
in Figure 5.2 the inversion results of the travel-time tomography for different block sizes
without the receiver array are shown. In addition, the light grey line shows the galleries
for not getting lost in the plots. With the used software we could not make any constraints
to account for the gallery walls. The suggested block size of the GeoTomCG software was
2.2 m with a homogeneous velocity of 5700 m/s. In Table 5.1 the different used block sizes
are summarised. After the inversion, all velocity models are interpolated to 0.12 m. We
will use this grid spacing in most of our performed modellings and inversion (Section
5.2). As we know the true model, we can directly compare the results of the travel-time
tomographies. Of course, this is the advantage of synthetics tests and is not possible for the
field data. In Figure 5.2a and 5.2b, despite of the interpolation, the blocks are still clearly
visible. However, the coarse structures of the random model with two low velocity zones
can be seen. In Figure 5.2f and 5.2g, some characteristic artefacts for a too small chosen block
size are already visible. Especially in 5.2g, individual ray paths are very easily observable.
The velocity variations within the models were not originated by the true velocity model
and do not resemble these, but by an insufficient ray density per block. At the gallery walls,
already little artefacts appear. Also the sources are very dense, a block size of 1 m would be
too small.
In Figure 5.2c, approximately the proposed size of the block has been used, 2 m instead of
2.2 m. The high velocity areas are included in the inversion compared to the true model.
Also, e. g., smaller structures with high velocity at about x = 10 m and y = 60 m and other
8 http://dev.geotom.net/
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Table 5.1: Overview of the different block sizes of the travel-time tomography.

Figure
number
Fig. 5.2a

Block size
in m
6

Fig. 5.2b

3

Figure
number
Fig. 5.2c
Fig. 5.2e
only R24

Block size
in m
2

Figure
number
Fig. 5.2f

Block size
in m
1

2

Fig. 5.2g

0.5

Figure 5.2: Result of the travel-time tomography for different block sizes. The different block
sizes are summarised in Table 5.1. All results are interpolated to DH = 0.12 m, the
used grid spacing in the modelling (Section 5.2). The grey line represents the three
galleries for better orientation. For comparison, in d), the true random distributed
velocity model is shown.
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areas with low velocity at x = y = 40 m already occur in the model. However, no unique
ray path are observable at this block size.
In Figure 5.2e, the receiver array at about x = 10 m and y = 30 − 40 m (Figure 3.6) has been
neglected and only one receiver (R24) were used. It should be tested whether the array
provides some kind of footprint in the model. For the specified geometry, this is not the case.
Figure 5.2c and 5.2e are very similar except for a few small differences such as at x = 40 m
and y = 10 m where the array incorporate a low velocity area, although it does not exist in
the true model.
For all travel-time tomography results the upper part of the model has not been updated.
Due to the geometry no ray path are running through this area. Also in the FWI, the
sensitivity in this area will be very low and we expect no significant velocity changes.
We determine the block size to 2 m because of first, this is the suggested block size of
GeoTomCG and second, it is a well acceptable compromise between the sureness not to
have single ray paths in the velocity structure and a sufficient resolution. For the travel-time
tomography for the field data (Section 6.1) we will do an equivalent analysis. Further, the
starting model is smoothed with a median filter of 1.2 m which corresponds to 10 grid points
in the used FD-grid. The median filter sorts the velocities within the specified area and takes
the middle value. This can especially reduce strong local velocity anomalies as well as by
the interpolation arisen geometrically effects of the blocks.
For later analysis we calculate the minimum and maximum velocity difference (-788 m/s
and 883 m/s, respectively) and the corresponding mean values for positive and negative
velocities (-77 m/s and 103 m/s, respectively) of the true to the starting model. These mean
values are in the range of ±2 % and are later on compared to the differences in other models.
As we are using an elastic
√ code, we also need a vS and ρ model. The vS model is calculated
by the vP to vS ratio of 3. The shear wave velocity in air is equals 0 m/s. Outside of the
gneiss, we have set vS to 1 ∗ 10−3 m/s due to stability reasons in the staggered grid. The
density ρ was chosen homogeneous within the gneiss with 2550 kg/m3 . It is the same value
as for the true model and is assumed to be known in order to have the possibility to consider
other parameters more isolated. Again, for the part of the model filled with air, we choose a
realistic density of 1.25 kg/m3 . These values are also used in the field data inversion.
In Section 5.4, with both models, synthetic tests are carried out.

5.2 Modelling Parameters
The theory for the used FD-scheme is explained in detail in Section 2.2. For an accurate
modelling with FD, we have to specify some parameters with care. The basic FD-parameters
are described in Table 5.2. All input parameters are written in capital letters. Unless nothing
else is mentioned, we use these parameters in the synthetic tests or did studies by varying
the values. For a stable and accurate modelling, the most important parameters are the grid
spacing DH and the time stepping DT. The parameters depend on the largest used frequency
and on the velocity range of the model. Not sufficient exact chosen parameters leads to
dispersion effects in space and time, typically high frequency oscillations in the wavefield
(Alford et al., 1974). Due to the high discontinuities at the rock-air interface, an application
of higher-order spatial FD-operators is not reasonable. The FD-scheme is only stable for
second-order spatial FD-operators. For all modellings we used FD_ORDER=2 (Cunha, 1993).
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Thus, only the neighbouring grid point is taken into account for updating the velocity and
stress values. The minimum and maximum occurring velocity in the random media model
is cmin = 5000 m/s and cmax = 7000 m/s. For a max frequency of 2000 Hz (Figure 4.3), the
minimum wavelength λmin is thus, 2.5 m (Equation (2.12)). With λmin/dh ≥ 12 we satisfy the
required number of grid points per minimum wavelength with approximately 21. Also the
criteria for dt = √ dh m = 1.22 ∗ 10−5 (Equation (2.13)) is fulfilled with DT=5 ∗ 10−6 s.
2∗7000 /s
The FD-code is parallelised and could be run on several CPUs at the same time. FD-schemes
with a regular grid can be parallelised reasonably well. ”The parallelisation is based on
domain decomposition, i. e., each processing element updates the wavefield within his
portion of the grid“ (Bohlen et al., 2012). For the decomposition, the number of processors
in each direction has to be specified with NPROCX and NPROCY.
We also have to make use of the absorbing frame implemented in DENISE (Section 2.2.3). At
three sites of our model we have a natural reflector, the rock-air interface. This is represented
in our model. In reality, at the top end, the gneiss block is extended several hundreds of
meter (Figure 3.3a). For this, we have to add an absorbing boundary at the top end of the
model, so that no reflections can occur. We used the already by Köhn (2011) implemented
convolutionary perfectly matched layers, or CPMLs (Section 2.2.3). This formulation is
an effective way to get rid of unwanted boundary reflections. The width of the absorbing
frame is set by the parameter FW. Some other parameters have to be adjusted with respect
to the occurring velocities and frequencies. For all inversion tests we used a width of 20 grid
points.As the CPMLs surround the whole model along all four boundaries, we have to make
sure that their are at least 20 grid points, beginning from the last grid point of the gneiss
block to the boundary of the model. To get an impression how the wavefield propagates
Table 5.2: Parameters for the forward modelling.

Parameter
NPROCX x NPROCY
FD_ORDER
NX x NY
DH
TIME
DT
FW

Value
12 x 8
2
468 x 664
0.12 m
0.030 s
5 ∗ 10−6 s
20 grid points

Explanation
Number of processors in each direction
Order of the FD-operator
Number of grid points in each direction
Grid spacing
Recording length
Time stepping
Width of CPMLs

within the model, we saved some snapshots at specific time steps for Shot 1 (Figure 5.3). The
wavefield is approximately separated in the S-wave and P-wave (Dougherty and Stephen,
1988). The colour scale does not change for all snapshots but differs for the P- and S-wave.
As a source wavelet, we used a low-pass filtered Klauder wavelet with a corner frequency
of 400 Hz (Figure 4.3). For better visualisation, DH was reduced. The gallery walls are
indicated with black lines. The source direction is chosen perpendicular to the gallery wall
similar to the field survey (Section 3.4). So, we have to split the force density on the x- and
y-component which is described in more detail in Section 2.2.3. The actual time T is shown
between the S- and P-wave models. Below, with a thin black line, the source wavelet is
shown. The part of the wavelet which was already fed in the FD-scheme is highlighted in
blue.
Initially at T = 0.00810 s we can already see some wave propagating in the model, also the
Klauder wavelet has a quite flat shape from the beginning. In the S-wave snapshot, we can
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see converted phases in front of the actual wave front which are caused by the permanent
scattering of the P-wave due to the random velocity distribution. At T = 0.01350 s, the
radiation pattern of the source is illustrated very nice. Later, at T = 0.01500 s, the maximum
amplitude is fed in the FD-scheme. In the next snapshot, note the different wavelength
of the P- and S-wave due to the different velocities. At T = 0.02010 s, the first P-wave
arrives at the receivers in the transmission geometry at the Wilhelm Stehender Süd and is
afterwards reflected at the rock-air interface. Along the gallery walls of the Richtstrecke, the
tunnel surface wave propagates at the rock-air interface. At T = 0.25950 s also the P-wave
is reflected at the Quergang and interferes with the propagating S-wave and the reflections
from the Wilhelm Stehender Süd. The tunnel surface wave has a significant higher amplitude
than the P-wave. In the last snapshot, the tunnel surface wave has reached the corner at
the Richtstrecke. The direct S-wave front is still propagating in the media. This is not crucial
because we do not invert for the S-wave (Section 4.3.3).
When the P-wave reflection at the rock-air interface occurs, a small part of energy is transmitted into the air because we set vP = 300 m/s for the part of the model which is filled with
air. The same effect could be noticed in the measurement by standing on the opposite site of
the source. It sounds like the noise came ”out of the rock“.
The corresponding wavefield for the x-component which has been recorded at the receiver
positions is shown in Figure 5.4 as black-grey seismograms in the background. The appearance of the wavefield is comparable to Figure 4.10 where the different visible wave types
are explained for the field data. We want to test the influence of different grid spacing DH
in order to investigate whether we have to deal with dispersion effects even though the
FD-simulation is stable. The other parameters and the velocity model is kept constant.
The seismograms were computed with the mentioned parameters in Table 5.2. To test if
the chosen grid spacing is accurate enough for our purpose, we halve DH to 0.06 m. That
means, the overall number of grid points have been increased by a factor of four. The
absolute dimension of the model is, thus, the same. Due to the different spatial discretisation
of the model, first the scattering points within the random model are getting smaller and
second, the dispersion characteristic along the gallery walls changes. We expect a different
waveform for the tunnel surface waves for long offset receivers where the dispersion has
a greater impact but only marginal changes for the body waves due to the used relatively
long wavelength.
In Figure 5.4, in red dashed, the seismograms for the modelling with DH = 0.06 m are shown.
Both, the black-grey seismograms in the background and the red dashed seismograms
are amplitude normalised trace by trace. In green, the difference seismograms with true
amplitude are shown. As expected, for the Receiver 1 - 13, the tunnel surface waves differ
more with larger offset. For Receivers 16 - 27 which are in an optimal transmission geometry,
especially for the first-arrival P-wave phase, the difference seismograms have a very small
amplitude. Also for Receivers 28 - 30 the first arrival still matches well, but the coda is
affected by different reflections characteristic. Thus, as we will only use the first arrival of
the P-wave by time windowing and mute seismograms with tunnel surface waves, the grid
spacing in Table 5.2 is accurate for the used frequency content.
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Figure 5.3: Snapshots of the propagation of the P- and S-wave for different time steps. The actual
time T is shown between the S- and P-wave models. The used model was obtained
with the travel-time tomography of the random model (Section 5.1.2). Beneath, in
blue, the already excited part of the source wavelet is shown.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of two different grid spacings DH. For Shot 1, In black and grey, the
seismograms with a grid spacing of 0.12 m and in red dashed, the seismograms for a
grid spacing of 0.06 m are shown. Both are normalised separately trace by trace. In
green, the difference seismograms are shown with its true amplitude.

5.3 Inversion Parameters
In this section the necessary parameters used for an inversion are explained. Some parameters have a significant influence on the inversion result and have to be chosen accurately. The
preprocessing steps which are applied to the field data have to be applied to the synthetic
data, too. Especially, the influence of the parameters on the inversion result used for the
preprocessing are investigated with synthetic case studies.
The most basic parameters for the inversion and an explanation for each parameter are
summarised in Table 5.3. The LNORM defines the used misfit function. As the FWI aims to
minimise the difference between synthetic and observed data, we have to define a minimisation criteria. In Crase et al. (1990) some well-known criteria like the L1-norm, the L2-norm,
the Cauchy or sech function are described. For the synthetic test we apply the widely-used
L2-norm (LNORM=2). In addition, as we only use approximately one wavelengths of the
first-arrival P-wave, we normalise the amplitude (NORMALIZE=1). The contribution for far
and near offset traces to the misfit function is equal. The residual seismograms are directly
used as adjoint sources (Section 2.3.2).
In Section 4.9, as we use a 2D inversion code, we described the necessary preprocessing
steps for the field data. For the synthetic data, the same preprocessing steps are required.
With TRKILL=1, we can control which traces contributes to the gradient calculations by
generating a matrix with the dimension numbers of sources times number of receivers. For
our application, this is a very important tool because we cannot consider all receivers for
every source and thus have to mute some traces. For the synthetic tests, it would be possible
to take all waveforms into account, because the observed data are also modelled with the
2D code. But we want to imitate the conditions for the field data inversion as good as we
can. If nothing else is mentioned, the number of muted traces were nearly the same as we
will use in the field data (Figure 4.9). With TIMEWIN=1, travel times for each receiver and
every shot could be read in the inversion code. The parameters TWLENGTH_PLUS and
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TWLENGTH_MINUS control the length of the time window where the taper coefficient are
equals one and GAMMA controls the slope of the flanks.
Table 5.3: Necessary parameters for the FWI inversion.

Parameter
LNORM
NORMALIZE
TRKILL
TIMEWIN
TWLENGTH_PLUS
TWLENGTH_MINUS
GAMMA

Value
2
1
1
1
0.0015 s
0.0015 s
1000000

Explanation
Specifies the misfit function
Amplitude normalisation
Trace muting
Time windowing
Length of time window after the picked time
Length of time window before the picked time
Slope of the flanks

In addition to the parameters described in Table 5.3, we have to precondition the gradient
which is used for updating the velocity model (Section 2.3.3). First, the gradient is tapered
around the source positions individually for every source. This ensure that the entire model
receives an update and not only in the vicinity of the source (see Figure 2.4 Groos, 2013, p.
25). For the synthetic tests, a radius around the sources of 2.4 m was used.
In addition to the taper around the sources, we used a second taper function for the already
summed up gradient. This is common practise in the marine FWI where an update within
the water layer is forbidden (Przebindowska, 2013). We used this technique to allow only
an update within the gneiss block. Although at the very strong rock-air interface, only a
small part of the seismic energy is transmitted (Section 5.2), we would like to ensure that no
model update is taken place outside of the gneiss block. The gradient is therefore multiplied
with a matrix which consists of ones within the gneiss block and zero values for all other
grid points. For the step length estimation we use three test shots (Shot 15, 40 and 65) as the
synthetic data is consistent with one another.

5.4 Influence of Inversion Parameters
For the inversion we need several parameters which are explained in the previous section.
These parameters need to be tested in synthetic studies investigate the effect and the
influence on the inversion results. We use two different synthetic models which are described
in Section 5.1.1. As the trace muting and time windowing was required for the inversion
of the field data, we implemented these features into DENISE and did several analysis on
those parameters (Section 5.4.2 and 5.4.3). With the parameter TRKILL we can decide which
source-receiver combinations, respectively which seismogram is used for the calculation of
the gradient. The residual seismogram which is back-propagated in time from the receiver
position is simply set to zero. So, it has no influence on the correlation coefficients of
the forward- and back-propagated wavefield. Also for the misfit calculation the muted
traces are not taken into account. The time windowing is already explained in Section 4.3.3.
Furthermore, we tested the influence of wrong coordinates for the receivers. As already
mentioned in Section 3.4, we cannot measure the error of the source and receiver coordinates.
Therefore, we want to test, which deviation could be handled by the inversion (Section 5.4.4).
Those test are performed with the random distributed velocity model.
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The checkerboard model is used for a different kind of study. We want to investigate the
possible resolution and its limits related to the used source frequency and the size of the
squares of the checkerboard (Section 5.4.5). Also the accuracy of the starting model is tested
with the checkerboard model by increasing the velocity perturbation and by using the same
starting model.
In Section 5.4.7, a common used method to get a more stable inversion by a simplification of
the misfit function is presented and tested. Afterwards, in Section 5.4.8, the role of vS and
the density in the inversion is investigated. We vary both and study the influence on the vP
inversion result in which we are mainly interested. In general, the inversion stops, if the
algorithm is not able to reduce the misfit between synthetic and observed data anymore by
updating the models. The misfit converges and could not be longer reduced. This results in
a different number of iterations for the various tests.
To evaluate the results of the synthetic tests for the random model not only by eye, we
calculate the error of the starting model, respectively of the inverted models, relative to the
true model for vP . This is appropriate because we do not have straight boundaries, sharp
velocity contrasts or anomalies within the model. For the checkerboard model, the results
are evaluated by eye.
For the error e we calculated the relative error for every grid point, summed up the absolute
errors and took the mean over all grid points within the gneiss block, like in the following
equation:
e=

true model − test model
1
∗ ∑
true model
∑ grid points grid points

(5.1)
grid point

In the Tables 5.4 and 5.6, all inversion tests are summarised which were calculated with
the random velocity model. The parameter of interest is highlighted in grey. The error is
colour-coded. The overview of the checkerboard tests can be seen in Table 5.5.

5.4.1 Reference Inversion and Error Calculation
We discussed in Section 4.3.3 how the data have to be preprocessed. In the following sections,
we are going to study the influence of the preprocessing parameters. As we do synthetic
tests, the preprocessing is not necessary because we calculate the observed data with the
same code as we invert it. Therefore, we want to calculate a reference inversion result (REF)
for the random distributed velocity model described in Section 5.1.1. This should be the
levelling rule for all other inversion results.
With the data, no preprocessing steps or other constraint are done. That means, that P- and
S-waves and tunnel surface waves were taken into account in the inversion. The starting
model for P-wave velocity model is a smoothed version of the travel-time√
tomography result
vP
and is described in Section 5.1.2. The vS model is obtained by the v = 3 criteria and the
S
density is assumed to be known with a homogeneous pattern and a value of 2550 kg/m3 .
The parameters for the inversion can be found in Table 5.3. In Figure 5.5, from left to right
in the first column, the starting model, the true model and the inversion results and in
the second column the difference between true and starting model, respectively true and
inverted model are shown for all three elastic parameters. The starting, the true model and
the difference of both for the vP and vS model looks the same because the colour scales were
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√
adjusted with the 3 criteria, too. First we will describe the inversion results (Figure 5.5c,
5.5h and 5.5m) and afterwards we will focus on the difference models.
In the inverted models, the large scale structures could be reconstructed very well. Even
inside the high and low velocity areas, many detailed velocity distributions are similar to
the true model. In the upper most part, the inversion did not update the models because of
zero ray coverage. Almost no artefacts occur at the receiver positions. For the shot positions,
we applied a preconditioning described in Section 5.3. Due to the shorter wavelength of
the S-wave, the inverted model is even closer to the true model (Figure 5.5h). The density
model which was actually correct has only changed little. The included structures have
nothing in common with the velocity distribution (Figure 5.5m). As we only allow an update
within the gneiss block, the velocity around the block is fixed to 300 m/s for the vP model,
approximately 0 m/s for the vS model and 1.25 kg/m3 for the density model.
To get a better impression of the effect of the inversion, the difference models for true minus
the starting model (Figure 5.5d, 5.5i and 5.5k) and the difference for the true minus the
inverted models are plotted (Figure 5.5e, 5.5j and 5.5p). In Figure 5.5d and 5.5i, the size of
the residual structures for the not explained velocity perturbations are approximately in the
range of a few meters to a couple of ten meters. For the density model, the residual model is
equals zero.
The error e of the starting relative to the true model is the same for the vP and vS model
with e = 3.09 % and 0 % for the density model as we used the true one. In Figure 5.5e, the
true model minus the inverted model is shown for vP . The size of the not reconstructed
structures have a maximum size of 3 m and is in the range of the smallest wavelength,
especially in the upper part of the model. In general, the gained resolution is very good. But,
little footprints of the geometry can be seen. Most of the ray paths are parallel to the x-axis.
Hence, the resolution in the y-direction is less good as in the x-direction. This is indicated
by the unresolved larger structures parallel to the y-axis in the middle of the model. In the
difference plot, we can also clearly see the low ray coverage in the upper part with the high
velocity residuals. The relative error decreases from 3.09 % to 1.70 %. At a first glance, this
is not quite much, but looking at the velocity models, the FWI did an impressive job. The
S-wave due to the lower velocity has a shorter wavelength compared to the P-wave. This
leads to an even better inversion result (Figure 5.5j). The error drops from 3.09 % to 1.46 %.
The residual structures are even smaller than for the vP model. The footprint of the geometry
is still visible. The density has been set free in the inversion. That means, although the true
and starting model were the same, the inversion was allowed to update the model. The
error increased from 0.00 % to 0.76 %. The influence of the density on the inversion results is
obviously not that strong, because the difference model shows no clear pattern. Even in the
upper part were the sensitivity is very low, the values have the same range as in the centre
of the gneiss. The influence of the density is analysed in more detail in Section 5.4.8.
The above inversion should show to us the potential of the FWI by using all wavetypes,
respectively the entire data. However, this proceeding is not realistic for field data.
In the following sections, the inversion parameters are chosen more realistically, considering
the field data. In each case, one of many parameters is varying to test its influence. In the
various sections, one model is necessity always inverted with the same parameters. In each
case, this model is marked with a red star, e. g., Figure 5.7f or 5.9d and Table 5.4 and 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Reference inversion result for all three elastic parameters. From left to right in the
first column, the starting model, the true model and the inversion result and in the
second column the difference between true and starting model, respectively true and
inverted model are shown for each parameter. The error e of the starting and inverted
model relative to the true model is calculated with Equation (5.1).
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Table 5.4: Overview of the various synthetic inversion tests. TM and TW in the header means
trace muting and time windowing, respectively. The parameters which we vary
are highlighted with grey. The error value is colour-coded. The red star behind
some figures indicates the model which is necessity always inverted with the same
parameters. Further tests by not changing the inversion parameters itself but the
starting and true model, respectively, can be found in Table 5.6
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5.4.2 Source and Receiver Muting
In this section we want to investigate if the used number of sources and receivers are adequate for the geometry and what is the minimum number of traces for a satisfactorily
inversion result. At best, such a study should be carried out prior to the measurement.
For the FWI for each source position a forward modelling and backward modelling must be
calculated. Therefore, more receivers than sources are normally used because of the reduction of the computational time. In our measurement, all existing boreholes are equipped
with receiver anchors. The maximum number of receivers is thus fixed to 30. The sources can
be applied to the gallery walls around the block in an arbitrary position. 76 shot positions
spaced almost equidistantly (spacing about 2 m) around the block, were recorded at total.
By testing different combinations of less sources or fewer receivers, we want to investigate
at which number the FWI is no longer able to reconstruct the true model. In addition, with
this analysis, we want to test whether the number of sources or the number of receivers
have an influence on the accuracy of the inverted model.
Since it does not make sense to use more sources and receivers as in the field survey, we
limited the synthetic study by reducing the number of sources and receivers. At first, all
sources and receivers are used (No TM). This is quite unrealistic, because, as described in
Section 4.3.3, we cannot use all traces due to the used 2D code. The next inversion is the
most realistic one by using the number of sources and receivers which we are going to use
for the field data (TM field data). The next step is to mute every 4th and to use every 2nd,
every 4th and every 8th source (TM S1 - TM S4) and just using every 2nd, every 4th and
every 8th receiver (TM R1 - TM R3), respectively. In the most extreme cases (TM S4 and TM
R3), only 10 of 76 shots and 3 of 30 receivers are left. The tests are summarised in Table 5.4
and visualised in Figure 5.6. For TM R1 / S2, TM R2 / S3 and TM R3 / S4, we almost used
the same number of traces.
In Figure 5.7, all inversion results are plotted. The number of iterations varies for all tests.
The colour scale is valid for all models. In the row in the middle, the inversion results for no
trace muting (No TM) and for the trace muting as it will be performed in the field data is
shown (Figure 5.7e and 5.7f). For no trace muting (No TM), we got by far the best resolution.
For this case also tunnel surface wave have been inverted which are not yet clearly separated
from the P-wave in time. The error to the true model was calculated to 1.63% and is, in
contrast to the error of the starting model, very low (Table 5.4). It is even lower than the
reference inversion. This shows the complexity of the inversion scheme. Even for synthetic
tests, the resolution is not linear to the used traces. For the trace muting like we use it in the
field data, we get a reasonable result, also the velocity perturbation inside the low and high
velocity areas are not perfectly recovered. Nevertheless, in contrast to the starting model,
the resolution was improved and the errors are reduced.
On the left row, the inversion results for neglecting specific sources are shown (TM S1 - S4).
Also from Figure 5.7a - 5.7d, the number of used sources is decreasing dramatically, the
inversion results looks very similar. For TM S1 and S2 the error between inverted model
and true model are even a little bit smaller than for the TM field data. Again, the resolution
within the low and high velocity areas is very well. In general the velocity models are
comparable to similar trace muting as in the field data in Figure 5.7f. The computational cost
decreases by approximately the ratio of the muted sources to the total number of sources.
For S3 and S4 the error is getting higher even this is not clearly visible in the inversion
result. In the right row (Figure 5.7g - 5.7i), the inversion results by using less receivers are
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(a) TM field data, TM R1 - TM R3

(b) TM S1 - TM S4

Figure 5.6: Colour-coded matrix for the various inversion tests. Each filled out element of the
matrix represents one in the inversion used source-receiver pair. Empty elements are
excluded a priori because of reasons described in Section 4.3.3. The overall number
of used source-receiver pairs can be seen in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.7: vP inversion results for the trace muting analysis. The exact number of used traces
and the corresponding error to the true random model can be found in Table 5.4.
In order to have an optimum inversion result, for No TM all source and receiver
combinations were used. In the inversion TM field data approximately those receivers
and sources were used as we do in the field data inversion. For TM S1 -S4, the number
of sources were reduced and for TM R1 -R3, the number of receivers respectively. The
red star marks the model which could be rediscovered in the later analysis.
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shown. In these tests, the resolution drops drastically for less used traces. Also for TM R1,
the error is again smaller than for the TM field data. As mentioned above, the number of
used traces for TM S4 and TM R3 is almost the same. Nevertheless, the resolution of the
inverted velocity model differs.
In general, the number of used receivers is more importance than the number of sources.
Using less sources but the same quantity of receivers has a smaller effect on the inversion
result as vice versa. For the field measurement, the receiver and source number is sufficient
for a reasonable result, also we should take care to use as much receivers as possible.
Also, the vS model reacts similar as the vP model, even though the resolution is not as
good as for the vP model. The density which was assumed to be known was left free in the
inversion. The structures in the inverted density models have nothing common with the
existing velocity structures. We will focus on the vS and density inversion later on in Section
5.4.8.

5.4.3 Time Window Length
The length of the time window is an essential parameter for the inversion. As described
in Section 4.3.3, we have to cut out a time window around the picked time of the first
arrival because we only want to invert the first-arrival P-wave, as it is the most dominant
phase. This also implies a simplification of the misfit function (Brossier et al., 2009). This
approach is also very common in the FWI because converted phases in the later part of
the seismograms are not considered in the inversion (Sheng et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2012)
and the inversion gets more stable (Pratt and Worthington, 1988). The used taper function,
respectively time window is shown in Figure 4.11. The parameters of the time window
are described in Section 5.3. We test different lengths of the time window and its influence
on the inversion result. Afterwards we can state which length of the P-wave contributes
most to the inversion accuracy. The aim is to use a window as short as possible, because
otherwise the containing noise in the field data will contribute and have an impact on the
results. Nevertheless, the length of the window must be adapted to the used frequency
content of the source signal. It is assumed that for longer windows, the resolution will be
improved in the synthetic case. The windows are symmetrical to the picked first-arrival
time, since the source wavelet is zero-phase. γ (GAMMA) describes the steepness of the
flanks is kept constant for all tests (Table 5.3).
We start with no time windowing (NO TW) and decrease the length of the taper until almost
any more coefficients equals one occur. In Figure 5.8 one seismogram tapered with different
time windows, the corresponding length of each time window where the taper coefficients
are equals one and the picked first-arrival time for Shot 60 and Receiver 4 is shown. We
named the tests with NO TW by using no time window, TW field data for the window length
we were expecting to use in the field data inversion and TW +1 and TW +2, respectively
TW -1 to TW -3 for longer and shorter time windows relative to TW field data. In Table
5.4, the corresponding lengths of the windows can be found. For the shortest time window
the amplitude of the neighbouring side lobes is heavily truncated. This effect decreases for
longer time windows. For all other synthetic studies, we use a time window of 0.015 s.
By using no time windowing we expect the best results in the synthetic tests. Nevertheless,
this is not realistic because in contrast to the field data, no noise or other disturbances are
present in the observed data.
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Figure 5.8: Seismogram of Shot 60 and Receiver 4 with different lengths of the time window. All
traces are normalised. The exact value of the length of the window can be found in
Table 5.4.

The global maximum and the first and second side lobe of the P-wave, which looks similar
to the Klauder wavelet and which has the best signal to noise ratio, are almost not changed
in its amplitude. After that, the amplitude is tapered by the taper function.
In Figure 5.9 the inversion results for the vP model for the different length of the time
window are shown. In Table 5.4 the error of the models relative to the true model can
be found. As expected, the best resolution could be achieved by using no time window
(Figure 5.9a). Many small velocity perturbations could be reconstructed within the low
and high velocity zones. This is the best result relating to the calculated error e we have
achieved. Compared to the reference inversion (REF) the error relative to the true model
gets smaller by using less sources and receivers. Again, this shows the high non-linearity of
the inversion scheme. Also the two tests TW +2 and TW +1 (Figure 5.9b and 5.9c) show a
very accurate reconstruction of the model. For the time window we aim to use for the field
data, the resolution is less. The third side lobe is not used anymore. By shorten the window
length (Figure 5.9e - 5.9g) we still get reasonable results which only differ in details, also the
error for TW -1 is smaller. So, the main phase of the Klauder wavelet contains most of the
information about the velocity distribution, since the phase also has the largest amplitude.
However, the side lobes are also of importance for further details.
Also the S-phase is not directly included in the inversion because the first arrival of the
S-wave is after the time window (Section 5.2) the vS model is also well reconstructed for
TW +2 and TW +1. This is first because some scattered and converted waves are within the
time window and second the vP model makes a footprint in the vS model. For shorter time
windows, the vS model gets worse. We will focus on the influence of the vS model in Section
5.4.8.
For the field data inversion, in contrast to our first suggestion, we choose a length of
0.001 s for the time window because first, the length provides a well reconstructed velocity
distribution and second, we will use higher frequencies and, thus, more narrow wavelets.
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Figure 5.9: Inversion results with different lengths of the time window. The exact value of the
length of the window can be found in Table 5.4. In a) the result without any time
window is shown. In d) the length we want to consider in the inversion can be seen.
TW + means a longer window and TW - a shorter window.
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5.4.4 Impact of Wrong Coordinates
To investigate the influence of not precise coordinates in the field measurement, we tested
different randomly misplaced receiver coordinates. As in nature the error is not systematically, we generated random numbers in different ranges, from ±0.25 m, ±0.5 m to ±1 m.
The random values are added to the x- and y-component of each receiver. In Figure 5.11,
the deviation from the original receiver coordinates are shown for all 30 receivers. The
colour-coded crosses at the centre indicate the standard deviation. As described in Section
3.3 we assume that the boreholes for the receiver anchors are drilled perpendicular to the
host rock. With a 2 m long anchor, a deviation of 0.25 m leads to a variation of ±7.13 ◦ in
the direction of the vertical axis which is quite small. So, the deviation values is a realistic
guess for the error of the receiver coordinates. The coordinates of the sources have not been
changed.

Figure 5.10: The deviation from the original receiver coordinates for the three tests WC 1 to WC 3
are shown. For all 30 receivers, a random number is added to its original x- and
y-coordinate. The maximum deviation for WC 1 was ±1 m, for WC 2 ±0.5 m and
for WC 3 ±0.25 m. The colour-coded crosses at the centre indicate the standard
deviation.

We want to compare the results of the inversion with the random model (Figure 5.1.1b). We
used the low-pass filtered Klauder wavelet at a corner frequency of 750 Hz and as a starting
model the smoothed version of the travel-time tomography model (Figure 5.2c). The spectra
of the source signal is shown in Figure 4.3d. Assuming the corner frequency of the filter
of 750 Hz of the source signal and vP = 6000 m/s, the wavelengths is 8 m. The ratio of the
maximum coordinate deviation to the wavelength for the main frequency is in the range
from 8 to 32.
Figure 5.11 shows the FWI result for the vP model for the original coordinates and the three
scenarios with added errors. In the inversion, the parameters from Table 5.3 are used for
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the preprocessing. Compared to the true random model, the inversion with the original
receiver coordinates is satisfactory (Figure 5.11). Almost no artefacts at the receivers occur.
Also, the starting model already contains the low and high velocity zones, the inversion
was able to reconstruct many details of the true model within the model. In the upper most
part, the inversion did not update the model because of zero ray coverage. In Figure 5.11b
to 5.11d, the inversion results for different wrong placed receiver coordinates are shown. In
Figure 5.11b, the maximum deviation was ±1 m. The inversion was not able to reconstruct
any detail. Even the artefacts at the receivers are quite small compared to Figure 5.11b. This
indicates, that the misfit between the observed data and modelled data could not be reduced
significantly, because the random deviation of the receiver coordinates forces the model
into the opposite direction. Almost the same happens in Figure 5.11c for Receivers with a
deviation of ±0.5 m. Here, the inversion creates strong artefacts at the receiver positions and
only a small improvement of the velocity structure. In Figure 5.11d, the velocity structure is
comparable to 5.11a with additional receiver artefacts. The errors relative to the true model
can be found in Table 5.4.

Figure 5.11: Inversion results for the vP model for the different deviations of the receiver coordinates. The inversion parameter and the corresponding error can be found in
Table 5.4.

In this study, we just investigated deviations of receiver coordinates, but, it is safe to say,
that also the source coordinates will have a certain error. By reciprocity (Section 4.3.1), it
is adequate to state the error only to one coordinate. If the cumulative errors of source
and receiver coordinates is about 0.25 m at a wavelength of 8 m, the inversion can resolve
the velocity structures, but artefacts at the source and receiver positions will arise. For a
deviation of 0.5 m, the resolution is significantly reduced and furthermore, the inverted
model shows mainly the structures of the starting model.

5.4.5 Resolution Study
In order to test which resolution could be achieved with the FWI, we performed several
synthetic inversion tests with the synthetic checkerboard model (Rao et al., 2006). In this
model only one well defined structure size is exists. By using the same acquisition geometry
as in the previous tests, we first test different edge length, and second we alter the frequency
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Table 5.5: Overview of the synthetic inversion tests with the checkerboard model. We vary the
size of the checkerboard blocks by using a constant source frequency, increasing the
source frequency by using a constant block size and vary the velocity perturbation.
The parameters which are varied are highlighted with in grey. For these models, we
do not state an error because the strong interfaces would tamper the relative error.
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content of the source wavelet. Additionally, these studies give us a hint which parts of the
model are well resolved and we can identify footprints of the geometry. The used velocity
model for our investigations, the checkerboard model, is described in Section 5.1.1. Often,
the perturbations are overlaid to a background velocity model (Zhao et al., 1992; Ghose et al.,
1998), but to see the pure resolution, we just use the checkerboard pattern on a homogeneous
model. The inversion parameters are summarised in Table 5.5. For these tests, we do not
state an error because the strong interfaces would tamper the relative error. Also, the results
can rather be assessed by eye much better than by the random model.
First, we vary the size of the squares of the checkerboard pattern in order to determine the
smallest structure the FWI is able to invert. The length of the edges of the blocks are getting
continuously smaller starting at 10 m, 8 m, 6 m, 4 m, 2 m to 1 m. All other parameters are
kept constant for the inversion and are shown in Table 5.3 and 5.5. As the source wavelet we
used the low-pass filtered version of the Klauder wavelet with a corner frequency of 750 Hz
(Section 4.2.2). The starting model is √
a homogeneous velocity model with vP = 6000 m/s, the
vP
corresponding vS model with v = 3 and a homogeneous density with 2550 kg/m3 which
S
coincident with the true density. Assuming the homogeneous model, the wavelength of the
source signal is 8 m.
In Figure 5.12a - 5.12f, the results for the six different block sizes can be seen from left to
right (CB 1 m to CB 10 m). In Figure 5.12p, for comparison, the true checkerboard pattern
with a block size of 4 m is shown. The colour scale is valid for all results without a colour
scale in this section.
In general, due to the band limited frequency content of the source signal, the sharp edges
of the checkerboard pattern could not be inverted as in the true models. For both, the
pattern of CB 10 m and CB 8 m checkerboard models are very well resolved. Almost no
artefacts at the receiver positions are noticeable. Only at the top end of the checkerboard,
the squares could not be resolved as the geometry of sources and receivers do not allow
this. Due to the neglected Receivers 16 - 19 at the bottom of the gneiss, we expect a higher
sensitivity in the x-direction because of a lower ray coverage in the y-direction. Nevertheless,
no significant resolution differences in the y-direction in contrast to the x- direction are
observable. For smaller checkerboard pattern of 6 m (CB 6 m) and 4 m (CB 4 m), the pattern
is still very good resolved. The size of the squares are already below the wavelength for an
assumed frequency of 750 Hz but could still be recovered accurately. For the two smallest
checkerboard pattern of 1 m and 2 m, the limitations in the resolution for the inversion is
reached. For the 2 m model, the velocity structure near the gallery walls could be guessed,
for the 1 m block size model, the inversion fails completely. This was not surprising, because
the size of the checkerboard pattern is almost one magnitude smaller than the wavelength.
Generally, the geometry has no visible specific footprint besides in the upper part of the
model. In contrast to the Richtstrecke, the sources and receivers on the Wilhelm Stehender Süd
are used until the upper end. This leads to a streaky sensitivity in the upper part.
A second study deals with the same topic but have a different approach. We take the model
with the block size of 4 m and now vary the frequency content of the source. This study
should show at which frequencies we can expect a sudden resolution. Later, this will help
us in the interpretation of the inversion results of the field data inversion. We chose different
corner frequencies for the low-pass filter of 400 Hz, 750 Hz, 1000 Hz, 1250 Hz and 1500 Hz
with the knowledge of the frequency content of the field data (Section 4.4.1). For the first
three wavelets, the spectra have already been shown in Figure 4.3, respectively. Again
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assuming the velocity of the homogeneous starting model, the wavelength ranges from
15 m to 4 m. All other parameters for the inversion remain again constant. In Figure 5.12c
and 5.12g - 5.12j, from top to bottom, the inversion results are shown (SF 400 Hz to SF
1500 Hz). In the SF 400 Hz inversion, the checkerboard pattern could only be recovered in
parts. Again, due to the higher sensitivity at the gallery walls, the checkerboard pattern is
immediately apparent in that area. In Figure 5.12h - 5.12j, only very small improvements of
the pattern are visible. As a further test, we inverted the a checkerboard block size of 2 m
with a filtered source wavelet with the corner frequency of 1500 Hz. As the 750 Hz wavelet
was not able to reconstruct the checkerboard pattern, with higher frequencies it is possible,
also the checkerboards are little blurred (Figure 5.12o).
The synthetic study shows the potential of the FWI related to the source frequency and
the used geometry. With a source wavelet which was filtered with a low-pass filter with a
corner frequency of 750 Hz the inversion was able to reconstruct a block size of 4 m. The
wavelength of the source signal was 8 m. In the second test, the block size was set to 4 m
and the source frequency varies. With a frequency of 400 Hz, the FWI succeeded only
partly. Especially, the area in the middle of the block could only poorly reconstructed. With
increasing frequencies, starting at 750 Hz, the results were satisfactory. From 1000 Hz, with
the naked eye no more differences can be observed.

5.4.6 Importance of the Starting Model
In this section, we will show the importance of an accurate starting model and will illustrate
the limits. In the previous section we used a homogeneous starting model which was able
to invert the checkerboard models with a velocity perturbation of 5 % and a frequency of
source wavelet of 750 Hz up to an edge length of 4 m. Now, we want to light up the issue
of choosing an accurate starting model with a different approach. We will change the true
model and not the starting model. We will again use the checkerboard model with a block
size of 4 m but with different velocity perturbations. We will increase the perturbation from
2.5 % to 12.5 % which is effectively a velocity perturbation of ±150 m/s to ±750 m/s. That
means, not the structure of the model is changed, but the absolute velocity deviation of
the true model to the starting model. This has an effect on the waveforms, especially the
reflections on the edges of the blocks are getting stronger and the information of the model
is found in the coda after the first-arrival P-wave. Due to the chosen time window which is
quite short, we expect a loss in resolution for high perturbation values because the coda is
truncated. In Table 5.5, the parameters are summarised. In Figure 5.12c and 5.12k - 5.12n
the inversion results for different velocity perturbation are shown (VP 2.5 % to VP 12.5 %).
The colour scales correspond to the minimum and maximum values of the true model.
With 2.5 % and 5 % velocity perturbation in contrast to the homogeneous starting model,
the checkerboard pattern could be well recovered. Starting at 7.5 % the resolution of the
absolute values and of the pattern is getting worse. For 12.5 % which means a velocities
range of ±750 m/s referring to the starting model, the model is only reconstructed at the
gallery walls due to the higher sensitivity in this area. In general, the checkerboard is not
recognisable. So, with the used frequency of 750 Hz, the maximum velocity perturbation for
the used geometry could be ±450 m/s.
In the introduction of Section 5.4, the random model is compared to the starting model. This
should give us a hint, how accurate the starting model is. Also the minimum and maximum
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Figure 5.12: Inversion results for the vP model for all tests carried out with the checkerboard
model. The colour scale in p) corresponds to all models without colour scales. The
three arrows indicate the direction of the various tests. All inversion parameters can
be found in Table 5.3 and 5.5.
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difference value is smaller and greater, respectively, than ±450 m/s, the mean values are
much smaller in the range of 2.5 %. That means, the starting model is accurate for the FWI
in terms of the velocity perturbations. We also expect such a maximum perturbation for the
field data.
As we will see in the next chapter, this study strongly depends on the used frequency of the
source wavelet.

5.4.7 Multi-Scale Approach - Frequency Filtering
In the previous section, we have referred how accurate the starting model has to be and
how big the maximum absolute deviations may be with the synthetic checkerboard model,
respectively. In this test, we return to the more realistic random distributed velocity model
(Figure 5.13b) and demonstrate an approach, the so called multi-scale inversion, that is
widely-used to reduce the ambiguities of the FWI (Bunks et al., 1995). It is used, if the
starting model is not able to explain the full frequency content of the data at once. The misfit
function of the inversion gets therefore very complex and the inversion will not find the
global minimum. Also it can avoid cycle-skipping.
If we apply the multi-scale inversion, the FWI starts with low frequencies and further on,
more and more high frequency content of the data is added. Due to the low frequency
content at the beginning, the complexity of misfit function can be simplified. With this
approach we can avoid local minimum in which the inversion would otherwise has ended.
In contrast to an inversion in the frequency domain where also single frequencies could
be inverted, in the time-domain we automatically have the whole range of frequencies
beginning from the lowest to the corner frequency of the low-pass filter (Brossier et al.,
2009; Sourbier et al., 2009). To demonstrate this approach, we no longer use the travel-time
tomography as the starting model but a homogeneous model (Figure 5.13a). In contrast to
the other tests, for the source frequency we chose 1500 Hz. Both, the worse starting model
as well as the higher frequencies for the source contribute to a more complex misfit function
and makes it harder for the inversion not to get stuck in a local minimum.
If we proceed as in the previous tests, that means, we do not apply a multi-scale approach,
the inversion fails (MS 0, Figure 5.13c). The general high and low velocity areas are somehow
reconstructed but the detailed structure as well as the absolute velocities are missing or
are wrong, respectively. The shape of the misfit functions must be very complex and the
inversion starts at an unfavourable point and is trapped in a local minimum, respectively.
However, after applying the multi-scale approach by starting at 500 Hz and increasing the
frequency of the data in steps of 100 Hz to 1500 Hz, the inversion could find a path in a
deeper minimum and the model could be reconstructed satisfactorily (MS 1, Figure 5.13d).
Most of the structures and also the absolute velocity values are much better resolved as in
MS 0. In Table 5.6, the error of both inversion results relative to the true model is shown.
The error of the inversion result of MS 0 is even higher than for the travel-time tomography.
As we use higher frequencies, the error for MS 1 is also even smaller than the best result so
far.
For all former analysis, this approach was not necessary because we had an accurate starting
model, respectively we do not use such a large frequency band for tests with the random
model. Therefore, as the individual misfit values have no meaning, we do not interpret them.
According to the mathematical concept, the curve has to decrease. By adding gradually new
data, i. e., adding new information into the inversion scheme, also the shape of the misfit
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Table 5.6: Overview of the various synthetic inversion tests by applying a different inversion
strategy (MS) and changing the starting and true model, respectively (VS and DENS).
The error value is colour-coded and only comparable for the VS and DENS tests. The
red star behind some figures indicates the model which is necessity always inverted
with the same parameters.
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curve is changing. We forced the inversion to change the frequency band not before 10
iterations per frequency. This leads to a stable inversion scheme. The frequency is changed
if the inversion could not found a proper step length for updating the model or after the
model has not changed by 0.01 % referring to the second to last one.
In Figure 5.14 the shape of the misfits for both tests is shown (MS 0 and MS 1). The misfits are
normalised together to the highest occurring value. For the test MS 0, the misfit decreases
until iteration 20. Afterwards the inversion could not update the model to reduce the misfit.
The inversion is trapped in a local minimum. The misfit curve of MS 1 is separated into
the different frequencies. Generally the misfit starts in contrast to MS 0 at a smaller value
because of the lower frequencies. Also within a frequency band, the misfit is increasing.
This is because we only use three test shots for the estimation of the step length as explained
in Section 2.3.4. At some point, the misfit is reduced for the three shots but increased for
all shots. Most of the time, afterwards the misfit decreased again. So, this is not crucial.
After adding more data to the inversion, the misfit is always getting little higher. This is
because new information is added to the data and is not yet explained by the model. At a
frequency of 600 Hz, the inversion could reduce the misfit most. At 1000 Hz, the misfit is
only decreasing very slowly and most of the data is already explained by the current velocity
model. The occurring peaks at iteration 78 and 184 are due to a not accurate estimated
step length but do not affect the inversion in general. After 211 iterations at the maximum
frequency of 1500 Hz, the inversion was not able to minimise the misfit anymore and stops.
As an increment we chose 100 Hz, from 500 Hz to 1500 Hz. One the one hand by choosing a
smaller increment, we expect an even better convergence but also more iterations which
leads to a higher computational time. On the other hand, if the step between two frequencies
is too large, the misfit could become too complex and the inversion will fail. A guideline for
choosing optimal frequency bands is proposed by Sirgue and Pratt (2004). As in DENISE
only a linear frequency stepping is implemented, we could not test the proposed strategy.
The multi-scale inversion approach can also be applied automatically. In the field data,
however, in a not synthetic case, we have to do a quality check after each frequency range.

5.4.8 Role of vS and the Density
First we want to consider the influence of a wrong vP to vS ration for the starting model
to the inversion results, by changing the vS model. In the previous
√ analysis, the vP to vS
ratio for both, the starting and the true velocity models was equal 3 which corresponds to
a the Poisson ratio of σP = 0.25. For sub-crustal rocks the ratio vary between 0.25 and 0.3
(Shearer, 1999). With the relation from Aki and Richards (2002)

1
vP
2(1 − σP ) 2
=
vS
1 − 2σP

(5.2)

we calculate the vP to vS ratio for different Poisson ratio from 0.15 to 0.35 (Table 5.7). Since
we cannot be sure how the value of the ratio really is for the field data, in the following
analysis, we vary the ratio for the true models and kept it constant throughout the entire
gneiss (Figure√5.15d and 5.15f). The starting model remains the same with the common vP
to vS ratio of 3, as nothing else is known for the field data (Figure 5.15a and 5.15b). Please
note the extended range of the colour scales for vS . We consider the impact of the wrong vP
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Figure 5.13: Starting, true and inverted vP models for two different strategies. For this analysis,
the starting model in a) was chosen homogeneous. In b), the true model is shown.
For the inversion result in c), the entire frequency content was inverted at once. For
the velocity model in d) which is very well resolved, we started with low frequencies
and increased the bandwidth. The errors of both approaches relative to the true
model can be found in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.14: The curve of the misfit for both inversions are shown. The black line is for MS 0 and
the red for MS 1. The amplitude is normalised together to its maximum value. The
frequency jumps are only valid for MS 1.

to vS ratio of the starting model on the inversion results. Primarily we want to investigate
the influence on the vP models. The density is assumed to be known. The influence of a
wrong starting model for the density is systematically investigated in the next part. All
further parameters for the inversion can be found in Table 5.3 and 5.6.
Table 5.7: The name of the inversion tests, the Poission ratio σP and the corresponding vP to vS
ratio.

Name
Poisson ratio σP
vP/vS ratio

VS -3
0.15
1.53

VS -2
0.2
1.63

VS -1
0.225
1.67

VS 0
VS +1
0.25
0.275
√
3 = 1.73 1.80

VS +2
0.3
1.87

VS +3
0.35
2.08

The inversion results for the vP and vS models are shown in Figure 5.15h and 5.15i and the
ratio of both can be seen Figure 5.15g. For a better visual comparison, the difference model
between true and the inverted models are shown. In Figure 5.15c, the difference between
true and starting model for the vP model is shown to rate the inversion results more easily.
For VS 0, the correct vP to vS ratio of the starting models was chosen. Here, the vP as well
as the vS model are well recovered. This was expected and already shown in several tests
before. Compared to Figure 5.15c, the velocity residuals of the vP model are much smaller in
its extension and in its absolute values. In Figure 5.15g, also the inverted vP to vS ratio has
approximately the right value and is relatively homogeneous. For smaller ratios like VS -1
or VS -2, the difference vP models are relatively constant, for the vS models, the resolution
gets worse. Also, the value of the vP to vS ratio is well resolved and fits to the true ratio. For
VS -3 the inversion result for the vS model is very poor, also the vP model is bad resolved.
This leads to a high error value of 2.85% (Table 5.6). Having larger vP to vS ratio values, the
picture is nearly the same. Again the vP model for VS +1 and VS +2 differs only little from
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VS 0 and for VS +3, the inversion result is comparable to VS -3. Even for VS +1, the error is
less than for the true Poission ratio. Again, this shows us the dependency and the influence
of the elastic parameters from each other. For the vS inversion, the picture is different. The
inversion already failed to reconstruct the vS model for VS +2 and also for VS +3. This can be
emphasised by the vP to vS ratio. The values for VS +2 and VS +3 have nothing in common
with the true values.
For the field data we will use the common ratio for the Poisson ratio of 0.25. The true ratio
could change by ±0.05 without major reductions of the resolution for the vP model. We will
further have look at the vP to vS ratio relating to its homogeneity.
For all previous synthetic test a homogeneous distribution of the density with a value of
2550 kg/m3 was assumed to be known, but left free in the inversion. The FWI could update
the density values as it likes. Now, in the second part, the influence of different starting
models for the density on the inversion result is considered. Kopf et al. (2008) determined a
density of 2550 kg/m3 for the gneiss. However, this is just one density value for the whole
gneiss block and could be vary within the observed area. The true model for the density
remains at 2550 kg/m3 (Figure 5.16a) and the already known random distributed vP and vS
models are used (Figure 5.16c and 5.16f). In contrast to the vS tests in the first part, we
modify the starting density value. The density is increased from 2100 kg/m3 to 3000 kg/m3 in
steps of 150 kg/m3 (DENS -3 to DENS +3). For the vP models, the starting model was obtained
with a travel-time tomography shown in Figure 5.16d (Section 5.1.2). The parameters for the
inversion are summarised in Table 5.3 and 5.6.
The inverted vP and vS models are, as a first approximation, very similar for all inversions,
both for the true density as well as for all other densities (Figure 5.16e and 5.16h). Therefore
only the inversion result for DENS 0 is shown. The errors to the vP true model are listed in
Table 5.6 and remain almost the same. The resolution is the same as for previous tests. If
we now subtract the used starting model for the density and the inverted density model,
the resulting model is the same for all different starting models (Figure 5.16b). The absolute
values of the inverted models for the density differ, but this is only the case because of the
various starting models. It appears, that the absolute values for the density do not play
any role, only the inserted structures are of importance for the inversion. However, most
of the structures are mainly at the edges and have nothing in common to the structures in
the velocity model. Köhn (2011) also investigated that the density inversion is completely
independent of the velocity inversion.
The inversion approach as we use it is inverting the whole waveform that means phase
and amplitude. As we normalise the amplitude both, for the observed as well as for the
synthetic data trace by trace, only the amplitude decay within one trace is considered. The
amplitude information between different traces is neglected. Due to the short used time
window, mainly the main phase with the dominant amplitude of the waveform is inverted.
Obviously, the influence of the density model on the phase of the waveforms must be rather
small because the inversion results are similar and do not depend on the starting density
model (Köhn, 2011). Nevertheless, we will have a close look at the density in the field data
inversion.
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Figure 5.15: Overview of the starting, true and difference models for vP and vS between true and
inverted models for different Poission ratios. The error of the inverted vP models
relative to the true model could be found in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.16: Overview of the starting, true and inverted models for all three elastic parameters.
Also only the inverted vP and vS models for DENS 0 are shown, the error for all vP
models relative to the true model can be found in Table 5.6. The inversion does not
depend on the density for this setup. The difference between the starting and the
inverted density in b) is almost the same for all tests.
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5.5 3D vs 2D: Semblance Analysis
Since now, we used a 2D modelling and inversion code. However, the recorded data
itself has 3D characteristics, although the geometry in the measurement is 2D. Thus, as
described in Section 4.3.4, the data is transformed with a 3D/2D transformation to simulate
a line source, which corresponds to the 2D modelling scheme. For synthetic data which is
modelled with a 2.5D velocity model with a 3D code, the transformation works very well
(Figure 4.12). Also the inversion result for the 3D/2D transformed data is nearly the same
compared to true 2D synthetic data.
In reality, however, we do not have a 2.5D model where the gallery walls are extended
in the third dimension (Figure 4.8). In contrast, we have rectangular three dimensional
galleries. By calculating the observed data with the 3D velocity model with the 3D code and
applying a 3D/2D transformation afterwards, the inversion fails. We think, this is mainly
because of the different reflection characteristics of the gallery walls. On the one hand, all
seismic energy is reflected (2.5D model), on the other hand, only a small part of the energy
is reflected (3D) (Figure 4.8). The inversion is not able to handle this discrepancy. This is a
crucial point, because the field data should be most comparable to the 3D modelled data.
Therefore, the 3D/2D transformation is not sufficient. Definitely, we have to take very much
care about the different reflection characteristics of the different models.
To investigate the characteristics of the reflection in more detail, we have to find a strategy to
evaluate how big the reflections from the gallery walls are. Similar to the field data (Section
4.4.3), we perform a semblance analysis for different scenarios for the synthetic data and
compare the results with the field data. Five different scenarios are considered with the
random velocity model (Table 5.8). In the first scenario (SEM 1) we use a 2D model with
galleries like in all previous synthetic tests. In the second scenario (SEM 2) we do not include
the gallery walls. These two models are pure 2D models and are modelled with the 2D
code. The third, respectively fourth scenario (SEM 3 and SEM 4) consists of a 2.5D model
without and with plane gallery walls perpendicular to the propagation plane. In the last
scenario (SEM 5) we simulate a real 3D model with three dimensional rectangular galleries.
Although the velocity model is not the same for the synthetic scenarios and for the field
data, respectively, the influence of the velocity distribution is negligible in contrast to the
occurring ghost reflections at the gallery walls.
Table 5.8: Overview over the various scenarios. The 2.5D model means, that the model is
extracted in the third dimension without changing the model properties.

Scenario
SEM 1
SEM 2
SEM 3
SEM 4
SEM 5

Model
2D
2D
2.5D
2.5D
3D

Galleries
no
yes
no
yes - planar plane
yes - rectangular galleries

Used Code
2D
2D
3D
3D
3D

For all scenarios we consider the semblance analysis for the first-arrival P-wave. The
data is preprocessed similar to the field data. We used Equation (4.4) for calculating the
semblance value. We also investigate, like we did with the field data, the influence of
different frequencies. The data was modelled with a source wavelet which was filtered with
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a low-pass filter with a corner frequency of 750 Hz. Anyhow, we have a close look at the
unfiltered data, data filtered with 750 Hz and 400 Hz in order to have a better comparison
with the field data.
In Figure 5.17, the semblance for the five different scenarios (columns) and for three different
frequencies (rows) in the CRG domain are shown. Scenario SEM 1 and SEM 3 and scenario
SEM 2 and SEM 4 have exactly the same semblance values. As described before, with the
3D/2D transformation we can invert the data from SEM 4 and get almost the same inversion
result as for the data of SEM 2.
Again, the two most important areas for all plots are in the left upper and right lower
part. For these seismograms, most of the shots and receivers are close to each other and
on the same side of the investigated gneiss block. Also, in these parts the total number
of correlations is much higher for nearby shots and receivers. For some shot and receiver
combinations, no semblance could be calculated due to muted traces or the semblance value
is below 0.4.
In SEM 1 and SEM 3, with the 2D / 2.5D model with no galleries, no ghost reflections from
the rock-air interface are observable because no interfaces exist (Figure 5.17a, 5.17d and
5.17g). The seismic waves are travelling straight through the media. This results in a very
high and similar summed up semblance value for all frequencies. In SEM 2 and SEM 4,
with the 2D / 2.5D model with planar planes perpendicular to the acquisition plane, the
checkerboard pattern is very clear observable for R1 - R15 for the original data (Figure 5.17b).
Also R25, which has a different depth in contrast to its neighbouring receivers, the different
waveforms and different semblance values, respectively, stick out of the matrix. This effect
is reduced for lower frequencies but still observable in the data. Also the waveforms for
Receiver 25 fits better to its direct neighbours (Figure 5.17e and 5.17f). For the 3D model
with rectangular galleries (SEM 5, Figure 5.17c, 5.17f and 5.17i), the checkerboard pattern is
also obvious but not that dominant as in Figure 5.17b for all frequencies. So, the rectangular
galleries reduce the ghost reflection effect because not all of the seismic energy is reflected.
Especially for lower frequencies the waveforms are very similar on both sides of the gneiss
block. To quantify the results, for all models and frequencies the sum and the maximum
possible sum is written in the title.
In Figure 5.18 three seismograms of the synthetic data for SEM 1, SEM 2 and SEM 5 for
two neighbouring receivers (R4 and R5, Figure 3.6) with two different frequency ranges are
shown. The data is preprocessed as described before and the amplitude is normalised for
each trace separately, but not filtered in Figure 5.18a and filtered with 400 Hz in Figure 5.18b.
The source was directly on the opposite site of the gallery in a transmission geometry (SP60,
Figure 3.6). The two receivers are drilled in the host rock with different depths: Receiver 4 is
drilled with a depth of 1 m and Receiver 5 with a depth of 2 m.
For the original, respectively not filtered data, the grey seismograms modelled with no
galleries are almost identical with only a small time shift which is not considered in the
semblance analysis. In contrast, the seismograms with a planar plane or the rectangular
galleries differ from each other. For both, the ghost reflections lead to a second positive peak.
The amplitude of the reflection for the planar plane at R5 is even as large as the first arrival.
For R4 the two peaks are blurred into each other. These different resulting reflections leads
to the above discussed checkerboard pattern. For the zero-phase low-pass filtered data with
a corner frequency of 400 Hz (Figure 5.18b), the effect of the ghost reflection is reduced for
receiver R5 for both models, respectively is almost no more visible for R4. This leads to a
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Figure 5.17: Semblance values for the five different scenarios in the CRG domain. From a) to c)
the data not filtered, from d) to f) the data is low-pass filtered with corner frequencies
of 750 Hz and from g) to i) with a corner frequency of 400 Hz. The colour scale has
the same range for all figures. In the title, the summed up SEM value and the
maximum possible value is shown.
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Figure 5.18: Original seismograms and filtered seismograms with 400 Hz for Receiver 4 in 1 m
depth and Receiver 5 in 2 m depth for the three different modellings.
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much higher semblance values.
After calculating the semblance values for the synthetic data, we want to compare them
with the field data (Figure 4.18). For both, synthetic and field data, the maximum summed
up semblance value differs because of a slightly different number of used traces. However,
the most important parts of the plots, the upper left and lower right part are comparable.
First of all, the frequency dependency which was observable for the field data is also valid
for the synthetics. In order to model and invert the ghost reflection properly, we would have
to us a 3D code. However, at the moment, this is computationally very expensive and with
the used geometry, it does not justify the computational costs. At the same time, it will be
very difficult, to invert the field data with the 2D code and with the galleries where strong
ghost reflections occur. We will investigate the following approach. By not considering the
gallery walls in the starting model and making some constraints with the preconditioning,
the ghost reflections can be best explained in its behaviour. In addition, we will start with
the lowest possible frequencies, which also give us a benefit as we have already shown.

5.6 Chapter Conclusion
In this chapter, at the beginning, we have presented two synthetic models with those
all further studies were carried out. First, we used a random distributed velocity model
adapted from the typical properties of the a crystalline rock. The occurring velocities are
almost Gaussian distributed and the size of the structures varies in the order of several
meters. Secondly, we have chosen a checkerboard model in which both, the edge length
of the checkerboard pattern and the velocity perturbations can be set individually. The
random model is used to determine the influence of various parameters on the inversion
result, with the checkerboard pattern the resolution potential for different edge lengths
and different source frequencies can be shown. The starting model for the random model
was obtained with a travel-time tomography. A block size of 2 m turned out to be a stable
parameter. The receiver array along the Wilhelm Stehender Süd has virtually no influence
on the appearance of the velocity model. The velocity model was then smoothed in order
to remove the predefined interfaces introduced by the chosen block size. For the starting
model of the checkerboard model we have chosen a homogeneous model, which was the
basis for the checkerboard pattern. By varying the grid spacing DH, it was shown that the
spatial discretisation of the gallery walls of the gneiss block is sufficient for our concerns.
Subsequent, some inversion parameters were varied to study its influence on the inversion
result. In order to be able to describe the inversion result quantitatively, an error value
was calculated for the models of the random velocity model. We calculated the mean of
the absolute error of the inverted to the true model for each grid point. But often it is only
hardly possible to reduce the result on a single number. So, the interpretation is usually a
combination of both, the visible result and the quantitative value.
In general, the full-waveform inversion approach is strongly non-linear. In order to determine a minimum number of source and receiver which the FWI requires for a proper
result with the preprocessed data, we even obtain a better result with a lower number of
used source-receiver combinations in contrast to the use of all combinations. Nevertheless,
we investigated, that a lower number of receivers lead to a larger error of the inverted
model compared to a lower number of sources. Also, e. g., comparing the inversion results
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for different length for the time window, the error has no linear behaviour. So, for our
special geometry and preprocessing, we have to chose the parameters for the inversion very
carefully. As we cannot be very sure how accurate the coordinates of source and receivers
are, we found out that up to a deviation of ±0.25 m, the inversion can still resolve the
velocity model very well. For larger errors, this is not possible anymore.
Continuing to investigate the resolution potential of the FWI, for the checkerboard model,
the length of the edges was varied. With a frequency of 750 Hz an edge length of 10 m to
4 m could be reconstructed very well. For edge length of 2 m and less, the inversion failed.
For higher source frequencies of up to 1500 Hz, for an edge length of 4 m, the edges could
be further sharpened. By varying the velocity perturbation of the model while using the
homogeneous starting model, the inversion could handle a perturbation of up to 7.5%. For
a perturbation of 12.5% or higher, the inversion is not able to reconstruct the velocities and
the structures correctly.
Further, a common approach has been tested, which can increase the convergence of the
inversion approach. For this purpose, also a homogeneous starting model for the random
model was used. The source wavelet was filtered with a corner frequency of 1500 Hz. If we
us the entire frequency range from the beginning, the shape of the misfit function is very
complex, and the inversion fails to invert the structures. It is obvious that the inversion get
stuck in a local minimum. By adding gradually higher frequencies to the inversion, the low
frequencies at the beginning can smooth the misfit function and the convergence to the true
model can be increased. We started at a frequency of 400 Hz and inverted up to 1500 Hz
in steps of 100 Hz. We forced the inversion to change the frequency range not before 10
iterations per frequency, respectively if the FWI failed to decrease the misfit. We will also
use this approach in the field data by starting with low frequencies.
Furthermore, the influence of different true vS models were tested on the inversion results.
The true vP model and the starting models remained the same, but the Poisson ratio was
systematically varied between 0.15 and 0.35 for the true vS model. For a Poisson ratio
between 0.2 and 0.3, the vP model could be well reconstructed. So, the wrong vS starting
model has only a small effect on the vP model in a certain range. For the density, we tested
different starting models. The density does not affect the inversion result of vP and vS .
Then, similar to the field data, a semblance analysis for five different scenarios and different
frequencies were calculated. It turned out, that the ghost reflections at the rock-air interface
differ due to the different depths of the receivers and due to different models with a planar
rock-air interface and with a three dimensional gallery, respectively. For lower frequencies
the effect of the ghost reflection is reduced and comparable to the field data.
In the following chapter, we will deal with the field data and its difficulties by always
keeping the synthetic tests and its results in mind.
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Finally, in this chapter we apply a FWI with the field data presented in Chapter 3 and 4
and include the gained experience of the synthetic tests from Chapter 5. First we perform a
travel-time tomography using first arrivals to obtain an accurate vP starting model. Based
on the vP model we estimate a vS and density model as well. (Section 6.1). Afterwards, we
have to determine the source time function for the field data (Section 6.2). In order to test
the optimal FWI parametrisation, we first introduce the parameters and second perform an
inversion for only single sources. Afterwards, the simultaneous inversion using all shots are
presented and the inversion results are discussed in Section 6.3.

6.1 Starting Model Generation
Similar to the synthetic data, we performed a travel-time tomography with the picked firstarrival times of the field data. Pratt and Goulty (1991) showed that a starting model obtained
from a travel-time tomography can be sufficient for FWI. The theoretical background of the
travel-time tomography can be found in Section 2.5. The obtained velocity model is used as
a starting model for FWI and should be able to explain the waveforms within a temporal
shift of less than half a wavelength (Sun and McMechan, 1992), otherwise cycle-skipping
occurs (Section 2.3.6).
The picking of the first-arrival times had already been described in Section 4.3.2. We only
picked traces with a distinct first break - since we consider a vibroseis source - with a distinct
shape of the Klauder wavelet. The picks are already used for anisotropy analysis in Section
4.4.2 and for the preprocessing of the field data for the semblance analysis in Section 4.4.3.
As done in the synthetic case, different block sizes were tested to obtain the best tomography
result. With the experience gained from the random model (Section 5.1.2), we only tested
three different block sizes of 1 m, 2 m and 4 m. In the following, the galleries are named
according to Figure 3.6. The entire receiver array along the Wilhelm Stehender Süd was
taken into account in the tomography (Section 5.1.2). As a starting model for the traveltime tomography, a homogeneous velocity model of 4714 m/s was estimated from the used
software GeoTomCG. In Figure 6.1a - 6.1c the three inverted vP models, interpolated to a
grid size of DH = 0.12 m, can be seen. In grey the position of the galleries are shown.
In general, the three velocity models represent the same structures. At the top end of the
model, a high velocity area occurs. Beneath, a zone of lower velocities in the range of
4500 m/s to 4700 m/s almost continuous from left to right can be seen. Along the Wilhelm
Stehender Süd at the receiver array, an area with little higher velocities which decrease to
the Richtstrecke occurs. Another small area of high velocities is present at the corner of the
Richtstrecke and the Quergang.
In Figure 6.1d the ray density, respectively the number of rays travelling through one block
is shown for the 2 m block size result. In the vicinity of the rock-air interface, the number of
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rays per cell is less than 50, at the receiver array along the Wilhelm Stehender Süd, the number
increases to 450 rays per block. In general, almost no single ray paths are observable for 4 m
in the vP model and for and 2 m in both, the vP model and the ray density image. For the
starting model of the FWI, we chose the block size of 2 m. For 4 m the model is still very
blocky and for 1 m we can already recognise the individual ray paths very clearly which
indicates an insufficient ray coverage. In order to avoid artificial structures due to the used
block size, we additionally smoothed the model (Figure 6.1e). After smoothing with an
operator length of 6 m, the velocity model in Figure 6.1e has mainly the same characteristics
as the not smoothed model in Figure 6.1b and is used as the vP starting model for the FWI.
Finally, we want to compare the obtained vP model with the results of the already described
velocity models in Section 3.3.2.2, as the same dataset has been used. Similarities as well as
differences occur. The high velocity zone at the upper end of the model and the low velocity
zone beneath can be seen in Richter (2010) and Krauss (2013), too. The velocity pattern at
the lower part of the model is more similar to Krauss (2013) as does the model generally
matches this model better. Nevertheless, in the previous tomographies the overall velocity
values are much higher. The travel-time tomographies had been performed using different
software. However, the higher velocities are mainly due to the different picked travel times
as shown in Figure 4.7.
In Section 6.3.1 we will study the general topic of the rock-air interface and which part of
the model should be updated.
√
The vS model was calculated by the classical ratio of vP/vS = 3. Through synthetic tests we
have already shown that even with an inaccurate vS model, the vP model is still reconstructed
sufficiently accurate (Section 5.4.8). Similar to the synthetic tests, the density is set to a
spatially constant value of 2550 kg/m3 after Kopf et al. (2008).
In the following section, we determine the source time function and compare it to the
primarily assumed Klauder wavelet.

6.2 Source Time Function Inversion
The residuals between synthetic and field data are caused by first, the difference of the true
velocity structure of the gneiss and the starting model and second, due to the differences
in the source wavelet and the receiver response, respectively receiver coupling. The latter
influence, mainly the difference in the source wavelet, could be corrected with a source
time function inversion suggested by Pratt (1999). The theory of the inversion can be found
in Section 2.4. Even if we used a sweep signal in the field measurement and, therefore,
should actually know the shape of the source wavelet, there might be a change in the source
signal by different couplings of the vibrators at different source positions. Also, as already
mentioned, the coupling of the receiver anchors could influence the waveforms (Maurer
et al., 2012) which could be corrected up to a certain amount with the source time function
inversion if the coupling effect is similar for all receivers. The semblance analysis (Section
4.4.3) has identified receivers which differs strongly in its waveforms regarding their direct
neighbours and also corrupt receivers. We do not use this receivers, because they would
influence the source time function inversion.
Without the intention of anticipating, the FWI fails if we do not perform a source time
function inversion. Even though, the FWI could reduce the misfit, the artefacts around the
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Figure 6.1: a) - c) Results of the travel-time tomography of the field data for the different block
sizes (title). All three results are interpolated to DH = 0.12 m. For better orientation,
the grey line represents the galleries. In d) the number of rays per cell for a block
size of 2 m is shown. In e), the smoothed velocity model which is further the starting
model for the FWI is plotted.
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receivers and in the entire model are huge with large velocity contrasts. Thus, we need to
invert for the source time function.
The synthetic data should have a broader frequency spectrum as the field data for the source
time function inversion. Otherwise, the inversion has to adapt frequencies which could
cause ringing in the inverted source wavelet. To satisfy this, we do not use the Klauder
wavelet extracted from the field data (300 - 3000 Hz) but use an analytical wavelet with a
frequency content of 200 - 1500 Hz (Appendix B). So, the lower frequency limit is set to some
lower frequencies. In addition, we neglected the high frequencies because, first they are
only included sparely in the field data (Section 4.4.1) and second the computational costs
would be higher due to the adjusted FD-parameters.
As described in Section 5.4.7, we use the multi-scale approach starting at a frequency of
400 Hz. The synthetic data is based on the already shown starting model. Afterwards the
synthetic and the field data are preprocessed similar to the synthetic tests (Section 4.3.3). In
addition, the field data is filtered with a low-pass filter of 400 Hz.
Usually, e. g., for measurements at the surface, only the near offset traces are used for the
source time function inversion, because the waveforms are not that strongly influenced by
the velocity model as for far offset traces (Groos, 2013). Due to the preprocessing, we can
only use receivers which are in transmission geometry. Nevertheless, also Pratt (1999) who
suggested the source time function inversion approach, uses receivers in a transmission
geometry. But as we cannot avoid this constrain, we have to keep it in mind.
In Figure 6.2 the inverted source wavelets for all shots from black to light grey and for
comparison the Klauder wavelet which we extract from the field data filtered within the
appropriate frequency range, are shown. The Klauder wavelet and the wavelets from
the source time function inversion are similar in their appearance. The maxima for every
source wavelet of the field data are each slightly shifted from the Klauder wavelet. Also
the amplitudes of the side lobes differ slightly. The time shifts may be caused by an
inappropriate starting model. So, the source time function could project model features
into the wavelet. In order to test, whether the time shifts are primarily caused by the
velocity structure, we shifted the maximum of the wavelets at one point in time (0.015 s) and
performed a FWI with the shifted source wavelets. This corresponds nearly to the FWI with
the original Klauder wavelet, which has its maximum also at the same point in time for all
shots. However, now, the shape of the wavelets differs for each shot. As a result, again, the
inversion can reduce the misfit, however, artefacts and strong velocity contrasts arises in
the entire model. This shows to us that the phase shift in the source wavelets is needed to
obtain a smoother inversion result without artefacts.
In the next section, first we will use the FWI for inverting single shots to make sure that the
inversion scheme can explain the field data. Before, we describe the used parameters in the
inversion.
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Figure 6.2: The determined source time functions for all shots up to 400 Hz are plotted from
black to light grey. Also the Klauder wavelet which was extracted from the field
data with the same frequency range is plotted in red. The amplitudes are normalised
separately to the largest positive value.

6.3 Full-Waveform Inversion with Field Data
6.3.1 Inversion Parameters and Preconditioning
In order to get the inversion running, we have to specify the parameters for the FWI, so
they are in agreement with the field data. As already mentioned above, we will conduct
a multi-scale inversion which starts at a frequency of 400 Hz. Due to the lowest frequency
we use, we can neglect the various ghost-reflections at the rock-air interface in the field
data. In Section 4.4.3 and 5.5 this is shown with a semblance analysis which was carried out
with first, the field data and afterwards with the synthetic data for various types of velocity
models (with and without a rock-air interface). In the field data we could identify some
receivers which obviously differ from the other due to their coupling. These receivers are
not used in the inversion. Though, the most noticeable feature of both data sets was some
kind of checkerboard pattern for R1 to R15. This is due to the different, alternating depth of
the receivers. The checkerboard pattern decreases with lower frequencies. But, especially in
the synthetic case, for a velocity model with a transition from rock to air, the pattern is still
dominant and differs strongly to the field data. Therefore, we do not include the rock-air
interface in the starting model. For all performed inversions, only the interior of the gneiss
block is allowed to be updated (Section 6.3.3).
In the synthetic tests (Chapter 5), we applied the widely-used L2-norm as objective function
and normalised the wavefields in advance. In the ongoing work, Choi and Alkhalifah (2012)
proposed a global correlation norm which is a zero-lag cross-correlation of the normalised
synthetic and observed data and is therefore insensitive to the geometrical spreading (Section
2.3.2). This coincides with our preprocessing (Section 5.3). Comparing the global correlation
norm to the L2-norm, the back-propagated adjoint sources differs only little (Przebindowska,
2013). In the used inversion code DENISE, the misfit calculation for the global correlation
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norm is slightly different implemented as suggested by Choi and Alkhalifah (2012). In
addition, the misfit value is normalised by the energy of the normalised field seismograms
(Section 2.3.2). In the following, we used the global correlation norm as implemented in
DENISE to obtain a meaningful misfit value.
For the length of the time window to only invert the first-arrival P-phase, we chose 0.01 s, in
contrast to the synthetic test (Section 5.4.3). We shortened the time window because of two
reasons. First, we will end up at a higher frequency compared to the synthetic tests. That
means, the shape of the Klauder wavelet is narrower. And second, we want to be sure that
only the main phase with the largest amplitude is used in the inversion.
In the inversion, mainly the seismograms for sources and receivers in the transmission
geometry are used. The P-wave is polarised in the x-direction and thus, the main energy
of the phase is recorded on the x-component. On the y-component only little energy of
the P-wave arrives, as we already showed in Figure 4.10. The dominant wavetype on the
y-component is the S-wave which we do not consider in the inversion. Thus, in the field
data inversion, we only use the x-component. This provides are more stable result, as on
the y-component due to the smaller amplitudes, the signal to noise ratio is decreased which
will produce artefacts in the velocity model. The maximum spatial resolution as determined
in the synthetic tests will not decrease dramatically by neglecting the y-component. For
surface waves such an analysis has already been carried out by Romdhane et al. (2011).
The muted traces which are not considered in the inversion have been shown in Figure 4.9.
Receiver 16 - 18 at the bottom of the gneiss along the Quergang are neglected. They are not in
a transmission geometry and thus, the amplitude of the P-wave on the x-component is very
small. In Section 4.3.3 and 4.4.3 the appearance of the matrix is explained. For testing the
step length for scaling the gradient, respectively updating the velocity model, we use every
5th source position. In the synthetic tests we used only three shots because the individual
shots are consistent with one another. For the field data we cannot expect this fact.
For the multi-scale approach, we start at a maximum frequency of 400 Hz. The minimum
frequency is limited to the lowest frequency of the sweep signal to 300 Hz. We gradually
increase the frequency in steps of 100 Hz until 900 Hz. The source time function inversion is
determined as described in Section 6.2. After each frequency change, we calculate a new
source time function on the current velocity model.
The preconditioning of the gradient in the synthetic tests was described Section 5.3. The
gradient around the sources is tapered with the shape of a Gauss error function and only
updates of the velocity model within the gneiss block are allowed. Now, we adjust these
preconditioning to the field data inversion. The gradient before updating the velocity
model is slightly smoothed with a median filter (Section 5.1.2). The filter length is only
five gridpoints. The filter reduces the very strong velocity contrasts directly around the
source and receiver positions. If we do not smooth the gradient, the inversion becomes
unstable after a few iterations, since the used FD-modelling parameters are not chosen for
very high or very low velocities. In addition, similar to the synthetic tests, we precondition
the gradient around the sources with the shape of a Gauss error function and only allow
updates of the velocity model within the gneiss block (Section 6.3.3).
After each frequency change, the velocity model was also smoothed with a median filter
because of the still occurring high and low velocity areas in the vicinity of the receiver
positions. To smooth the velocity model similar to the gradient during the inversion after
each iteration would be only possible without the preconditioning. Otherwise the occurring
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edges in the velocity model due to the used taper would be shifted after each smoothing.
The inversion runs until the misfit converges and the FWI cannot find a velocity model
which reduces the misfit.

6.3.2 Single Shot FWI
For a first investigation, we just invert single sources individually to see whether the
preprocessing and the chosen parameters are reasonable for the field data. We expect a
very good fit of the synthetic data to the field data, because by using one single source,
the velocity model can be updated without any constrains. The vP , vS and the density
starting models are described in Section 6.1 and the vP starting model is shown in Figure
6.1e. Velocity models for the separately inverted shots should not be interpreted in the sense
of existing velocity structures. Representative, we selected three shots, Shot 10 along the
Richtstrecke. Shot 39 along the Quergang and Shot 60 at the Wilhelm Stehender Süd and have a
closer look at the seismograms and the resulting velocity models.
The maximum frequency of the inverted data ranges only to 400 Hz. We will start with
this frequency range also for the inversion for all shots. The misfit between synthetics and
field data is getting continuously smaller: For Shot 10 from 38.4 % to 0.9 %, for Shot 39 from
38.8 % to 0.3 % and for Shot 60 from 48.1 % to 0.6 %. That means, the final velocity model
can explain the seismograms of the field data very well.
Intentionally, in Chapter 5, no seismograms were shown. In the synthetic case, the FWI was
almost always able to fit the seismograms very well. This is because they based on the same
physical and numerical principles and the data was consistent with one another. For the
field data, the degree of the fit of the seismograms is one indication if we considered the
physics right.
The seismograms for the field data, the starting seismograms and the inverted seismograms
for the final velocity model are shown in Figure 6.3 for the three sources. Due to the
preprocessing only the seismograms which were used in the inversion are plotted. Especially
for Shot 10, the waveform of Receiver 27 and for Shot 60 the waveform of Receiver 3 are
not well explained by the starting model. Nevertheless, the starting model fits most of the
receivers already very well. We do not have any problems with cycle-skipping. As described
above, the FWI can handle the relatively huge discrepancy for some receivers and could fit
the waveforms to the field data. The final vP models for the three shots are shown in Figure
6.4.
Now, we want to explain how the inversion has changed the velocity models. An update
of the velocity model is only allowed within the boarder of the gneiss block (Section 6.3.3).
Generally, the change of the seismograms is nicely reflected in the model. For Shot 10, the
starting seismograms matches well to the field data. Only for the Receivers 25, 28, 30 and
in particular 27, differences occur in the travel time. For Receiver 25 and 30 the model
have to be updated with higher velocities in order to ensure an earlier arrival time of the
P-wave, for Receivers 27 and 28 the other way round. Especially for Receiver 27 the model
shows a significant decrease in the velocity between Shot 10 and Receiver 27. At almost all
receiver positions typical artefacts occur. Such artefacts with very low and high velocity
in the vicinity of the receiver positions are also visible in the synthetic tests, e. g., for the
wrong coordinates analysis in Figure 5.4.4. However, the artefacts do not necessarily have
its basis from incorrect coordinates. For Shot 39, receivers are used along both galleries.
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For Receiver 1, the velocity should be increased slightly. For Receiver 3 and also for the
following, the velocity must be reduced. The tendency to increase the velocity of Receiver 30
is the same case as for Shot 10. This is also visible in the model (Figure 6.4b). For shot 60,
only the receiver along the Richtstrecke are used. The effect of the various reflections because
of the alternating depths of the receiver in the field data is negligible due to the used low
frequencies. For the starting seismograms, also no reflections occur because in the model the
galleries are not included. The picture of the increased, respectively decreased velocities fits
also very well to Shot 60. Again, the velocity of the model must be increased for Receiver 1
and decreased for Receiver 3.
Comparing the areas of high and low velocities which are captured in the starting model,
they fit well to the areas in which the velocity is increased and decreased by the FWI. Hence,
the used parameters for the FWI are able to find a velocity models which explain the field
data for single sources.
In the next section we will invert for all shots simultaneously. We will investigate whether
the sources are consistent to each other. In addition, the resultant velocity models are then
interpretable.

Figure 6.3: The field data in the background in grey, the starting seismograms with determined
source time function in solid black and the inverted seismograms based on the final
velocity models in dashed red are shown. The FWI was performed individually for
the three Shots 10, 39 and 60. Only the traces which were used in the inversion are
shown. The time axis is equal for all three plots.
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Figure 6.4: Final vP model for the single shot FWI for Shots 10, 39 and 60. The source position
is marked with a red star, the receiver positions which were used in the inversion
with black triangles. Only an update of the velocity model within the boarder of the
gneiss block was allowed.

6.3.3 Multiple Shot FWI
In contrast to the previous section, all shots are inverted simultaneously now. The inversion
and thus, the velocity model has not only to satisfy one shot, but all shots.
As described in Section 5.4.7, we will conduct a multi-scale inversion and start with low-pass
filtered data with a corner frequency of 400 Hz.
In addition to the multi-scale approach, we allow the inversion only to update the interior
of the gneiss. This is the most realistic approach comparing to the field survey because the
waves can only travel within the gneiss block. If the FWI requires an update of the model
outside of the gneiss to explain the field data, we do not allow the update due to none
physical reasons. In addition, we successfully used the same approach in all performed
synthetic tests (Section 5.3).
In Figure 6.5 the contribution to the overall misfit for each shot and each receiver in respect
to the starting model (Figure 6.1e) and to the final model for a maximum frequency of 400 Hz
(Figure 6.9b) is shown. The grey areas are receivers which are neglected in the inversion
(Section 4.3.3). The sum of all misfit values is equal to the starting value and to the value at
the last iteration for the first frequency range in Figure 6.7, respectively. As already seen in
the previous section, Receiver 3 and Receiver 27 have a large time shift which is reflected in
the misfit value for the starting model (Figure 6.5a). The colour scale is clipped especially
for these two receivers. Furthermore, the misfit for the other shots and receivers is not
systematically distributed. In Figure 6.5b the misfit for the final model for a maximum
frequency of 400 Hz is shown. In general, the misfit could be reduced for almost all shots
and receivers, although some misfit is left. The FWI was able to find a velocity model which
explains most of the used seismograms and is consistent to almost all shots and receivers.
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Figure 6.5: In a) the contribution to the data misfit between the field data and the seismograms
for the starting model and in b) for the final model up to 400 Hz (Figure 6.9b) is
shown. Grey shot-receiver combinations were not used in the inversion. The colour
scale is clipped especially for Receiver 3 and Receiver 27. The sum of the misfit in a)
and in b), respectively, result in the total data misfit shown in Figure 6.7 for 400 Hz.
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We will now go on by increasing the frequency range of the field data. In contrast to the
synthetic test, where the inversion automatically increased the frequencies, we perform a
visual quality check of the velocity models and the data before starting the next inversion
manually.
In the following, we explain the applied approach for the frequency range of 500 Hz exemplary. Afterwards, the final inversion result up to a frequency of 900 Hz is shown. In the next
frequency range we used the velocity model obtained from the previous frequency stage
and apply a smoothing to reduce the strong velocity contrasts at the receiver positions which
occur despite of the gradient smoothing. This is necessary to remove small-scale artefacts
and for a stable FD-modelling. But we do not change reliable structures in the inversion
results. The used filter length is different for each frequency range and is summarised in
Appendix D. In addition, based on the smoothed model, new source time functions are
calculated to update both, the frequency content as well as the shape of the wavelets. Afterwards, the inversion is again started, with the velocity model obtained from the previous
frequency stage as the starting model, new source time functions and with a field data that
has a broader frequency content.
In Figure 6.6a and 6.6c the inverted source time function of Shot 10 and 60 for all frequency
ranges are shown. The general shape is almost the same for all frequencies. This a quality
feature for a stable inversion (Brenders, 2011; personal communication: Jean Virieux). If the
source time functions would differ for higher frequencies and for different shot positions
that would indicate that the inversion is not on a straight path to a minimum of the misfit
function, although for higher frequencies, the symmetry of the Klauder wavelet is reduced.
The second side lobe after the global maximum is getting smaller. This could be due to the
rising influence of the reflection at the rock-air interface in the field data (Section 4.4.3).
On the right side in Figure 6.6b and 6.6d, the corresponding frequency spectra are shown.
Adding higher frequencies to the inversion is only plausible up to 900 Hz because in the
field data no higher frequencies occur (Section 4.4.1). This is also reflected in the frequency
content of the source time function. Comparing the source time function of 800 Hz and
900 Hz, the frequency content is almost the same. We stop the inversion at this frequency.
In Figure 6.7, the misfit curve for all frequency ranges is plotted. The number of iterations
differs for different frequency ranges. In Appendix D the exact number of iterations and the
maximum and minimum misfit value for each frequency can be found. The data misfit with
the unit %, is specified with respect to the unexplained energy of the energy normalised
field data. Within one frequency band the misfit decreases steadily until no model update
can be found which reduces the misfit. After the jump to a higher frequency content of
the field data, the misfit is increased for two reasons. First, due to the newly added higher
frequencies and therefore further information. And second, since the model is smoothed
before each frequency change, this also contributes little to the misfit. For the last frequency
range of 900 Hz, the final misfit as well as the velocity model does only change slightly. As
explained above, the frequency content of the field data is almost exploited, no information
could further improve the velocity model.
In Figure 6.8 the fit of the final seismograms to the field data for the first frequency range up
to 400 Hz can be seen, again for Shot 10, 39 and 60. We show this frequency range because
the misfit could be reduced most. The starting seismograms are already very well fitted to
the field data, and for many traces almost no more misfit is observable. The seismograms
calculated with the final inverted model of 400 Hz are fitted very well and the misfit drops.
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Figure 6.6: Source time functions for all frequency ranges with its corresponding frequency
spectrum for Shot 10 and Shot 60. The source wavelets as well as the frequency
spectra are normalised separately.
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Figure 6.7: The evolution of the overall data misfit. The data misfit with the unit % is specified
in respect to the unexplained energy of the energy normalised field data. The vertical
dashed lines indicate jumps to the next frequency range. In Appendix D, the number
of iterations per frequency range and the exact values at the first and last iteration for
every frequency range can be found.
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In comparison to Figure 6.3 where only single shots were inverted, certainly the fit for an
inversion with all shots is worse. For some traces, the inversion is not able to explain the
seismograms by changing the velocity model.

Figure 6.8: The field data in the background in grey, the starting seismograms with determined
source time function in solid black and the inverted seismograms based on the final
velocity models in dashed red for 400 Hz are shown. In contrast to Figure 6.3, the
FWI was performed simultaneously for all shots. Only the traces which were used in
the inversion are shown. The time axis is equal for all three plots.

In Figure 6.9 the final inverted models for the highest inverted frequency of 900 Hz as well as
for 600 Hz for all three elastic parameters and for the vP to vS ratio is shown. The vP model
for 600 Hz has already more structures than the starting model (Figure 6.9a). Especially in
the vicinity of the receivers and at the edge of the preconditioning taper, some artefacts
with strong velocity contrasts occur. The low velocity zone at the top of model from left
to right has some more structure as well as the high velocity zone at the bottom along
the Wilhelm Stehender Süd. After the inversion up to 900 Hz, the velocity model is even
more heterogeneous (Figure 6.9e). The artefacts at the edge of the gneiss get stronger. In
Figure 6.10 the vP models for all frequencies are shown. We will discuss the structures and
containing velocity values in more detail later on.
In the vS model for both frequencies the artefacts around the receivers are different to the vP
model (Figure 6.9b and 6.9f). Also the structures in the vS model are only little comparable
to the vP model. As we only invert the first-arrival P-wave, the sensitivity is much higher
for the vP model as for the vS model. By comparing the synthetic seismograms in Section
5.4.8 with different vS models, the varying vS does have an influence on the shape of the
first-arrival P-wave, anyway not as big as a varying vP model. The inversion has a trade-off
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between the S-wave and P-wave velocity. In DENISE the gradients of each parameter is
individual scaled (Section 2.3.4). In Groos (2013) the same problematic occur the other way
round: “However, in each iteration the update of each model parameter is a percentage of the
maximum value of the corresponding model parameter in the current model, independent
of the absolute amplitude of the gradients for the different model parameters. This could
cause a too large update of the P-wave velocity which then influences also the update of the
S-wave velocity in the following iteration steps.“ (Groos, 2013, p. 104). The synthetic tests
in Section 5.4.8 showed that the vP model could still be resolved even though vS model is
incorrect to a certain degree. The vP to vS ratio for the starting model was constant with 1.73
which corresponds to a Poisson ratio of σP = 0.25. At the edge of the gneiss, the vP to vS ratio
is blurry and the ratio drops below 1.41 which corresponds to σP = 0 for both frequencies
(Figure 6.9d and 6.9h). Negative Poisson values means that if a tension is applied to the
material, it will expand in the other directions. This is possible, but we do not expect such
materials within the gneiss. The negative σP is not physically feasible. However, in the
middle of the gneiss, the ratio is almost constant with approximately 1.8 for 600 Hz. For
900 Hz the ratio gets little more irregular. Comparing to the synthetic tests the homogeneity
indicates that the starting models are accurate for the inversion. In the area of the low
velocity zone, also the ratio drops which is an indication for the low vP value. In future
inversion, we should spend more attention to the vP to vS ratio and implement a routine
which avoids negative Poisson numbers.
The density model is mainly updated at the edge of the gneiss block (Figure 6.9c and 6.9g).
The structures do not correlate to the velocity models and are very heterogeneous. We
almost see similar effects in the synthetic tests we carried out to investigated the influence
of the density in the inversion (Section 5.4.8). So, as it is not well constrained by the field
data, we will not interpret the density model. By modelling synthetic seismograms with the
final inverted vP and vS but using the density of the starting model, almost no difference in
the seismograms occur.
In Figure 6.10 the evolution of the vP model beginning at the starting model to 900 Hz is
shown. We show all vP models for every frequency range because the inversion is mainly
sensitive for vP . For all frequency ranges, almost the same artefacts around the receivers
occur. The are between the edge of the preconditioning taper and the receivers should not be
over-interpreted. The size of the structures within the gneiss which are continuously added
to the velocity models as well as the minimum and maximum velocities are increasing to
higher frequencies, although the size of the additionally small-scale structures is in the
range of the smallest wavelength. As investigated in Section 5.4.5, the size of the structures
are within the possible resolution. Especially starting at 700 Hz, the contrast between the
structures get very strong. The misfit could be reduced for every frequency range and the
synthetic data fits better and better to the field data. The general pattern from the starting
model, the low velocity zone from left to right in the upper part of the model likewise the
two high velocity zones still exist and have a finer structure as in the starting model.

6.4 Chapter Conclusion and Discussion
In this chapter a FWI for a field data set which we acquired in the GFZ U-Lab in a hard rock
regime was presented. We mainly used the sources and receivers which are in a transmission
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Figure 6.9: Inversion result for all three elastic parameters and the vP and vS ratio for two
different frequencies ranges. The colour scale at the top is used for both frequencies.
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Figure 6.10: Evolution of the vP model from the starting model to 900 Hz. Only an update of
the velocities within the gneiss block is allowed. Always the final model of each
frequency range is shown.
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geometry for the inversion. The starting model was obtained with a travel-time tomography.
With the used parameters, the misfit between the field and the synthetic data could be
reduced significantly. The resulting velocities and density model fits the field data much
better than the starting model. The inverted vP models after each frequency stage are very
consistent in its development. The three dominant areas in the starting model, the low
velocity zone from left to right and the two high velocity zones above and on the left gallery
along the Wilhelm Stehender Süd, are still observable in the inverted model although smaller
structures are added especially for higher frequencies.
In the vicinity of the receivers and at the edge of the preconditioning taper, strong velocity
contrasts which are treat as artefacts occur and should not be interpreted. The size of the
additional structures is in the range of the minimum wavelength. The determined source
time functions for different frequency ranges in the inversion do only differ little. Both are
indications for a stable run of the inversion with a good convergence.
The vS and the density model is not interpreted. The sensitivity of the inversion was
restricted to the vP model due to the preprocessing of the field data. With the data used
in the inversion, also an acoustic inversion would be imaginable. As the the survey was
designed for an elastic inversion due to the used sources which excited a force with a
specific radiation pattern and geophones which recorded the ground velocity, the aim was
to perform an elastic inversion. For a future application with including S-waves or even
tunnel surface waves, we laid the foundation for a successful application in the future.

7 Summary and Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to perform a seismic measurement in a hard rock environment
below ground and, in particular, to invert the field data with the full-waveform inversion
(FWI) approach.
The measurement took place at the GFZ-Underground-Laboratory (GFZ U-Lab) in the research and education mine Reiche Zeche of the Freiberg University of Mining and Technology
(TU BAF). The field data was acquired with a high frequency magnetostrictive vibrator
source and three-component receivers. With synthetic tests, the data preprocessing, the
magnitude of the influence of various inversion parameters on the inversion results, the
resolution potential and inversion strategies were investigated. Finally, an inversion of the
field data with a 2D elastic FWI code was shown.
In Chapter 2, the underlying theory of the approaches applied in this thesis is explained
in detail. We use a 2D elastic full-waveform inversion code called DENISE which uses
the conjugated gradient method. The forward modelling and back-propagation of the
wavefields is realised with the finite-difference (FD) scheme. With respect to the field
data application, we focused on the source implementation, the choice of the objective
function, the preconditioning and scaling of the gradient, and on a multi-scale approach
with frequency filtering.
In order to imitate the source direction in the field measurement, we implemented sources
in arbitrary directions which split the force density within the FD-scheme between the xand y-component. The implementation was verified by a forward modelling with different
source angles and by an evaluation of the corresponding radiation pattern of the P- and
S-wave.
In Chapter 3 and 4, we introduce the performed seismic survey in hard rock conditions at
the GFZ U-Lab and characterise the field data. The U-Lab provides the necessary equipment
for performing seismic measurements. The test site encloses a gneiss block almost 50 m
wide and 80 m long, surrounded by three galleries in a depth of approximately 150 m.
Previous projects and publications have already characterised the gneiss very well. We used
a high frequency magnetostrictive vibrator source to excite a sweep signal from 300 - 3000 Hz
at 76 positions spaced almost equidistantly (about 2 m). The actual source wavelet is the
autocorrelation of the sweep signal, the so-called Klauder wavelet. With FD-modellings,
we confirmed the zero-phase characteristics. That means, the first-arrival time corresponds
to the maximum or minimum amplitude, respectively, which is important for picking the
travel time.
30 three-component receivers mounted with anchors in the rock to avoid the influence of
the excavation damage zone were used to record the seismic wavefield. All anchors are
located in one horizontal plane along the galleries. Along one of these galleries the anchor
depth is alternating between 1 m and 2 m, which we exploit to investigate ghost reflection
phenomena. The dominant wavetypes are the tunnel surface wave, which travels at the
rock-air interface along the galleries, and the direct P-wave for a transmission geometry.
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S-wave arrivals are also observable, although they are often influenced by the coda of the
P-wave.
In order to ensure comparability with simulated waveforms, the entire wavefield were
rotated into the coordinate system of the FD-scheme. Afterwards, a 3D/2D transformation
of the field data was applied. These are basic processing steps which are independent of the
geometry and application purpose.
Due to the 2D acquisition geometry in one horizontal plane and the predominant perpendicular direction of the faults resulting from the geological mapping, we employed a 2D
inversion. However, the remaining differences after the 3D/2D transformation between
the modelling in 2D and the measurement in 3D result from an inaccurate modelling of
tunnel surface waves. Thus, we focused on the inversion of the P-waves which required an
appropriate preprocessing. First, we applied a trace muting of near offset receivers where
the P-wave and the tunnel surface wave are not separated. Secondly, we applied a time
windowing around the first-arrival time. This preprocessing was performed for nearly all
synthetic tests as well as for the field data inversion.
We determined the maximum frequency in the field data to approximately 1000 Hz, although
the source excited a maximum frequency of 3000 Hz. The drop of the spectral amplitude
at higher frequencies may be caused by attenuation. However, this was not considered
in this thesis. We could not find any evidence for anisotropy by investigating an angle
dependency of the first-arrival times for the P-wave, at least within the horizontal plane.
With a semblance analysis which is sensitive to differences in the waveforms in a common
shot and a common receiver gather (CSG and CRG), we can conclude two facts. First, the
varying depth of the receivers results in different reflection characteristics (ghost effect) for
reflections at the rock-air interface. In the CRG we observed a checkerboard pattern for the
alternating depth. For lower frequencies the pattern is reduced, the waveforms are more
coherent. Secondly, we identified sources in the CSG and receivers in the CRG which have
significantly different waveforms compared to their neighbours. Apparently, this is due to
an imperfect coupling of or corrupt receivers. Consequently, we can only use 703 of 2280
possible source-receiver combinations.
In Chapter 5, the influence of different preprocessing parameters, the resolution potential
and strategies for a better convergence of the FWI was tested in synthetic case studies. As a
source wavelet, the Klauder wavelet extracted from the field data was used. We adopted
the acquisition geometry from the field survey. For synthetic velocity models, we generated
a random distributed velocity model which represents the crystalline rock and a velocity
model with a checkerboard pattern. As a starting model, we used the result of a travel-time
tomography for the random model and a homogeneous model for the checkerboard model,
respectively.
A reference inversion result was calculated by applying no preprocessing to the data, i. e.,
no trace muting and no time windowing. On the one hand, we compared all further results
to the reference P-wave velocity model and, on the other hand, by varying one parameter
we compared it amongst each other. We quantified the differences of the inverted P-wave
velocity model to the true model by calculating the absolute mean deviation. The parameter
study showed the high non-linearity of the inversion. The perturbation of the parameters
and the error of the inverted model have no linear behaviour.
Also we can only use 703 of 2280 possible source-receiver combinations, in synthetic tests
we varies the number in both directions by taking approximately 250 to 1000 combinations
into account. Above 500 combinations, the error between inverted and true model vary
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little without a clear trend around an average value of 2.15 %. By a reduction to 250 of 2280
combinations, the error increased to 2.45 %. In addition, in this work, a lower number of
receivers lead to a larger error of the inverted model compared to a lower number of sources.
For the time windowing, we chose different window lengths between 0.005 s and 0.00005 s.
The error between inverted model and true model increased linearly with an increasing
time window length, except for 0.0015 s. The window length for the field data was set to
0.001 s to ensure to invert as little noise as possible but still have a reasonable P-phase.
To summarise, the preprocessing by only using the first P-wave arrivals provides very
promising inversion results for the parameters we will use in the field data application.
Starting from a model obtained by a first-arrival travel-time tomography, most of the
structures of the true model were recovered.
For the coordinates of the sources and receivers in the field survey, we cannot state an
exact error regarding their position. To investigate the influence of wrong coordinates,
we added a random number with a maximum value of ±0.25 m, ±0.50 m and ±1.00 m
to the x- and y-coordinate, respectively. For all tests, the inversion creates artefacts in
the vicinity of the receiver positions and only for a maximum perturbation of 0.25 m the
inversion can reconstruct a proper model. This corresponds to the estimated error in the
field measurement.
To evaluate the resolution potential of the FWI, we used the checkerboard model which has
a defined structure size. We varied the size and the velocity perturbation of the blocks, and
the maximum frequency of the source. The FWI was able to recover structures with the size
of about half a wavelength. This means for the field data, that we can smooth the model
with a proper filter to remove small-scale artefacts without changing reliable structures in
the inversion result. The maximum velocity perturbation of ±7.5 % which could be inverted
is quite large. For the field data inversion we expect a much smaller value.
Next, we discussed the multi-scale approach with frequency filtering for a poor starting
model. We demonstrate the approach with the random distributed velocity model as the true
model and a homogeneous starting model. By adding continuously higher frequencies from
500 Hz to 1500 Hz to the inversion, the convergence increased dramatically. Comparing the
inversion results with and without frequency filtering, the gain in resolution with filtering is
enormous. This is an important approach for the field data because the inversion is able to
converge with a poor starting model.
Next, the influence of the S-wave velocity by changing the Poission ratio of the true model
from 0.15 to 0.35 is investigated. The typical Poission ratio for hard rock of 0.25 was used for
the starting model. In the range of a Poission ratio of 0.20 to 0.30, the inversion was able to
reconstruct the P-wave velocity model with an average error of 2.20 %. The error increased
to 2.85 % for Poission ratios of 0.15 and 0.35. The test showed the trade-off between the
S-wave and P-wave velocity model, even only P-waves are considered. For the field data
inversion, we will use the typical Poission value of 0.25 as we have no further information
on the S-wave velocity structure. A subsequent test, varies the density of the starting model
between 2100 kg/m3 and 3000 kg/m3 with a constant density of 2550 kg/m3 for the true model.
For the synthetic inversion results, the starting density value has no influence on the velocity
models, even though the inversion must be allowed to change the density model.
Similar to the field data, with a semblance analysis for different modelling scenarios we can
observe that the intensity of the ghost reflections is frequency dependent with a smaller
effect for low frequencies. For a 2D modelling with a rock-air interface, the transition zone
acts like an infinitesimally extended interface where all seismic energy is reflected. For a 3D
modelling with a real 3D gallery the reflected energy is less and matches better to the the
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field data. Nevertheless, we conclude to invert the field data in 2D with a gallery-free model
without the rock-air interface which fits the behaviour of the field data best.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we performed a full-waveform inversion with the acquired field data in
the GFZ U-Lab. At first, we used the travel-time tomography software GeoTomCG to obtain
a P-wave starting velocity model. The starting model for the S-wave velocity was calculated
via a Poission ratio of 0.25 and the density was chosen homogeneous with 2550 kg/m3 .
In the FWI, the multi-stage approach with frequency filtering starting at 400 Hz was applied.
Before the first iteration, we had to determine the source time functions for each source based
on the starting model. The shape of the inverted wavelets is very similar to the expected
Klauder wavelet, although it differs in the amplitude of the sidelobes. For all sources, the
source time function has a similar shape. By comparing forward modelled seismograms
with the actually determined source wavelets on the starting velocity model, in the majority,
the waveforms already match very well for most of the receivers. Nevertheless, some arrival
times are inaccurate. As we used a sweep as a source signal, we are supposed to know
the shape of the source wavelet. However, without the source time function inversion, the
inversion produces significant artefacts in the velocity model.
In a first investigation, we inverted only for single sources to get an impression how the FWI
changes the velocity model. For each source, the inversion is able to converge to velocity
models which explain the field data perfectly. Nevertheless, the inverted velocity models are
not interpretable regarding the velocity distribution. Consequently, we inverted all sources
simultaneously.
We only used the x-component because most of the energy of the P-wave is recorded on this
component for a transmission geometry. An update of the gallery-free velocity model is
only allowed within the gneiss because, as in the field survey, the seismic waves can only
travel within the block. The frequency in the inversion is increased by 100 Hz if the FWI
failed to decrease the misfit. After adding higher frequencies, the source time function is
recomputed with the current velocity model. We stopped the inversion at 900 Hz.
The general velocity distribution of the P-wave velocity model is consistent for all frequency
ranges. We could achieve a small-scale velocity distribution of the gneiss block. Nevertheless,
3D effects could influence the result which we cannot proof. Although the inversion added
small-scale details to the velocity model, the dominant structures of the starting model
remain the same. Indeed, the influence of the receiver artefacts is very strong. Both, the
S-wave velocity and the density model do not coincide in their structures with the P-wave
velocity model. By only inverting the P-phase, the FWI is also just sensitive for the P-wave
velocity model. Nevertheless, the realistic P- and S-wave velocity ratio around the centre
of the gneiss block indicates a stable and trustful inversion result. However, at the gallery
walls negative Poission ratios occur due to the strong artefacts.
The general shape of the source time functions is similar within the different frequency
ranges. This is also an evidence for a consistent inversion. Changes in the source time
functions for different frequencies indicate an alternating and inconsistent update of the
model and the source time function.
With the shown preprocessing the inversion is mostly sensitive to the P-wave. Thus, we only
interpret the P-wave velocity model. With the data used in the inversion, also an acoustic
inversion would be imaginable. Nevertheless, the original survey geometry and equipment
was designed for an elastic inversion. We used sources which excited a force with a specific
radiation pattern and geophones which recorded the ground velocity in three directions.
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The expectancy was to have a clear P- and S-wave arrival and to invert for both wavetypes.
But, it turned out, that the S-wave arrival is influenced by the P-wave coda. At first, we
decided to only invert the relatively clear P-wave arrivals but still with an elastic code and
the intention to invert both phases later on. The effort to investigate the preprocessing to
invert only the P-wave with a 2D code but having 3D data and 3D effects was very large.
The complexity of the misfit function would increase dramatically by adding the S-wave.
Therefore, we concluded not to use the S-wave explicitly in this thesis. We only interpreted
the S-wave velocity model according to the experiences of the synthetic tests but not in
detail. Nevertheless, we presented some essential steps towards an elastic inversion in hard
rock conditions.
We showed a successful inversion of field data in a hard rock regime at the GFZ U-Lab. With
the used measurement equipment and the characterisation and preprocessing of the data,
also other applications are possible. With the highly regulated magnetostrictive double
vibrator, we have the potential to measure small changes in the host rock for permanent
installations for monitoring developments in service. To identify receivers and sources
which have differences in the coupling or are corrupt, the semblance analysis is an approach
which should be performed before the full-waveform inversion. In addition, the inversion
strategy neglecting the rock-air interface and only allowing updates within the host rock
was also necessary and successful and can be transferred to other surveys below ground.
Regarding computational resources, 3D inversions are highly demanding and are thus not
feasible in the near future.
For future surveys in underground developments, we suggest to involve a larger number of
receivers, also we know that this is a difficult task. The number of sources must be aligned
to the number of receivers to ensure a sufficient illumination. For the source, we suggest to
try an impulsive source for a larger signal to noise ratio. The receivers should be mounted
with anchors in the host rock to avoid influences by the excavation damage zone.
Although the FWI is a complex multi-parameter problem, we recommend its application
in hard rock regimes, e. g., for seismic imaging around a tunnel to identify rock changes
during the construction period or to monitor the rock conditions between two tunnels to
obtain a high resolution image.
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Correlograms for Shot 1, 20, 40, 60 and 76

Figure A.1: Correlograms of the field data for Shot 1.
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Figure A.2: Correlograms of the field data for Shot 20.
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Figure A.3: Correlograms of the field data for Shot 40.
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Figure A.4: Correlograms of the field data for Shot 60.

Appendix A. Correlograms for Shot 1, 20, 40, 60 and 76

Figure A.5: Correlograms of the field data for Shot 76.
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Appendix B
Analytical Klauder Wavelet
The analytical Klauder wavelet K (t) is extracted from Costain and Coruh (2004):
K (t) =
f −f

(sin[( L − t) B] ∗ cos( Pt)
,
BL

(B.1)

where P = π ( f 1 + f 2 ), A = π 2 L 1 , and B = At. The frequencies f 1 and f 2 are the start and
end frequencies of the vibroseis sweep in Hz, respectively, and L is the length of the sweep
in seconds. As the equation (B.1) starts at time zero, this represents only the positive time of
the wavelet. We have to flip K (t) to get the symmetrical and zerophase Klauder wavelet.
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Appendix C
Rotation Angle of the Receivers
Table C.1: Rotating angle for the 30 receivers. The angle must be applied clockwise.

Receiver
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Angle in ◦
82
83
83
82
80
81
81
81
80
81

Receiver
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Angle in ◦
81
80
80
77
77
339
350
338
325
275

Receiver
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Angle in ◦
277
284
276
265
262
266
268
250
264
270
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Appendix D
Field Data Inversion Parameters
Table D.1: The number of iterations, the drop of the misfit, the minimum wavelength of the
P-wave and the used filter length for smoothing the velocity model with a median
filter after each frequency stage for all frequencies. The minimum wavelength of the
P-wave was estimated with a constant velocity of 4500 m/s. The misfit curve is shown
in Figure 6.7.

Frequency
band
in Hz
from 300
to 400
to 500
to 600
to 700
to 800
to 900

Number
of
iterations
32
33
44
39
33
27

Misfit
decrease
from - to
in %
37.5 to 14.0
28.4 to 10.9
22.1 to 7.1
20.0 to 5.6
16.5 to 5.6
12.0 to 6.0

Minimum
wavelength
of P-waves
in m
11.25
9.00
7.50
6.42
5.63
5.00

Filter length
for velocity
models
in m
2.40
1.92
1.92
1.44
1.44
0.96
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Appendix E
Used Software and Hardware
Software
All full-waveform inversion (FWI) results were computed with 2D FWI code DENISE (subwavelength DEtail resolving Nonlinear Iterative SEismic inversion). DENISE was originally
developed by Daniel Köhn (Köhn, 2011) and further extended by Lisa Groos, Martin Schäfer,
and myself. The code is freely available from
http://www.gpi.kit.edu/Software.php under the terms of the GNU General Public License.
Most of the preprocessing of the data, as well as the analysis of the inversion results were
done with The MathWorks MATLAB® R2009b for Linux, version 7.9.0.529. In particular,
the toolbox Large Data in MATLAB: A Seismic Data Processing Case Study by Stuart
Kozola was used to read in SEG2 files to MATLAB®. For the inversion of the source time
function, we used the program soutifu. This code was provided by Thomas Forbriger. It is
part of the TFSoftware package.
Most of the figures were created with MATLAB®and modified with GIMP, version 2.6.8 and
Inkscape version 0.46. The thesis is written in LATEX 2ε with Kile, version 2.0.83.

Hardware
The data preprocessing and the analysis were performed on a Intel® Core™ i7 CPU 950 @
3.07GHz, 11.8 GB RAM and an nVidia GeForce 9500 GT with openSUSE 11.2 and KDE 4.3.5.
The inversion results were calculated on several high-performance-computing (HPC) systems. We would like to mention and acknowledge the used facilities:
• The authors gratefully acknowledge the computing time granted by the John von
Neumann Institute for Computing (NIC) and provided on the supercomputer JUROPA
at Jülich Supercomputing Centre (JSC).
• This work was performed on the high-performance computer InstitutsCluster II (IC2)
at Steinbuch Centre for Computing at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology.
• This work was performed on the computational resource bwUniCluster funded by
the Ministry of Science, Research and Arts and the Universities of the State of BadenWürttemberg, Germany, within the framework program bwHPC.
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Appendix F
Project SOUND
Project Description
The shown results were calculated within the framework of the SOUND project (Seismic
Observations for UNderground Development). For an overview of the topics within the
project, we refer to Lüth et al. (2014) and to the website of the GFZ
http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/en/research/organizational-units
/scientific-infrastructures/scientific-drilling/projects/
completed-projects/sound/ (last access: 20.05.2014).
Many collaboration partners and scientists were involved in the results such as the German
Research Centre for Geosciences (GFZ) in Potsdam with Rüdiger Giese, Stefan Lüth, Aissa
Rechlin and Silke Hock and the Leibniz Institute for Applied Geophysics (LIAG) in Hannover with Ulrich Polom and Sonja Wadas.
Some material presented in this thesis has been already published or will be published in
scientific journals. Therefore, I generally use the term “we” instead of “I” to refer to the
originators throughout all chapters. Nevertheless, the thesis represents the work which I
did.
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